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CALCULATION OF CORRECTION OF KOLMOGOROV INDEX
BY THE PRINCIPLE OF MAXIMAL. RANDOMNESS
Adzhemian L.Ts. 1 , Hnatich M., S t e h l i k M.
I n s t i t u t e o f Experimental P h y s i c s , Slovak Academy o f S c i e n c e s ,
Koshice, Czecho - Slovakia
Sankt-Petersburg University, Sankt - Petersburg, Russia
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SPONTANEOUS PARITY VIOLATION IN HYDRODYNAMIC TURBULENCE
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POSSIBILITIES OF HEAT TRANSFER INTENSIFICATION TO THE MHD
PROBLEMS OF LIQUID METAL FUSION BLANKETS
0.V.Andreev, Yu.B.Kolesnikov. Institute of Physics, Latvian
Academy of Sciences, Salaspils-1, LV-2169, Latvia
In the liquid metal blanket the problems of heat transfer
processes intensification are arising. One of the
most
effective way for heat transfer intensification is
the
generation of large-scale two-dimensional vortices in the flow
under action of strong magnetic field. The experimental
modeling allowed to determine such vortex structures role at
the heat transfer from hot channel wall into the flow.
The experiments were carried out in circular closed channel
with the uniform axial magnetic field. The inner wall,
parallel to the magnetic field, included a heater, but outer
cold wall was kept up the constant temperature. The end walls
perpendicular to the magnetic field, in one case were fully
electrically isolated, but in the other case, for the comparison ,on one of these walls the local electrically conducting
spots were placed near hot wall. The averaged and pulsation
velocities and also temperatures distributions were measured
with conduction and thermo-couple probes.
The
velocity
structures and heat transfer intensity were determined.
At liquid metal (InGaSn eutectic) motion in enough strong
magnetic field (B= 1.4 T) in the flow above conducting spots
the stagnate zones are arising and are protruding along the
magnetic field. As a result of current around these zones
(like a wake behind the two-dimensional bodies) near the hot
wall the large-scale vortex structures are generated. These
structures are destroying the heat boundary layer and providing intensive heat transfer from hot wall into the flow core.
It was experimentally shown that at laminar flow the heat
transfer from hot wall is due to thermal conductivity, Nusselt
number Nussl. In the turbulent flow, without electrically
conducting spots on the end wall, Nu=1.4. At the presence of
electrically conducting spots on the end wall at small
Reynolds numbers, which are sufficient for vortices generation, Nu number increases and becomes a some times as large.
At reaching turbulent Reynolds numbers the Nusselt number Nu=
5-7. The hot wall temperature is lowering approximately by 45%
in comparison with insulating wall case. The relationships
between Nusselt numbers and Rh-parameter (Rh= Re/Ha) are
received.The critical value Rtarcr> and also parameters values
up to B= 5 T are determined.The measurements have shown that
in the strong magnetic field the Nusselt number remains
constant at heat flux increasing through hot wall surface.
So, the placing near the hot wall blanket channel
spots with higher electrical conductivity may
increase significantly transfer processes.
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A CLASS OF MAGNETIC FIELDS WHICH CAUSE THE PROBLEMS OF
FREE MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC THERMAL CONVECTION TO
REMAIN SELF-SIMILAR.
M.Va.Antiinirov, I.M.Volodko, O.V.Zhiruov and A.Yu. Podvisotsky.

Numerous studies, a review of which has been undertaken in [1], have been devoted to a theoretical investigation of the influence of the magnetic field on the free thermal convection that takes place above heated
bodies. In the present study we have found a general class of magnetic fields which keep problems of free
thermal Ml ID convection about a vertical semiinfinite plate, linear, point heat sources and near heat-isolated wall, self-similar. In particular, for the cases of vertical plate and linear heat source the form of magnetic field, found in the present papers coincides with well-known in literature ( see (2],[3]). Special variant
of shooting method is developed for the solution of some particular problems in the interval 0<Z<30,
Z = -jfif, where Ha - Hartniann number, Gr - Grashof number.
Simple exact solutions of unlinear boundary MHD problem where found for some meanings of Z and
Pr ( Pr - Prandll number) in case of poini heat source.
Exact asymptotics solutions of the problems of MHD convection near vertical plate and the problems of
linear and wall sources are obtained in the limit Z -» <». This solutions coincide with numerical solutions for
Z > 10, and give small errors when Z > 5.
In case oJ linear heal source, asymptotic fur stream function l l ; and dimensionless temperature 0 has the
follow ing form ( axis x is vertical;:
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= ch ' ^ b = \^j \ a = ^ J \ r, = kyx~\. k = ^ ^ ,
where// is kinematic viscosity, 1 - arbitrary constant of length. Incase of heat source on an heat-isolated vertical surface, llie asymptotic solution, that were found using method of matched asymptotic expansions [4],
has llie following form:
/()/) =•• Z : \exp(- >] \ / Z ) - l

+ bZ~2tliiiij.

The function 0(7) has the same I'onn as the equation above.
Moreover lluse problems are solved by the method of integral relations, using the approximation of the
.solution by exponential function. The method gives excellent coincidence with numerical solution for alt
values ;;f the parametrs Z and I'r, for v.hich the numerical solution is found.
1. A/itiinirov M. Ya. cl a).// Magnitnaya Gidrodinamika. -1991. - Vol 27. - N 3 - P.75 -81.
2. Lykoudis P.S. // Intern. J. Heat a. Mass Transfer. -1962. - Vol. 5. - P. 163-171.
1 Gray D.D. //Applied Scientific Rf.scardi.-li/77.- vol XXXIII.- P.437-4-J7.
A. Nayfeh A.H. //introduction to ."eiiiirbalion Techniques. - New York., l'JSl. - 535 p.

Recent Activities on Electromagnetic Processing of Materials in Japan
Prof. Shigeo Asai
Nagoya University, Japan
Electric energy has been used in metals and materials processing for an extended period of
time in melting, refining and solidification processing technologies. These processes included
induction melting and the passage of a current through conducting mediums such as molten
metal and electrolyte. While there has been an awareness that MHD processes were inherently
associated with these technologies, the intensional study of MHD applications in metals
processing has not taken place until the mid 1970's.
In Japan, at 1983 the Steelmaking Investigative Subcommittee of Research Planning
Committee in ISIJ (The Iron and Steel Institute of Japan) discussed the application of MHD to
metallurgy and selected it as one of the four major innovative subjects for future steelmaking
technology in Japan. Upon the request of a report from the subcommittee, the ISIJ established
a committee on "Electromagnetic Metallurgy" at 1985. The committee was succeeded to a
committee on "Electromagnetic Processing of Materials (EPM)" at 1989. This very specific
subject (EPM) in MHD has been discussed for eight years in the Annual Meetings of ISIJ and
there the total 60 papers were presented in 1992. Those cover not only problems in steelmaking
field but also the treatment of non-ferrous metals and non-metallic materials, where jointing
MHD functions such as stirring, braking, heating and shaping, with deep metallurgical
considerations is crucial. Recently MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry) in Japan
nominates the EPM for a national program in 1994.
Regarding the application of high frequency magnetic field, two topics should be
mentioned here. The one is a surface quality control problem which is indispensable for
directly connecting with the continuous casting process to the rolling stage in steel productions.
The alternating magnetic field is so imposed on the molten steel from the outside of the mold as
to reduce the hydrostatic pressure between mold and molten metal. Model experimental works
showed that the reduction of the hydrostatic pressure results in reducing the oscillation marks
and improving the surface quality. Also a meniscus oscillating behavior was precisely studied
by use of molten Gallium. Based on the model experimental results, the nice surface quality
was reproduced in a steel ingot cast by imposing magnetic field from the outside of a model.
The second example is the induction cold crucible where the considerably large amount of
molten intermetallic compound of TiAl, 2.3 kg was levitated and casted into a precise mold to
produce a turbocharger. Another example is a continuous casting of a multicrystal silicon billet
for a solar cell.
DC magnetic field is applied to control molten metal flow and suppress mixing of metal in
a mold and strand of a continuous caster. At first, an electromagnetic brake (EMBR) has been
studied which can control the flow pattern in order to improve the major surface defects and
internal defects. Various types of EMBR are proposed and the metallurgical aspects of them are
compared in the practical steel products. Secondary, the supression of mixing in a pool has
been studied. The molten steel containing sulfur was feeded into the pool below the position
applying DC magnetic field during continuously casting. The imposition of magnetic field
confined the sulfur in the core of the strand. This experimental result suggests the possibility of
new casting technologies.
Electromagnetic elimination of non-metallic inclusions was demonstrated in the molten tin
containing A12O3 inclusions. It was found that the impositions of DC magnetic and electric
fields or travelling magnetic field can remove inclusions drastically through the way passing
molten metal in the tube with a small diameter in which the motion of molten metal is supressed
regardless of uneven electromagnetic force.
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Because of the increasing of the thermal loadings under the
elaboration of new energy sources the problem of the protection of
devices elements from them arises.
One of the methods of the
defence is connected with the fact that a metal moving on the
protected surface takes out thermal flows from the considered
region.
Such a device used for a protection of divertors and
limiters in tokamaks contacts with a plasma and are immersed in
the external magnetic field.
The paper
considered the influence of the plasma
contacting with the liquid metal film and flowing down from the
divertor plate on the flow stability. Because of their big agility
plasma electrons charge the free surface negatively, the potential
difference about T /e KT is the electrons temperature measured in
eV, & > 0 is an electron charge) appears in the transient region
of the width of a few Debaj radius. The ions flow creating the
pressure on the surface appears on the film surface from the
plasma bulk. This pressure leads sometimes to the stabilization of
the instability of the free surface of the liquid metal film.
It's well known however the natural pertubation like a surface
wave may appear at the plasma-metal boundary
due to collective
interactions in a finite plasma. They may influence on the
dynamics of the transient metal layer. These waves are resonance
structures, they are easy excited and propagate along the plasma metal boundary. Distribution of their electric fields in the
direction normal to the boundary are strongly inhomogeneous. This
fact leads to the particles flows creation due to linear
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Power Limits and Carburizing Behaviour in Crucible-type Induction Furnace.
E. Baake, A. Miihlbauer, Institut of Electroheat, Hannover University, Germany
Numerical calculations and experimental investigations of the electromagnetic field, the
velocity distribution and the meniscus shape on two experimental induction furnaces
with different geometries and various crucible-type furnaces in practical use are performed with the aim of obtaining a generally valid rule for rated-power increase by the
transition from line frequency to medium-high frequencys. The connected improvement
of the carburizing behaviour in such furnaces is also considered. The dependence of
furnace power limits from frequency, furnace geometry and filling level is investigated.
The numerical model used is based on the method of the finite differences solving the
Maxwell equations, the Navier-Stokes equation and the transport equation for concentration [1]. The shape of the free surface of the melt is taken into account. The
transport of carbon during the carburizing period will be characterized by an effective
diffusion constant.
The systematical experimental investigations on two laboratory induction furnaces are
made in the power range of 10 kW to 100 kW and in the frequency range of 300 Hz
to 2000 Hz with Wood metal as the working fluid. The measurements of local velocities
and the turbulence pulsations are made for three velocity components using two types
of electromagnetic probes [2].
The intensity of the motion of the melt is characterized by the local time averaged
velocity and by the kinetic energy both locally and integrally over the melt.
Two important characteristics of turbulence are derived from the measurements: the
kinetic energy of turbulence and the dissipation rate.
The mathematical model is tested by using different boundary conditions and comparing the numerical with the experimental results. The numerical and experimental
results show that the time averaged velocity v depend from the power P and the
nondimensional frequency 6 as follow: v~P0"5-u>~0A~116. This relation is valid for
20 < a> < 600. For a constant averaged velocity a new rule of dimensioning for rated
power can be given. These investigations indicate that the power increase at transition
from line frequency to medium-high frequency with constant local or integral bath
motion is significantly higher than had been previously assumed.
References:
[1] Walther, A.: Computersimulation der Schmelzenstromung in Induktions-Rinnenofen.
Dissertation, Universitat Hannover, Institut fur Elektowarme 1992.
[2] Ricou R., Vives C: Local Velocity and Mass Transfer Measurements in Molten
Metals using an incorporated Magnet Probe. Int. J. Heat Transfer. Vol. 25, No. 10.
pp.1579-1588,1982.

Viscosity oC the renvf luids
Theory and Bxperiaaiit
J.-C.Baori, R.Peraynski, H.T-Phliomis
University of Piaxra and Maria curio.
Laboratory of Aaauotlco and Optics of condensed Hatter,
Box it, A. Place JuB»icvir 75252 Paris Cede* 05, France

Ferrofluid is the stable colloidal suspension of single-domain magnetic
particles in'an ordinary liquid [1], Thermal agitation keeps the particles
suspended because of Brownian motion and prevents the particles from
•ticking to each other. In the case of vortical flow {i.e. in a flow
non-zero vortex SL ) of such fluid in a stationary, uniform, applied
magnetic field H the influence of the latter manifests in the increase of
effective viscosity of the ferrofluid 12]. An additional resistance to the
motion arises because the field oriented parciclee (together with its
magnetic moments) are impeded from rotating freely. Formula for the
additional viscosity Af)(H) obtained by one of the authors 12] is in a good
agreement with experimental data on field dependence of ferrofluid
viscosity 13,4].
Strange to say, nobody investigated up to now the magnetoviscosity
effect under alternating magnetic field, one can guess why that happened.
Point ±m that one could expect of the trivial result: a monotonous
reduction of the At? ae a function of the field frequency lO . As a matter
of fact, viscosity Aty has to tend to zero when tO tends to Infinity
because magnetic particles cease "to feel" the field in this limit, it is
right but the dependence of AT) on the tO is not monotonous. For each
value of the amplitude H$ of alternating magnetic field there exists
a certain value of produce k-L/C (here 72 is the Brownian relaxation time
constant) at which A O changes its sign, i.e. AH
passes from region of
positive values (at (xXU^) to negative ones (at CO > & V
). Xn the latter
region the function At)(<^) attains a minimum and only after that one tends
to *exo.
'
us give a qualitative explanation of the negative viscosity.
Alternating field induces a motion of the particles: its magnetic moments
follow the field direction that being the cause of rotative oscillations of
the particles. However the linearly polarised field does not single out any
direction of rotation. One can say half of the particles rotates clockwise
and another half counterclockwise this resulting in sero macroscopic
angular velocity of the particles. However this corresponds only to the
case of quiescent fluid. Any shear /jLj^O) is sufficient to break down the
degeneracy of the rotation direction and the non-zero angular velocity of
the particles appears which is aligned to the direction of Si . The
resulting "spin up" of the flow by the particles leads to the decrease of
the effective viscosity: A/7< 0 •
We are going to submit for discussion the results of theory and
experimental data which are in a good agreement.

MHD-FLOW THROUGH A RIGHT ANGLE BEND

L. Barleon, L Buhler, S. Molokov and R. Stieglitz

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH,
Institut fur Angewandte Thermo- und Fluiddynamik
Postfach 36 40, W-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany

MHD flow through a bend from the direction perpendicular to parallel to the
magnetic field is characterized by strong 3-dimensional effects leading to additional 3-dimensional pressure drop and to flow distributions very different from
flows in straight channels.
To address these features and to verify theoretical models MHD-experiments in a
right angle bend have been conducted in which detailed potential and pressure
distributions on the duct walls and potential gradient distributions within the liquid metal were measured under a variety of Hartmann numbers, interaction parameters and inclinations of the bend with respect to the field direction.
The flow in right angle bends was analysed theoretically by asymptotic methods
at large values of Hartmann numbers and interaction parameters.
The results are compared with the experimental data. The agreement between
theoretical and experimental results and the range of validity of the theoretical
models are discussed.
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GROUP ANALYSIS FOR NONLINEAR DIFFUSION EQUATION ARISING
IN A UNSTEADY TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW WITH ASSIGNED
PROFILES OF u(z) AND k(c,z)
Paolo Barrera
Dipartimento di Meccanica ed Aeronautica, Facolta d'Ingegneria
90128 Palermo
Tommaso Brugarino
Dipartimento di Matematica ed Applicazioni, Facolta d'Ingegneria
90128 Palermo
Luigi Pignato
Dipartimento di Energetica ed Applicazioni di Fisica, Facolta d'Ingegneria
90128 Palermo
ABSTRACT
In the last years a great increase of interest for the environmental problems has
been observed. Many countries have introduced administrative and legislative instruments
for the environmental impact and assessment, in order to reduce what a given industrial
or civil installation will be able to produce.
Administrative procedures were first adopted in the U.S.A. and since 1985 in the
countries of the European Economic Community.
The research of heuristic models, such as finite differences and finite elements, have
been carried out in regard to these problems. In this manner it is possible to have an
idea of regard to the variability of micrometeoroiogical parameters and country
orography. With these it is possible to achieve a better reliability than gaussian
models.
Similarity solutions are generally yielded by dimensional analysis which is a
particular case of group analysis.
Using group analysis it is often possible to provide exact solutions to linear and
nonlinear, ordinary and partial differential equations. By solving systems of partial
differential equations, similarity solutions can be obtained by recasting the original
system into a system of equations with a smaller number of independent variables
(which presumably makes it easier to solve). The similarity solutions often give the
terms of the asymptotic expansion of the solutions which cannot be exactly obtained
and, sometimes, it is possible to solve initial-boundary value problems.
Analytical solutions are essential to test numerical models for the great difficulty in
validating with experiments.
In this paper we perform group analysis for nonlinear diffusion equation arising in a
unsteady turbulent boundary layer flow with assigned profiles of u(z) and k(c,z) to find
some exact similarity solutions.
The unsteady turbulent transport diffusion equation is assumed to be governed, if the
velocity field is incompressible, by the following differential equation:
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where:
c(x,z,t) is the mean concentration
k(z,c) is the coefficient of eddy diffusivity
u(z)
is the mean velocity component along x axis.
For our purposes we are writing the equation (1) in the following form:

%H(z,c)^-K(z,c&-M(z,c)&2-^-0
at
ox
oz
az

Bz

(2)

Group analysis of the equation (2) is performed trough the one-parameter l i e
group of transformations:
c * -c+eC(xxJ,c)+O(e2)

z •-

where C,X,Z,T are the infinitesimal generators of transformations.
Equation (2) is invariant with respect to the group of transformations, if c is the solution
of equation (2) in the star variables.
In this case the number of independent variables can be decreased.
A considerable difficulty lies in the amount of the auxiliary calculations involved.
We performed the calculations of the generators of the transformation group on the
REDUCE package.
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For the equ.(l) the determining equations are:

CNc+ZNz+NCe+Cee'O
CHe-HXx+2HZt+ZHrMXr0
CMe-HTx+ZMi-MTt+2MZl-0
CKe+HZx+KZt+ZKz+2NCt+MZt+2Ca-Za-0
HCx-KCt+MCrCa-0

The derivatives respect to the variables c,x,z,t are denoted by the subscripts c,x,z,t.
We will examine similarity solutions considering particular laws of k(z,c) and u(z).

REFERENCES
Barrera P. and Pignato L. (1989) Soluzione di similarity per un processo di diffusione di inquinanti
Convegno CSIA-ATI-SIBA, Savona 105-121.
Bluman G.W. and Cole J.D. (1974) Similarity methods for differential equations Springer-Verlag, New York.
Ermak D.L. (1977) An analytical model for air pollutant transport and deposition from a point source
Atmospheric Environment, 11,231-237.
Hill S. M. (1982) Solution of differential equations}frymygns of one parameter groups Pitman Publishing,
London.
Llewelyn R. P. (1983) An analytical model for the transport, dispersion and elimination of air
emitted from a point source Atmospheric Environment 17, 249-256.
Ovsiannikov L.V.: (1982) Group analysis of differential equations Academic Press, New York.
Pasquill F. and Smith F.B. (1983) Atmospheric diffusion John Wiley & Sons, New York.
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Investigation of Electrolyte Screw MHD Flows and
Their Application in Development of Ship Jet
Engines
V.A. Bashkatov
Institute of High Temperatures,
Izhorskaya Street, 13/19, Moscow, 127412, Russia
Theoretical analysis and calculation of various jet, heat, and
MHD types of engines operating in space and at sea have been
conducted. On the basis of mass and size criteria an engine scheme
employing a screw channel and a simple solenoidal superconducting
(SC) magnetic system was chosen.
A theory for the screw MHD channel and a method for
calculating with a hydraulics approximation were developed. The
latter takes into account distribution of velocities, pressures and
electric fields.
Models of MHD channels and of the 5.9 Testa solenoidal SC
magnetic system were calculated, designed, constructed and
assembled. At a test facility containing designed hydraulics
circuits and a diagnostics system a number of dependencies
pertaining to integral characteristics of MHD channels were
obtained. Power, voltage, current, pressure drop and gas emission
dependence upon flow rate, induction and electrolyte concentration,
as well as upon channel geometry and other conditions were
determined.
Numerous experimental results agree with calculated data.
The research yielded an optimal geometry of the screw channel
and voltage drop in the electrode vicinity as well as values of
efficiency. Recommendations for design and testing of true
machines were developed.
Results obtained, taken together with design configurations
and state-of-the-art MHD data, show good prospects for jet MHD
engine application in high speed commercial ships.
Speed was calculated for a Japanese experimental ship
"Yamato-1" with MHD engines hypothetical^ employing a screw
channel of the type proposed. Mass, size and power of the electrical
generator remained unchanged.
These estimations showed that ship speed can be doubled along
with efficiency increase.
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LIQUID METAL FILM FLOW CONTROL BY MEANS OF MAGNETIC FIELD
V. A. Bernshtam, D.N. Kagan, Yu.T.Kostenko,
S.V. Kozirev, L.M.Lyubchik
The perspective protective elements of the thermonuclear reactor chamber first wall are used the liquid metal
film, the effectiveness of the liquid metal cover is determing by the stability of the film thickness. The method of
magnetic field stabilization of the liquid metal film flow
along the first wall has been investigated by the authors.
The conditions for the magnetic induction quantity and magnetic vector acute angle ensured the suppression of the
liquid film instability was established.
The metal film thickness is depending from the various
disturbances, such as liquid metal temperature alteration
along the chamber wall depending from the external nonstationary heat flow, the liquid metal outlay variation and so
on. It has been established that the film temperature essentially influence on the flow stability. The presence of
various disturbances leads to the necessity of the automatic
control of the film flow with the purpose of the liquid free
surface perpurbation suppression. In such a case the magnetic induction may be used as a control action. The peculiarity under consideration is in the fact that the heat flow
disturbances can't be measured directly.
In this paper a method of liquid metal film flow control based on disturbances identification is proposed.
The mathematical model of controlled film flow includes
the boundary layer equation averaging along the film thickness
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where hCt) - film thickness, QCt) - outlay of liquid metal,
VCy), 0 < y £ hCt) - film flow velocity profile. So fsr as the
electric coductance a and viscousity v essentially depend from
the film temperature, the flow model C D must be added by the
heat transfer equation
) ,
(2)

X g = a CT - Tw) , y = 0, X g = qCt), y = hf
tCx = 0) = T o , TC x = h) = T t , where T - temperature field, 7
- mean velocity of the film flow, T o , T - the temperatures of
the film in the input and output of the reactors chamber, qCt)
- the intensity of the heat flow on the film surface, T - the
temrerature of the wall. The problem under consideration is to
find the control action BCt) so that the film thickness hCt)
will be stabilized on the predescribed level h* and the disturbances of the Q(t3 and the qCt) will be rejected. It is
assumed that the outlay QCt) and the temperature of the film
TCt) can be measured directly and the heat flow qCt) is the
inmeasurable disturbances. The model equations C D , C2) can be
transformed assumption of a small deviation of a variables.
The developed control algorithms include the disturbances
identification algorithm which realized the indirect measurement of heat flow, the state observation algorithm which produced the film thickness estimate, the feedforward control
algorithm to achive disturbances rejection and feedback algorithm to ensure thickness stabilization and closed-loop
system stability and quality.
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Application of the liquid metal film flows in laser
thermonuclear reactor projects
Bernshtam V.A., Kosyrev S.V., Pokionsky Y.V.
( MADITER Ukrainian Academy of Sciences )
Kagan D.N.
( IVTAN Russian Academy of Sciences )
In series of works the authors studied the characteristic
properties of the metal film flows in external magnetic field
and the possibility of application of the metal film flows in
different technical systems.
The project are known
,
in which the reactor chamber first wall defence is carried out
by the liquid metal film.
However, if no special measures on stabilization of the
laminar liquid flow are taken, on the surface of the film the
waves are being formed, which cause thu reduction of the
thickness of a defence layer in the area of scallops of a
travelling wave and the detaching of drops from the film
surface. The first occurrence causes the decrease of the
reactor chamber first wall defence reliability. The second
occurrence causes the possibility of scattering off laser
radiation by the drops which are inside the chamber.
Magnetic stabilization of the laminar metal film flow
which has been proposed by the authors, allows to avoid the
appearence of the waves on the free surface of the film. The
above mentioned stabilization has been achieved by the
superposition of the magnetic field established by winding
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located behind the reactor chamber.
The use of
possible

the magnetic

to propose

the mirror

stabilization
for

system

the laser

makes

radiation

reflection. The mirror can be used in the design of the laser
thermonuclear reactor. The design of such mirrors entails a
series of material problems connected with the strong heat
loads occurring in the areas of high power laser radiation
fallings on a reflecting surface.
The use of the self-restorative liquid metal reflecting
surface would allow to solve these problems. However, the task
arises here to avoid the formation of the waves on the free
surface on the film. The stabilization system proposed by the
authors allows to maintain the normal operation of such a
mirror.
The possible schemes of the reactor chamber first wall
defence and the mirrors for the laser radiation reflection are
given in the report. The film flows parameters' estimations are
also given.
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The magnetic field influence on characteristics
of free surface liquid metaJl film waves
Bornshtam V.A., Kosyrev S.V.
( MADITIR Ukrainian Academy of Sciences )
Jakovlev V.V.
( RUGS i a )

In connection with the use of liquid metal in the field of
thermonuclear synthesis [1,2 3 the interest to the conductive
liquid hydrodynamics

in magnetic and electrical

field of

different orientations has recently grown. The possibility of
waves advent on the free surface is a distinguished feature of
the fiJm flows.
The waves parameters have a substantial influence on the
heat and mass exchange processes.
Within

the scope of linear

theory of hydrodynamics

stability in long wavelength approach the criteria of laminar
liquid metall

film

flow stability

in magnetic fields of

different orientation were determined [3-53 before.
In [63 the dispersion relations for any of wave numbers
were

obtained

and

the

parameters

of

the

maximum

fast

perturbations growth were found. It was determined that in
contrast to the flows in the canals, a transverse magnetic
field

can't

completely

stabilize

the

flow,

though

the

instability increment decreases with the growth of a magnetic
field.
The works [7,83 were dedicated to the examination of the
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film MIffl flows wave regjmes. However, Lho obtained results are
inconsistent with each other and with linear theory. Thus, in
[73

it is declared

that at- IIa>4.64 the wave regime is

impossible, and in [81 it is found that with the growth of
number Ha the wave amplitude rises.
In

[9] the nonlinear additives

to the primary flow

parameters were found. The received single-parameter equations
system,

as

in

ordinary

hydrodynamics,

doesn't

allow

to

determine definitively the waves characteristics (phase speed,
amplitude,

waves

length)

according

to

physical

liquid

cJiaracteristics and itc consumption.
To obtain the complete set of simultaneous equations, as a
rule, vai'ious hypothesises are drawn. The best-known of them
are about

"the minium

of

the dissipation

in

the

film"

(Kapitsa), about "the minimum of the average film thickness"
(Shkadov).

From

the

point

of

view

of

the

theory

of

hydrodynamical stability the waves with maximum increment must
be observed in practice. Such approach demonstrated a good
agreement with the experiment in traditional hydrodynamics.
To implement such approach within the scope of the
"boundary layer" model, the stability arialisis was carried out
and the disperse relations were taken. The received

phase

speed values of waves with maximal increment were used for
obtaining the set of

simultaneous equations, describing the

waves characteristics [91. It gave an opportunity to determine
the waves amplitude. The theoretical results are qualitatively
in

agreement

with

results

of

specially

carried

out

experiments. It follows from the received results that with the
growth of a transverse magnetic field the waves amplitude on a
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free surface decreases. It should be mentioned, that the
external

magnetic

field

superposition

allows

to use

the

received results for the longer Reynolds numbers interval, than
in the traditional
magnetic field

hydrodynamics. In another words, the

shifts the instability area towards the long

waves.
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FRACTAL , MULTIFRACTAL AND SPECTRAL
OF SOLITON MHD TURBULENCE

PROPERTIES

A.Bershadskii, H.Branover, A.Eidelman, M.Kireev, M.Nagomy
Center for MHD Studies
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel
Soliton turbulence occurring in a well-conducting liquid-metal flow in a strong magnetic field
(B < IT) was investigated both theoretically and experimentally. A three-dimensional format of largescale space-located structures ensuing in such a turbulence have been proved by means of spectral and
multifractal analysis of the experimental data.
A large-scale energy spectrum E ~ k1'3 , where k is a wave number, had been predicted
previously for such kind of turbulence and was observed experimentally. At a short-wave range, the
energy spectrum tend to a spectrum E ~ k

of disturbuncies based on discrete discontinuities described

by Suffman . A weak degradation of soliton turbulence under the influence of dissipative processes was
shown experimentally. Apparently, we are dealing with solitons on vortex filaments (Hasimoto's
solitons) which had been visually identified in a rotating fluid.
The quantitative agreement between turbulent multifractal characteristics in the spatial vicinity of a
soliton and multifractal characteristics of three-dimensional turbulence was verified experimentally. A
fractional dimension of field surface D o = 7 / 3 was determined by asymptotic analysis of multifractal
characteristics of the field (du I dxf. Usualiy, such a field is associated with an energy-dissipating field.
This value is in agreement with a similar well-known characteristic in three-dimensional turbulence.
The transition dynamics of two-dimensional turbulence, built-up under the constraint of weak
magnetic fields (B ~ 0.2T), into a soliton turbulence in strong magnetic fields (B - IT) has been
experimentally investigated. As the external magnetic field increases, the turbulent flow experiences at
least two quantitative changes. One of these, observed in a relatively weak field B - 0.2T is the
quantitative change in the short wave part of the spectrum. This transition is relevant to a change in inner
symmetry of the turbulent flow and to the "laminarization" of friction losses. The second transition
which, in contrast to the first, takes place in relatively strong fields, is actually a transition to soliton
turbulence proper, and has the above-described properties. Characteristic of the latter transition is a sharp
rise in root-mean-square fluctuations of the longitudinal velocity component due to the low attenuation of
soliton turbulence.
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MHD SIMULATION
OF QUASI-TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRATOSPHERIC

TURBULENCE

A.Bershadskii, H.Branover, A.Eidelman, M.Kireev, MNagomy
Center for MHD Studies
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel
In a turbulent flow of well-conducting liquid-metal under the constraint of a uniform magnetic
field, spectral, fractal and multifractal properties similar to those observed in a quasi-two-dimensional
large-scale stratospheric turbulence were observed experimentally. A theoretical model describing the
observed phenomenon has been developed
The experiment was carried out in a honeycomb-generated turbulent flow of mercury, specifically
in a channel with insulated walls, under the constraint of a transverse uniform magnetic field. Three
modes of motion were identified. The first was relevant to comparatively weak magnetic fields
(0.15T £ B < 0.25T), such as are observed in stratospheric quasi-two-dimensional turbulence; the second
- to moderate fields (0.2T < B < 0.7T) in a quasi-two-dimensional mode with a "Jaminarization " of
friction losses; the third mode (B > 0.7T) is one of soliton turbulence.
In the first mode an E ~ k'7/3 energy spectrum was observed. This spectrum was predicted on
the basis of a theoretical model of quasi-two-dimensional turbulence developed in the course of the
investigation. It was observed repeatedly both in stratospheric turbulence and in stratified laboratory
flows.
A fractal surface dimension D o = 5 / 3 of field (3u / 8x) was determined in a two-dimensional
mode by means of asymptotic analysis of multifractal characteristics of the experimental field (du / dx)2.
This value had been also predicted in the course of the present investigation on the basis of a theoretical
model and corresponds to the data collected in large-scale stratospheric observations.
The correlation between D o and the value of the coefficient of effective diffusion K*-L° used
in the scaling-law has been theoretically established; L is the scale characteristic of the passive impurity
cloud. Thus, the law for quasi-two-dimensional turbulence having D o = 5 / 3 is essentially K*~L 5 ; J ;
this law differs substantially from Richardson's classical law K* ~ L"3 . It has been shown that this
result is consistent with measurements conducted in the lower layers of the atmosphere.
The observed transition to quasi-two-dimensional turbulence with the "laminarization" of friction
losses with magnetic field growth has been theoretically investigated. This transition is characterized by
hopping in the short wave part of the energy spectrum. The E - k" 3 -spectrum is superceded by the
E ~ k 1 " 3 -spectrum. A theoretical explanation of this transition is presented; it is based on the
phenomenon of internal symmetry change in quasi-two-dimensional turbulence.
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INTERFACIAL WAVES WITH MHD COUPLING
IN ALUMINIUM ELECTROLYSIS CELLS
V.BojareviCs
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences,
Riga, Salaspils, LV 2169 Latvia

An aluminium electrolytic production cell contains two
overlying fluid layers of small density difference and large
horizontal extent relative to their depth, thus the interface
waves are similar to stratified sea layers, but the situation
is complicated by the passage of electric current exceeding in
modern cells a magnitude of 200,000 A. The interface waves
change electric current distribution in accordance to the
depth variation of poorly conducting electrolyte and generate
motion
induced
current
in
the well
conducting
liquid
aluminium. The wave development depends on the magnetic field
distribution created by current supplying busbars and by the
current in the cell. The interface stability problem is of
great practical importance because the electrolytic aluminium
production is a major electrical energy consumer, and it is
related to environmental pollution rate. The research on
aluminium-electrolyte interface wave problem is reviewed: the
observations of the waves in operating cells aire limited
because of the high temperature and aggressiveness of the
media, the theoretical studies are mainly concerned with
infinite in horizontal extension layers, and the computer
simulations
of
particular
cells
are
expensive.
The
mathematical modeling based on small depth approximation, what
is a natural choice for the problem, is presented. The
modeling accounts for finite dimensions of the cell, threedimensional electric current and magnetic field distribution.
The equations governing wave development show coupling between
different initial gravity wave modes owing to MHD interaction,
and the resulting wave frequencies depend on the dimensions of
cell and the magnetic field distribution. The leading order
stability problem is solved numerically for the eigenvalues
and compared to analytical results derivable in particular
cases. The wave evolution in realistic cells is simulated by
the
computer
code
accounting
for
a
particular
cell's
geometrical structure. Spectral analysis of the simulated
waves and the voltage drop variation is presented for several
industrial cells. The physical mechanisms underlying the wave
mode coupling and growth possibility ars considered.

A TWO-DIMENSIONAL TIME-DEPENDENT MODEL
FOR THE SIMULATION OF TRANSIENTS
IN MHD PLASMA FLOWS
C.A. Borghi, A. Massarini, N. Montevecchi and P. L. Ribani
Istituto diElettrotecnica, University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy

The aim of the present paper is to present a method for the numerical description of
magnetohydrodynamic transients in a plasma flow and of their effects in MHD
generator channels.
Time dependent models, which consider a two-dimensional approximation of the MHD
physics, are utilized for the description of transients related to the channel operation and
to study the development of strong non-uniformities along the channel.
A time-dependent two-dimensional approximation of an MHD compressible flow in a
linear diverging channel has been considered. A two-dimensional flow description in
die plane containing the channel axis and the anode-cathode direction is assumed.
Turbulence is taken into account by means of the Prandti mixing length model. As the
characteristic time of the electodynamics is much shorter than the characteristic time of
the gasdynamics, the electrical quantities are calculated through a steady state
electrodinamic model.
The numerical scheme utilized is the MacCormack predictor-corrector finite difference
scheme is used. This is a second order accuracy scheme and assures numerical stability.
In order to dump numerical oxillations generated by MacCormack's method near
shocks, an artificial viscosity is used.
This model is utilised for the prediction of the behavior of electrical, thermal and
dynamic quantities during transients originated by load transitions and during the
occurrence of faults in MHD channels. Electric field and current density distributions
along the channel are calculated. The variations of the electrical quantities during
transients, can cause high electrical fields and concentration of currents resulting in the
occurrence of inter-electrode breakdown, local enhance of the wall temperature, thermal
stresses, corrosion and erosion. The behavior of non-uniform structure during the
residence time of the plasma in the channel can be analysed by means of this model
also.
1. C. A. Borghi, A. Massarini, G. Mazzanti and P. L. Ribani, One- and Twodimensional Models for a Linear MHD Generator Channel Design, Plasma
Devices and Operation, Vol. 2, n. 2, pp. 125-139,1992
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF LMMHD POWER CONVERSION LOOP
DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES
H. Branover
Joint Israeli-Russian Laboratory for Energy Research, Israel,
LA. Burovoy, M.G. Gomon, A.V. Khramtsovsky, DM. Andreev
Moscow Institute of Steel and Alloys, Russia
For qualitative analysis of liquid-metal magnetohydrodynamic (LMMHD) power
conversion loop the model [1] with riser splitting into several elements and setting of
relationships between riser elements and other parts of the loof was chosen.
Qualitative analysis of the resulting approximate equations was carried out with
different discretization degrees. It was demonstrated that the number of possible steadystate solutions increases with increasing the number of riser elements, but properties of
basic solutions - zeroth and first "harmonics" - cease to change. The term "zeroth and first
harmonics" refers to the solution with practically constant value of steam-lead mixture
density and steady-state solutions with wave density distribution.
The steady-state LMMHD loop operation modes and their tolerance for small
disturbances, as well as steady-state solutions dependence of changes in system essential
parameters (inlet steam flow, pressure in the separator, electrical load etc.) were studied.
The "quasi-constant density" solution is stable, and the "wave" solutions are
unstable. The possibility of the stable "quasi-constant density" solution disappearance
under changes of system essential parameters was demonstrated; this may result in
break-down of stable MHD loop operation. Parameters values regions in which stable
LMMHD loop operation mode is possible were built up.
REFERENCES
1. Dynamical phenomena simulation in liquid metal loop of MHD facility of the
Etgar-5 type. Zatelepin, V., Burovoy, I., Branover H., Zusman, M.t Proceedings of the XI
International Conference on MHD Electrical Power Generation, 1992, China.
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LIQUID METAL BLANKET RELATED MHD TURBULENCE STUDIES AT
BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY
H. Branover, A. Eidelman, M. Kireev, M. Nagorny
Center for MHD Studies
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, Israel
A number of aspects of the ongoing MHD turbulence studies program at BenGurion University is closely related to the design of Liquid Metal Blankets for
thermonuclear fusion reactors. Results obtained a few years ago indicate clearly that in the
case of a blanket with poloidal ducts a manyfold enhancement of heat transfer due to the
modification of turbulence structure by the transverse magnetic field is possible.
Indeed even at very modest interaction parameters (by far less than in a real blanket) a 2-3
times increase in heat exchange has been directly measured. Results on turbulent
phenomena obtained in transverse magnetic fields have to be taken into consideration also
in the design of the inlet and outlet parts, bends etc. of toroidal blanket ducts. Much more
experimental research and theoretical phenomena analysis is necessary to evaluate the
possibilities for heat transfer enhancement in parallel magnetic fields. Such studies are
currently under preparation at the center for MHD studies at Ben-Gurion University and
most probably they will be elaborated jointly with the Institute of Physics of the Latvian
Academy of Sciences.
The paper presents a review of previous results and their analysis from the point of view of
their relevancy to blanket design problems. Description of experimental facilities,
measuring techniques, sensors, data acquisition and data processing systems is also
presented. All the above is followed by a discussion of possibilities to use methods of
controlling MHD turbulence for the advancement of blanket technology and by an outline
of future studies.
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The ETGAR Liquid Metal MHD Energy Conversion Systems
Program - Current Status of Supporting Research
H. Branover, S. Lesin, A. Baron and M. Tsirlin
Center for MHD Studies
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel
ABSTRACT
This paper presents the goals, methods of investigation and facilities as well as
current status of the supporting research for the ETGAR Liquid Metal MHD energy
conversion systems program being carried out at the MHD Center of Ben Gurion
University on behalf of the Solmecs Company.
The development of ETGAR type Liquid Metal MHD energy conversion systems
have reached the commercialization stage and the immediate next step in the program is the
construction and testing of the ETGAR-5 demonstration plant^-2). In parallel, a wide
range of supporting research is being conducted. The following main directions of
theoretical and experimental research are advancing most intensively:
1.
Injection of water into hot liquid metal with subsequent boiling of water under
conditions of direct contact heat exchange. This will prevent the need of large and
expensive external steam boilers, while the heat for direct boiling will be added to the liquid
metal through an effective liquid metal heater (high heat transfer coefficients).
Furthermore, due to the high intensity turbulence created by the direct contact boiling, the
average size of the steam bubbles generated is expected to decrease and hence improve the
homogeneity of the two-phase flow and the system efficiency (reduction of the slip
between the two phases). The study until now, was concentrated on the phenomena of
vapor explosion created by the direct contact boiling of a single butane droplet heated to its
superheat limit. It was found that the explosion intensity can be substantially reduced by
increasing the ambient pressure.
2.
Since the Etgar-5 system is designed to operate under elevated temperatures and
pressures (480°C, 30 bar) with lead, a compatibility study regarding confinement and
coating materials is being carried out. This includes compatibility studies of pipes and
vessels materials, electrode materials and electrical insulating coating.
For the pipes and vessels it was found that the HT-9 inartensitic alloy and T91
ferritic low alloy has excellent resistance to corrosion and precipitation by lead up to
550°C. For the electrode study, it is recommended to use copper with very thin conductive
protective coating layer which prevents copper dissolution in lead. Currently, high
temperature durability testing of various protective coating materials, such as tungsten
(conductor) and acid enamel (insulator), is in progress.
In addition it is planned to experimentally investigate the compatibility of materials
with lead and water up to 600°C for the next generation of Etgar plants.
3.
Further numerical parametric studies and perfection of the computer code. These
include improvements of the variety of components models*3) as single- and two-phase
MHD generator, pumps, nozzles, heat exchangers, etc. In particular, preliminary CFDs
(computational fluid dynamics) studies of DC and inductive LMMHD generators and
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pumps, concentrating on the problems of the devices efficiency and the 'end effect' losses.
Such studies will be followed by parametric studies in order to improve the device's
different correlations for further applications in parametric studies and simulations of
complex thermodynamic conversion systems. In the area of flow devices, further studies
are planned to commence in the very near future in order to improve the simulation fo
components including the large diameter riser and jet pumps.
4.
New advanced thermodynamic cycles which concentrate on problems of
maximizing general efficiency and optimizing exergy match and construction costs*4) of
complex cycles which employ both MHD and turbine units.

(1)
Branover, H., "Liquid Metal MHD Energy Conversion Technology," presented at
the Israel USSR Energy Conference, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, Beer Sheva,
Israel, May 13-15, 1991.
(2)
"LMMHD Power Conversion Technology Status and Development Program,"
Solmecs (Israel) Ltd, Center for MHD Studies, Ben Gurion University, 1990.
(3)
Sukoriansky, S. and Talmage, G., "A Computer Package for Analysis of Liquid
Metal MHD Power Conversion Systems," Proc. of International Specialist Meeting on
Mathematical Modeling of MHD Power Stations, Eindoven University of Technology,
Eindoven, The Netherlands, April 28-29,1986.
(4)
Greenspan, E., Barak, A., Baron, A., Branover, H., El-Boher, A., and Chon, A.,
"The the Synergism Between the 'OMACON' Liquid Metal MHD and the FBC
Technologies," Proceedings of the 26th (IECEC-91) (Intersociety Energy Conversion
Engineering Conference), Vol. 3,1991.
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DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM OF STREAMER FILAMENTS
IN A HOMOGENEOUS FLOW FIELD

Brouwer*, A.G., AleKseev, G.Yu., B i t y u r i n , V.A.
I n s t i t u t e for High Temperatures, IVTAN, Moscow, Russia.
Merck, W.F., Veefkind, A.
Eindhoven University of Technology/ Eindhoven/
The Netherlands.

Summary
Experiments at the Eindhoven MHD facilities have proved that
the current conduction in Ar-Cs MHD generators finds place in
fine filaments, ordered in bunches, called streamers. At the
High Temperature Institute (IVTAN) a model has been developed
where these streamer filaments are considered as liquid tubes
in a surrounding liquid. The electro-magnetic forces are
prescribed and applied only inside the tubes. The mutual
influence of neighbouring filaments was taKen into account by
dividing the space into three regions: an undisturbed outer
flow, a cylinder around the filaments with radius equal to
half the distance between the filaments and the filament tube
itself.The calculations performed show that inside the tubes
two counter-rotating vortices are produced with velocities
close to the relative velocity between filament and surrounding gas. The strong mixing of the gas inside the filament
validates the assumption of constant physical parameters
within the filament. Further it is shown that the viscous
forces can balance the strong electro-magnetic ones.

* on training at IVTAN.
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VEAK TURBULENCE IN PERIODIC COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS
M. A. Brutyari and P. L. Krapivsky
Central Aerohydrodynanuc Institute
140160 Zhukovsky-3, Moscow region, Russia
In spite of numerous investigations in the hydrodynamic stability,
it remains difficult to obtain exact results even for incompressible
flows and even in the realm of linear1 stability theory. In this
study we find the exact value of the critical Reynolds number Rc for
special viscous gas flows, namely for ED flows induced by
unidirectional external force field that is periodic in one of the
coordinates. It is known that the simplest such flow [the so-called
Kolmogorov flow] permits a thorough study of the stability problem
for incompressible fluid and it is considered as an example on which
to study transition to turbulence. As far as we know, this programme
has not been completely fulfilled even in the ED incompressible case
and even numerically. We perform the first part of the programme for
the compressible case, i.e., we predict the long-wave instability
when the Reynolds number exceeds some threshold value arid describe
the formation of large-scale streamwise coherent structure for
Kolmogorov-like flows. Explicit results are derived for a monoatomic
gas with constant transport coefficients and also for the Maxwell
uas whose transport coefficients are proportional to the
temperature. In particular, for the former case the stability
threshold increases with the Mach number as

?933
for small If. We believe that our results provide some insight into
the phenomenon of spontaneous formation of large-scale coherent
structures in two-dimensional turbulent compressible flows.
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THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF LIQUID METAL FILMSAND JETS FLOWS IN THE STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD

I. Bucenieks, O.Lielausis, E. Platacis, A. Shishko
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences

One of the alternative solutions for Tokomak's divertor receiving construction
is a device with a free liquid metal surface. The most promising it seems to be the
using of films- and jets flows for this purpose. So experimental investigations of such
flows are needed at the conditions close to real situation.
In the first part of the work the results of visual observation of MHD effects
arising at liquid metal (In-Ga-Sn) film flow in the wide (0.2 m) chute in its origin
at the presence of strong magnetic field (B = 1 T - 4 T) coplanar to the substrate
have been reported. The experiments were carried out in the horizontally installed
super conducting solenoid "Magda", these experiments were sponsored and financed
by Efremov Institute of Electrophysical Apparatus, S-Peterburg. It was found, that
at magnetic fields exceeding some critical value (about 2 T) near the chute side
walls the formation of wave-like instabilities takes place with amplitude about 5 mm
and these wave-like formations are moving slowly (velocity about 5 cm/s) down the
stream, when the mean flow rate velocity through the chute slot nozzle (2 mm high)
was 0.25 m/s. For the explaining of this specific MHD phenomena the simple
theoretical model have been proposed, which is based on the analysis of conducting
liquid free surface stability at the presence of crossed uniform electric and magnetic
fields and gravitational field.
In the second part the results of visual observations of the free film falling
vertically down from the slot nozzle (0.14 m long and 2 mm wide), oriented along
the magnetic field of the above mentioned super conducting solenoid, and system
of arranged in line along magnetic field inclined jets, issuing from round nozzles
(2 mm dia., 4 mm between centers) have been reported. Both film ( V = 03 m/s)
and jets (V = 1.0 m/s) in the receiver were falling on the electrically conducting
solid substrate. In the experiments the stabilizing action of the magnetic field on
the flows was observed. Especially it was clearly demonstrated in the case of jets
system: without magnetic field relatively great scattering of jets was observed, but
at the magnetic fields above 2 T there was practically no scattering of jets and all
of them were parallel each to other. For both flows the damping action of the
magnetic field on the liquid metal (In-Ga-Sn) splashing processes at the substrate
surface was observed. The similar results also have been observed in the experiments
with mercury in the magnetic fields up to 3 T created by ordinary electromagnet
using permendure concentrators.
It is worth to note, that the questions concerning jet flows stabilization are
of a great interest not only in fusion related problems, but also in other technologies.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC FLOWS IN DUCTS
WITH INSULATING COATINGS

L. Biihler and S. Molokov
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Postfach 3640, W-7500 Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany

Tolerable magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) pressure drop of liquid metal flows in
self— cooled fusion reactor blankets requires an effective insulation between the working
fluid PbLi or Li and the electrically conducting channel walls can be achieved. Such
insulations prohibit closed current circuits over conducting walls and reduce total
current, which is responsible for MHD pressure drop and influences flow distribution,
caused by the interaction of the flowing liquid metal and the strong plasma- confining
magnetic field.
Several kinds of insulation are currently under developemant. One is the so called
flow channel insert technique, where the insulating ceramic is protected against the
liquid metal by thin steel sheets. Recently direct insulating ceramic coatings have been
proposed, which should resist corrosion during the whole operation time of a fusion
blanket. It is not necessary that these coatings provide a perfect insulation, because even
a finite coating resistance is enough to reduce the MHD pressure drop by several orders
of magnitude. The aim of this paper is to provide material scientists or blanket designers
with sufficient data on MHD insulation requirements. Reduced insulation properties,
which may arise during blanket live time by impurites, corrosion, irradiation damage or
by small cracks, can be allowed up to a certain limit. We further quantify the increase in
pressure drop and the change in flow pattern, if the coating resistance falls below this
limit.
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Magnetohydrodynamic
Furnace.

thermally driven Flow in Channel-Induction

L.Buligins, Faculty of Physics and Mathematics, Latvia University, Republic of Latvia
A.Eggers, A.Miihlbauer, Institut of Electroheat, Hannover University, Germany
An experimental and numerical study of the flow in an industrial one-loop channel
furnace (in ABB Dortmund, Germany) with 250 kW inductor is presented. Six different
geometries of the channel are investigated with Wood metal as a working fluid.
Simultaneous temperature measurements in a six locations over the channel and flow rate
measurements in a channel using electromagnetic flowmeters [ 1 ] are made in power
range from 10 to 90 kW. Measurements of local velocities are made for two velocity
components using an electromagnetic probe [ 1 ].
Numerical study is based on coupled one-dimensional equation for heat transfer and the
equation for flow rate. Effective heat conductivity and heat transfer coefficients with a
square root dependence of power are used. An integral electromagnetic force over the
channel is shown to be a friction force, so its influence is described by introducing a
friction factor.
Results for time averaged values. The experimentally determined time averaged
temperature difference over the channel is found to have a dependence AT"!*"0*, the
cross-sectionally averaged velocity vP"03 in an above-mentioned range of power in
inductor. These results are well reproduced by solving model equations with the values
of friction factor 0.19-1.7 depending on the channel geometry. The unsymmetrical shapes
have smaller values of the friction coefficient, showing the increased contribution of the
electromagnetic forces in the overall balance.
Time dependent behaviour of the flow. The investigation of the power-off/power-on
regimes have shown a considerable increase/decrease (up to 2-3 times) of the crosssectionally averaged velocity in the channel, clearly showing, that the electromagnetic
forces in the one-loop Channel-Induction Furnace are not the driving ones.
The measurements of time dependent features of the temperatures and velocity have
shown a variety of the flow regimes occuring depending on the power in the inductor.
A stable convection is observed at small values of power, unstable oscillating flow regimes
with different oscillation frequencies at a medium power, chaotic flow with flow reversals
at high power. Qualitatively the flow regimes occuring at different values of power are
in a good agreement with those described in [ 2 ].
References.
1. Vives C, Ricou R. Magnetohydrodynamic Flows in a Channel-Induction Furnace.
Metallurgical Transactions B. 1991, Vol.22B, pp. 193-209.
2. Ehrhard P., Miiller U. Dynamical behaviour of natural convection in a single-phase
loop. J.Fluid Mech., 1990, vol.217, pp.487-518.
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MAGNETO-HYDRODYNAMIC PHENOMENA IN CURRENT LIMITING SWITCHES
Burgt J.J.A. van der and Merck W.F.H.
Eindhoven University of Technology
Eindhoven, The Netherlands
Kondrashov D.A. and Zatelepin V.N.
Institute for High Temperatures
Moscow, Russia

Abstract.
The aim of the research project is to obtain information on and
to understand the switching performance of a current limiting
switch
(Fig. l) used
in low voltage networks. The
electro-mechanical behavior of these switches has been
investigated thouroughly by Van der Burgt [l] and is well
understood and described.
The task of a current limiting switch is to suppress a short
circuit current such that within half a cycle the current is
forced to zero. This means that a multi kA arc has to be
extinguished within 10 ms.
In order to extinguish the arc it must be blown into an
"extinguishing chamber" by its own induced magnetic field. The
movement of the arc through the arc chamber into the
extinguishing chamber is realized by JxB forces and generates
shock waves in the surrounding gas (air) and causes strong
heating and pressure rise of the gas in the arc chamber.
The shock waves generated can influence the movement of the arc
in unwanted manner. So a detailed study of the shock waves and
the accompanying pressure jumps is necessary for a proper design
of the current limiting switches.
Experiments on the arc movement and pressure rise have been
performed at the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT).
Framing pictures and streak photographs were made to study the
arc movement at different conditions of current and phase angle.
Repeated back-flashes or reignitions of the arc from the
extinguishing chamber into the arc chamber have been observed.
These reignitions were accompanied by shock waves expanding from
the location of the arc spot on the runner contact*
Two-dimensional time dependent (2Dt) calculations have been
conducted at the Institute for High Temperatures (IVTAN) in
Moscow. The basic Navier-Stokes and Maxwell's equations were
used. Radiative heat transfer/ viscosity, heat conductivity and
electrical conductivity are included in the calculations. The
Cebeei-Smith model for turbulence is used. The numerical code is
based on the improved Godunov-Kolgan scheme for compressible
fluid flow.
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Calculations were performed for the initiation of a 2 kA arc discharge in the arc chamber. They clearly show the creation and
movement of the shock: wave and the temperature and pressure
increase in the air-filled arc chamber (Fig. 2 ) , 23 microseconds
after current initiation. Pig. 3 depicts the measured pressure
at a ms time scale. The frequency response of the pressure probe
was limited to about 5 kHz. Recently improved pressure
measurements were made with a high frequency pressure probe where
the initial shock wave has been detected.
Conclusions.
Electro-magnetically induced shock waves in current limiting
switches have been predicted and measured. Further improvement
on the calculation of the initialization proces following the
opening of the contact is necessary. More detailed measurements
are wanted in order to study the influence of reflected shocks
on the movement of the arc towards the extinguishing chamber.
Observation of the arc movement with a high speed camera was
succesful. Shock waves, protruding from arj spots have been
observed and shock velocities could be measured.
References.
1. J.J.A. van der Burgt," Modelling of a current limiting device
for low voltage, type SBE63", MSc-thesis, EG/91/563, Eindhoven
University of Technology, Eindhoven, 1991. (in Dutch).
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Inertial transfers in freely decaying,
rotating, stably stratified and MHD turbulence
C. Cambon & F.S. Godeferd
Laboratoire de Mécanique des Fluides et d'Acoustique URA CNRS a" 263
Ecole Centrale de Lyon BP 163, 69131 ECULLY Cedex, FRANCE

Axisymmetric homogeneous turbulence with and without body forces (including Coriolis, buoyancy
or Lorentz forces) is investigated in this paper. The direction dependence of the transfers mediated by
non-linear interactions is analyzed and modeled. In the case of turbulence with and without system
rotation, previous work using spectral (two-point) closures l are revisited in the light of a recent triad
instability principle 2 and DNS results 3 . A key characteristic of the work presented in this paper is the
separation of two kinds of anisotropy (mediated by the linear as well as non-linear interactions) called
directional dependence and polarization dependence. The first one could be reflected in physical space by
a Mortau angle4 and characterizes the conical structure of the spectral region that contains energy; both
anisotropic features can be linked to the concepts of dimensionality and componentality introduced in a
recent approach by Reynolds s to improve conventional Reynolds stress modelling.
After giving a detailed picture of the anisotropic transfer for initially unstructured turbulence in ihepresence of system rotation, we discuss the extent to which this leads to common interpretative ideas in
the two other cases (stably stratified fluid and MHD). These ideas include: role of iuertial and gravity
waves, especially looking at resonant constraints and scrambling effects due to anisotropic dispersiviiy:
role of interactions possibly involving a quasi-geostrophic mode; direction and magnitude of the two kinds
of anisotropy (directional and polarization) dependence.
The main results found in the case of axisymmetric turbulence in a stably stratified fluid is that
the directional dependence is created with a direction which is exactly the opposite of that found in
both MUD and rotating turbulence. Moreover, this directional dependence can be explained by nonlinear interactions of the mode of fluctuating velocity that contributes only to the axial vorticity; the
interactions involving other modes are found to decrease faster for small values of the Froude number and
moderate values of the Reynolds number. In the case of M1ID turbulence at weak magnetic Reynolds
number, the well-known effect of angular dependence is mainly induced by the axisymmetric linear Joule
dissipation term: it consists in a relative concentration of spectral energy on wave-vectors normal to the
external magnetic field vector. Non-linear transfers tend to reduce this angular dependence, whereas
they generate a new polarization effect by selectively emphasizing the energy of the gcosuophic mode in
the wave-plane normal to the magnetic field vector. These features are illustrated using both two-point
closures and experimental results by Caperan & Afemany 6 extending the work started and presented in
the last Beer-Sheva meeting by the first author.
1. C. Cambon Si L. Jacquin J.Fluid Mech. 202, 295 1989
2. F. Waleffe Phys.Fluids A 4, 350 1992
3. N. N . Mansour, C. Cambon U C. G. Spcziale, 1991 Annual Research Briefs, CTR NASA-Ames IW-arch
Center, Stanford University
4. It. Moreau Proc, of Symp. on Turbulence of Fluid and Plasma, Polyt. Inst. of Brooklyn, 19(58, pp 350-372
5. W . C. Reynolds, 1991, Studies in Turbulence, ed. by T. B. Galski, S. Sarlcar & C. G. Speziale, Springer-Vcrlag.
New York
6. P h . Capcran & A. Alemany J. de Meca. Theor. Appl., Vol. 4, n°2, 1985, pp 175-200
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MHD Seawater Thruster Modeling
D. Convert*, J.P. Thibault* and RDalaid**
* LEGI/IMG, BP 53X, 38041 Grenoble
** CREMGP/ ENSIEG, BP 75,38402 Saint Martin d'Heres

This paper concerns MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD) seawater thruster of DC inner type.
The analysis of the possible performance of such a concept has to deal with various aspects as
fluid mechanics, electromagnetism and electrochemistry.
A MHD seawater thruster optimisation "Mtthod. with a total efficiency criterion, is
developed. The efficiency is calculated with a one-dimensional model, taking account the
boundary layer development and the seawater electrolysis effects. It uses the balance between
thrust and ship drag, the momentum balance, the energy equation and the Ohm's Law. The inlet
variables are five geometric parameters, the magnetic induction and the ship speed; die outlet
ones plight be the efficiency, the thruster weight or any other criterion. The thruster geometry is
described in a five-dimensional space, then optimisation is done by successive displacements
along the path of greatest efficiency gradient An annular thruster, surrounding the ship hull,
seems to be the best realistic shape. It allows a total efficiency of 60% at a speed of 10 m/s with a
magnetic induction of 12 T.
The oudet flow can be considered as a one-dimensional jet at ambient pressure. Going
from the outlet to the inlet of the thruster, it appears that the inlet mean pressure is smaller than
ambient pressure, which brings a suction of die fluid. The pressure term, in this shape,
dominates the momentum flux term.
The inlet flow can't be regarded as one-dimensional: the pressure and the velocity are not
uniform in die inlet section. A potential flow, with die same flow rate as the real one at the
outlet, is computed, leading up to a better thrust estimation with the momentum balance. This
computation may be used to predict the evolution of pressure and velocity in die core of the flow
all along the thruster because the flow is not developed.
In die MHD thruster, electrochemical reactions at the electrodes produce gas bubbles of
small dimensions. The behaviour of these bubbles and their distribution in the flow are studied,
with a view of predicting the acoustic noises and die modification of the apparent electrical
conductivity.
Electrochemistry introduces other questions: what electrode material can be chosen, and
what gas will be produced. At the cathode, hydrogen is produced. At the anode, chlorine and
oxygen are in competition. The kinetics favours the first one while thermodynamics favours the
second one. Experiments with platinum rotating disk electrodes have shown three domains of
current density: for small values, only chlorine is observed. For moderate values, chlorine
appears and after a time of reaction, oxygen takes its place. Finally, high currents densities
produce directly oxygen.
In short, this study try to point out the main aspects of MHD seawater propulsion. A
simple model, using macroscopic balances (often one-dimensional), enables to compare several
configurations. In addition, a more detailed analysis is presently developed. It concerns die
following aspects: -The upstream free flow calculation, with electromagnetic end effects -The
modification of the boundary layers by the bubbles -The prediction of electrolysis energetic
losses.
Acknowledgments: This work is done in the framework of the cooperation between one
of the research department of the French Ministry of Defence: "Delegation Generate a
l'Armement; Direction des Recherches Etudes et Techniques", a French company: "Jeumont
Schneider Industrie" and our laboratories.
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Recirculating Flow due to a Rotational Body Force
Part 2 : Buoyancy-driven Flow
P.A.Davidson, S.C.Flood and D.Kinnear
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College of Science and Technology,
Exhibition Road, London, SW7 2BX.

Abstract
There are many similarities in the structure of high-frequency MHD flows and
buoyancy-driven flows. For example, in both cases, the flow is driven by a rotational body force which acts only at the boundary of the flow-field. In the case
of electromagnetically-driven flows, the forcing is restricted to the skin depth. In
buoyancy-driven flows, the rotational part of the body force acts only in the thermal
boundary. In both cases there is a complex interaction between the core of the flow
and the forced region, in which vorticity is generated in the forced region and then
advected and diffused throughout the core. Another similarity between buoyancy
and MHD flows is that, in many cases, all of the streamlines pass through the forcing
region, while the core consists largely of a Batchelor-like region of constant vorticity. In fact, modelling these flows often comes down to patching together Batchelor
regions and boundary layers.
In this paper we look at buoyancy-driven flow of liquid metal in a cavity, with particular emphasis in the casting of aluminium. We demonstrate that the flow field
can be separated into a relatively quiescent, stratified core, bounded by thermallydriven wall jets. The flows in the two regions are then matched through a global
continuity equation, and the wall jets are handled using a momentum integral technique. The result is a pair of coupled, non-linear, ordinary differential equations for
the wall-jet thickness and core temperature distribution. These general equations
are solved for two particular cases: one where there is a flow of metal into the top
surface of the cavity, and one where there is no inflow. The first of these cases is
relevant to the continuous casting of aluminium, and our model predictions for this
case are compared with numerical experiments, performed using a finite difference
code.
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ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRO-VORTEX PERTURBATIONS
IN SLIGHTLY CONDUCTING COMPRESSIBLE MEDIUM
B. V. Dobrydnev and I. H Rutkevich
I n s t i t u t e of High Temperatures, Russian Academy
of S c i e n c e s , Izhorskaya 13/19, 127412, Russia
Moscow

Abstract

One

of

the

electrically

important

conducting

and

gas

is

interesting
the

sound

processes

in

propagation

an

in

the

presence of a magnetic field. The character of propagation depends
essentially on the magnetic Reynolds number R = jx cr£W, where n
m

the

absolute

magnetic

permittivity,

cr

0

is

is

0

the

electric

conductivity, I is the wavelength, and W is the velocity of wave
propagation.
The range R »1 is typical for a hot plasma in devices for
controlled fusion [4], and for space plasma [£j. The limiting case
R =<» corresponds to a well-known model of an ideally conducting
m

plasma in which the magnetic diffusion is absent and the magnetic
field is frozen in a moving medium. For R =», there are two kinds
en

of acoustic waves called fast and slow magnetosonic waves. The
detailed description of such waves can be found in £3J - The
subject of present consideration is the sound wave propagation in
the inverse limiting case of small magnetic Reynolds numbers R «1.
m

The range R «1 is of interest for a low-temperature plasma which
m

is

used

in MHD generators,

plasmotrons

gas-discharge devices
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and in some

other

The perturbation of an electric current density
acoustic

wave

propagating

in a medium

with

R «i

j' in an

can not

be

m

considered as a local function of a pressure perturbation p'. This
fact is conditioned by the nonlocal character of the electric
field perturbation E'. The fulfillment of the inequalities Rm«1
W /c «1 (here c is the speed of light) means that the vortex part
of the electric field is small in comparison with its potential
part, so

that one can assume

perturbation

of

the

electric

that E' =-Vip' , where <p' is the
potential.

Small

perturbations

superimposed on a stationary MHD flow are described by the system
of equations containing a hyperbolic subsystem for the gas dynamic
perturbations and an elliptic equation for the electric potential
perturbation [7].
The nonlocal character of the electric current perturbation
leads to some unusual wave phenomena which have been considered in
last decade

in a number of

research were

carried

out

theoretical

works. Two

in these works. The

trends in

first of

them

concerns the propagation of sound pulses in the presence of a
magnetic
ahead

field

of

the

one-dimensional

[7-11].

The

classic

electroacoustic

sound

[7,8,10] and

fronts

precursors
were

two-dimensional

arising

examined

pulses

[9]

for
in a

bounded plasma. It has been shown recently [11] that in a uniform
plasma the electroacoustic precursor can be generated even in the
absence of 'boundaries when the initial pressure perturbation is
created in an arbitrary small three-dimensional domain and the
Hall parameter is nonzero. The second trend in research is the
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taking

into

consideration

the

nonlocal

electric

field

perturbations [12-14],
One of the fundamental problems in acoustics of moving media
is the sound propagation from an immovable point source immersed
into a uniform flow and exciting the waves with a given frequency
w.

In

classical

acoustics

the

solution

of

this

problem

is

well-known (see, for instance, [15]). The purpose of present work
is the construction of the corresponding solution for a moving MHD
plasma

with

R «1.

transformations,and

It

is

made

by

the

method

of

integral

the high-frequency asymptotic expansions for

electric and acoustic fields are obtained. The influence of the
Mach number M and the Hall parameter |3 on the structure of the
solution

is

examined.

magnetoactive

plasma

For

((3*0),

a

supersonic

flow

the electric, acoustic

(M>1)

of

a

and vortex

perturbations outside the Mach cone havebeen found and analyzed.
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HOLOGRAPHIC AND

SHADOWGRAFIC

STUDIES

OF

COMPRESSED

LAYERS

IN LIQUIDS
A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical

institute,

26

Politechnicheskaya

194021 St.Peterburg Russia
G.V.Dreiden, Y.I.Ostrovsky,I.V.Semenova

The paper

deals

water by methods
results

with the study of laser-produced shock waves in

of

holographic

interometry

and

shadowgraphy.

of the action of pulsed laser radiation of fairly high energy

and power on a metal surface a shock wave is generated in
media

As

surrounding

due to processes of thermal expansion and explosive evaporation

of metal.
shock

This paper present the results of experimental study of the

waves

produced

film immersed into it.
simultaneously

in

water via laser pulse action on aluminated

The experimental

set

allowed

to

Q-switched

ruby

laser

(0.4

Pulsed laser radiation from

J;20ns)

failed

on

the

(aluminated film) immersed into the water due to explosive
synchronized

record

the two different patterns - holographic interferogram

and double-exposure darkfield shadowgram.
first

up

with

the

first

was

used

to

target

evapolaser

study the shock wave at

different distances from target. The optical delay line which provided
double exposure shadowgram recording, from which the wave velocity was
calculated. The line length was L=49.5 m which corresponded to a delay
time t=1.65xlOE-7 s. Holography interferograms were obtained by double
exposure method.
its

velocity

To calculate the pressure at shock wave

velocity

used

this

[1]. The

at the distance of 7.8 cm from the target,

from shadowgram and corresponding pressure are:
Using

from

the semiempirical formula which connects the pressure P

at the shock wave front with is velocity V was
wave

front

data

and

considering

be

determined

U=1570 m/s;P=870 Atm.

corresponding

compressed layers thickness is found to

shock

0.125

interferogram
mm.

The

the

pressure

profile of such a shock wave was constructed.
The shock

wave

produced by laser pulse interaction with concave

spherical metallic layer immersed into water
holographic
distance

interferograms

from

practically

the

copy

target

of

such

were

the target form.

type

received.

was
shock
The

studied
wave
shock

also.

The

at different
wave

front

After passing over the focus area

the shock wave diverges, its front became blurred. Using the stimation
of

the

parameters

of

a

shock
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wave produced on a plane target and

assuming a ten-fold reduce of wave front diameter near its

focus

one

can expect pressure values in the focal area of order 10E4-10E5 atm.
During the study of opposite interaction of two shock waves
different

intensities

was detected.

the

The splitting

with

front splitting of the more powerful wave
magnitude

depends

on

colliding

waves

velocities. The plausible explanation this phenomena is discussed.
1. Yu.S. Yakovleva, Hydrodynamics of Explosion (Sudpromgis, Leningrad,
1961)
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF CAVITATION
A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical

institute,

26

Politechnicheskaya

194021 St.Peterburg Russia
G.V.Dreiden, YU.I.Ostrovsky, M.I.Etinberg
It is

well

known that turbulent flows are often accompanied by

cavitation phenomenon.
nature

This paper is devoted to the

study

of

the

of disruptive forces and the mechanism of cavitation bubbles

collapse in liquids. The shadowgram technique along with holographic
intermetry

was applied to study bubble dynamics and pressure fields

during bubble collapse. Since the cavitation bubble collapse is fast
a

SER-IM

high-speed

camera

in framing regime had to be used fore

shadowgram recording. The use of such type cameras requires first to
have

a

strict

synchronization fixed spatial point.

cavitation bubble were
commercial

ruby

produced

laser

device

by
was

a

Q-switched

used

Therefore the
laser

beam.

being focused inside the

liquid cell and synchronized with the mirror sweep start.
generated

smoothed

pulsed

A

The laser

of approximately 500 mks duration.

The

experimental set-up consisted of two ruby laser, shadowgraph device,
a

high

speed camera SFR-IM and synchronization device.

Cavitation

bubble shadowgram were taken of mirror rotation speed 15000
and

60000

rev/min.

The

shadowgram

bubbles

produced

simultaneously by the pulses from two laser bubbles in the

vicinity

of an obstacle were also obtained.

of

two

rev/min

The data obtained allow to judge

on the bubble evolution dynamic and the physical processes occurring
during bubble collapse.
However one of the principal
physical

regularities

is

problems

wave

pressure

by

studying

cavitation

the determination of pressures in liquid

during cavitation bubbles collapse.
shock

in

measuring

It is possible to determine the
its

velocity

and

using

the

correlation between the velocity and the pressure. For measuring the
speed

the

shock wave was photographed using the double laser pulse

formed by the optical delay line. The delay time between the probing
pulses

( one of them passed through the optical delay line) was 132

ns. For bubble producing and for the shock wave shadowgram recording
two

synchronized

ruby

laser

( 20 ns) were used.

round opaque screen disposed in the objective
used

as

visualization

focus

element in shlieren system.
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A 3-mm diameter
(150

mm)

was

The allowed to

increase considerably the sensitivity of shieren system.

the

image

reception of shock wave registration by double pulse.

The measuring

velocities are in interval from 1470 to 2100 m/s

corresponding

and

pressure - from 5xlOEl to 6.2xlOE3 Atm. The big spread of velocities
and pressurize is due formation of the

great

number

of

different

intensity bubble collapse.
For more accurate

measurement

of

the

pressure

the

modified

set-up was used, this set-up allows to record simultaneously without
light losses the two different patternsand

double-exposure shadowgram.
and

holographic

interferogram

For this aim set-up was adopted by

holographic

interferometer

opaque

screen

was

replaced

by

mirrorknife

so that its plane is oriented at an angle of 45 degrees

to the optical axis. Shock wave main parameters ( velocity, pressure
in

front,

holographic

compressed

layer

interferograms

thickness) were evaluated using these
and

double-exposure

pressure profile of shock wave was constructed.
of

construction

materials

destruction

discussed.
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due

shadowgrams.

the

The plausible model
to

cavitation

is

TURBULENCE ENERGY SPECTRUM
IN STEADY-STATE SHEAR FLOW
Mark Dulger, Eran Sber
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer-Sheva, Israel

The turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) spectral dynamics equation in the case of steadystate homogeneous conditions is considered. The approach is based on the assumption that only
isotropic turbulent fluctuations contribute to the turbulent viscosity, whereas anisotropic eddies,
though containing energy, do not interact with the mean flow. In this case, one can expect that
turbulence inevitably contains microscale isotropic structures, whatever the Reynolds number
(Re) is. For the finite Reynolds numbers, the isotropic part of the TKE spectrum is assumed to
be located within the range of high and low cutoff wavenumbers. The former is stipulated by
the stability of the smallest turbulent eddies in the flow, while the latter serves for introduction
of the turbulent Reynolds number Re L .
The expression for the TKE production spectrum has been introduced in its traditional
form:
H(k) ~
with

S - strain rate of the flow; E - TKE spectral density; k - wayenumber.
The TKE flux spectral density was prescribed by the following expression:

T(k)~-e-l[ln(k 5 / 3 E)],
dk
with e - total TKE dissipation rate.
The turbulent eddy stability criterion, R*, which is able to stipulate the spectrum upper
boundary wavenumber k max and to predict the finite length of the eddies break-up chain for
finite Re numbers, was introduced as follows:
R*=
with

lira [u k /(kv)] (

v - laminar viscosity, uk - turbulent intensity within the range of scales
Under the foregoing assumptions the TKE spectrum is given by:
E=(ak m+1 +pk 3 +7k 5 / 3 )" 1

The coefficients a, (5 and y are the solution of the set of non-linear algebraic equations,
which becomes incompatible stepping down over a certain value of Re L . This threshold value
indicates the limiting case for turbulent regime. On the other hand, at Re L -» «> the solution
degenerates to the form when known asymptotic relations of the turbulence are valid.
The turbulent viscosity, vt, of the flow as a function of Re L is readily obtained in the
form:
v/v=f(Re L ).(Re L )2,
where the function f(ReL) has an asymptotic value at Re^ —> «>.
Finally, the Reynolds equations closure in practical cases of the flows with finite
Reynolds numbers is discussed.
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Dynamics of electromagnetically
Comparison

between

driven spheres in liquid

numerical simulation

and

experiments

J.ETAY, Y.FAUTRELLE and M.AL AMIR
Madylam

ENSHMG BP 95 '

St Martin d'Heres Cedex France

We study the behaviour of electroconducting spheres in an insulating bounded
liquid placed in a travelling magnetic field. The non-magnetic spheres develop induced
currents. Each sphere is submitted to both electromagnetic torque and resultant. Such a
geometry has already been studied from a theoretical point of view by Moffatt [1] in a
non confined geometry.
Experiments arc performed using a coil which develops a travelling magnetic
field, aluminium spheres immersed in water, oil or air contained in a vessel
Diameter and number of the spheres are varied. In our experiments,
the electromagnetic forces are balanced by gravity, viscous drag and bottom reaction.
Moreover the trajectory of each sphere and therefore the general motion of the
containing fluid are strongly related to the mechanical collisions between the spheres
each others, and the spheres and the wall or the bottom of the vessel.
Measurements of the trajectories and velocities are performed on videos.
These experiments are fertile in chaotic motions with a tendency towards
organisation, tendency which is strongly correlated to the value of the viscosity.
A numerical simulation of the momentum equations is done. In these calculations
the bottom friction is modelized with a Coulomb law and the collisions with a restitution
parameter. The input magnetic field is the field which is measured on experiments.
The sensitivity to initial conditions is tested in the absence of any liquid. On
the trajectories, obtained when two spheres are submitted to the same initial
conditions
and when their initial conditions are slightly different
are drawn.
Experimental and calculated trajectories are compared. It is found that the
experimental motion is two lime faster than what is expected with the numerical
simulation. Moreover it is found that the experimental motion is not symmetrical
versus the axis of symmetry of the vessel. For exempic
the sphere
accelerates after having crossed the origine.
Applications of these types of studies may be found in Mechanics to study the
drag behaviour in newtonian or non-newtonian fluids or in material processing to
create new stirrers.

[1] H.K.MOFFATT " On the behaviour of a suspension of conducting particles subjected to a timeperiodic magnetic field " JFM (1990) vol 218 pp 509-529
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Slat channel flow in MHO-nonhomogeneity r.
I. A-Evtushenl-:o, A- V-Tananaev
St.-Petersb'jrg State Technical University
Experimental results on suppression non-1irear inertia effects
in liquid metal flow in slot channels of b/a >> 1 side walls relation in MHT)-nonhomoge?nei ty eonss are discussed) the technique of
defining the condition of transition to Stokes flow being considered. Experiments were carried out on: a channel non-conducting walls
b/a = 100/3 in non-rmiform magnetic field, a channel b/a-1O with a
ragylar- system of cylinder inserts? a sudden expansion of in a slot
channel. The slot configuration of a channel determines strong dependence of flow characteristics on the inclination angle of the
magnetic field. Thus, the pressure differential in a channel with
the increase of the slope angle of the field Froro 0 to 90 both in
homogeneous and non-homogeneous magnetic field.
The condition dependence of the transition to Stolies and,
therefore, the nature of the suppression of the inertia effects in
a strong magnetic field morn complex aspect with the maximum at the
angle of about 45- Introducing as linear scale the channel dimension along the field made it possible to generalise the experimental
data as tn the transition conditions, which confirms the decisive
part of the characteristic surfaces for flaw in a strong magnetic
field.
Transition conditions to Stores were considered regarding the
pressure drop. The experimental results i-jithir. coordinates did not
shox* a transition none between inerti?. artd inertialen flows, that
is thf= tranT.i tioTi it close at least* integrally to the criticalIt should be noted that according to the electrical potential
distribution in the zone of flow part th.e cylinders the flow did
not correspond to inertialen oreWith inertialen restricted flow part the cylinder the distribution of the potentials tw and down the flow must be symmetrical
with respect to the cylinder axis. With the increase of the magnetic field the symmetry of flow past cylinders increased, but with
the large parameters of MT*D- interaction a complete symmetry did
rot tafce place (was not observed).
Flow investigation of a channel with an abrupt expansion also
shows a considerable difference between integral and local effects of
the inertia forces. In strong magnetic fields there were observed not
only the effects of the non-linearity suppression but also generation
cf new vortex structures.
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THE ONSET OF THE ALFVEN WAVE TURBULENCE AND NONLINEAR
MHD-FLOWS IN INCOMPRESSIBLE PLASMAS AND LIQUIDS
WITH THE CURRENT
E. A.Fedutenko, A.Kirichock, V.I.Lapshin
Kharkov State University, *, Svobody sq.,
kharkov 310077 Ukraine

The paper considers the wave processes in incompressible
media with the electrical current immersad in the steady
magnetic field. We consider the plane charged fluid layer CO <x
< D. The axis z is supposed to be directed along the external
magnetic field B o , the electrical current of the density /
propagates along the axis y. Three dimensional waves of Alfven
type C£z= 0, where £ z is the perturbate'1'. value of the fluid
shift along B ) are considered. We also assume B * « B 7. In
^

0

z

X

this case the considered system may be described by equations of
the reduced magnetohydrodynamics. These waves are instabie under
the condition
2n
z

A

where / is the Alfven velocity, pQ is the fluid density, k =
CM , h , k ) is the perturbation wavevector, /?* = kz + k&, v and
x

y

z

JB

x

y

vm are coefficients of viscous and magnetic viscous
respectively. To investigate the weakly nonlinear stage of this
instability in the nearly insulated approximation we use the
bifurcation analysis. As a result we obtained the nonlinear
equations for the wave amplitude governing the onset of MHD
turbulence and the begining of the formation of large scale
structures. In the case of the strongly nonlinearity the
f wave
MHD-flows
may be where
formed. fThese
flows have the form v
cos (*Of
t and f& are some functions of x
satisfied to the corresponding boundary conditions, x is the
wavenumber, C = V + <*z " ^oi» ^0 is the velocity of the
perturbation propagation.
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Powder production from a rotating liquid metal flow
J.C. Gasser, Ph. Marty
Institut de M&anique de Grenoble, France1
The sintering technique can avoid a part of the problems which are frequently
encountered in the classical metallurgy such as inhomogeneity, residual thermal stress, local
formation of impurities by chemical reactions etc... As the achievement of this technique needs
high quality powders with a high level of purity and a quasi constant granulometry, an already
large number of various techniques have been tested to improve the production of the metallic
particles. Unfortunately, the fabrication cost is still very high as soon as the required size is
around or less than SO m.
This work aims at presenting the feasability and the results of an electromagnetic atomizer
which principle can be briefly summarized as follows: in a first stage, the liquid metal to atomize
is driven into rotation by electromagnetic forces in a circular pipe which is located immediatly
below the melting furnace. At the atomizer outlet, this rotating movement gives to the flow the
shape of a conical sheet which angle can be adjusted via the intensity or the frequency of the
magnetic field. In a second stage, this thin conical sheet is dispersed by several neutral gas
streams. It is worth noting that, due to the nature of the electromagnetic forces, the rotating
movement is achieved without the need of an additional mechr nism which would have
introduced an other source of pollution of the liquid metal. Moreover, the simplicity of the
proposed technology can be looked at as a pledge of high reliability for high melting point alloys.
The theoretical part will describe the flow pattern evolution all along the tube: due to the
rotating motion, the inner part of the liquid column consists of an axisymetric gas vortexwhich
causes the liquid to flow in a thin rotating wall layer. Downstream from the nozzle outlet we will
present calculations of the liquid film characteristics, ie. its thickness, velocity and shape.
Visualization of the liquid sheet obtained on a mercury prototype will be shown.
Experimental measurements of the inner rotating liquid layer thickness will be described together
with the ultrasonic method we have used.

1

Laboratoire des Ecoulements Ge"ophysiques et Industriels, POB 53 X, 38041 Grenoble
Cedex, France
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Features of Alternating Magnetic Field Effect on Melt
Hydrodynamics in a Cylindrical Vessel with a Free Surface
Y,M.Gelfgat LAGorbunov
institute of ffiys&si Latvian Academy of SO&KSS
Sataspb ff&a, U/2J21, Latvia

It is Known that alternating magnetic fields can be used for active stirring
and homogenizafon of semiconductor melts.
The present paper considers theoretical and experimented studies of
melt hydrodynamics in rotating and alternating axial-symmetric magnetic
fields, whose basic feature is the formation of hydrodynamic structures with
a shear layer. The theoretical analysis is carried out on the Navier-Stokes
equations in the Boussinesque approximation. The flow velocity patterns
have been studied on In-Ga-Sn eutectic melt The conductive anemometer
wilh a steady local magnetic field has been used as a velocity probe. The
anemometer has a practically linear characteristic and high sensitivity. It
allows to measure a mean melt flow velocity pattern as well as its oscillating
characteristics.
It is shown that the following factors strongly affect melt hydrodynamics:
1. conditions of induction current circuit in melt (finite height of melt);
2. non-uniformity of magnetic field induction distribution along radius
and height
3. a possibility of occurrence of an axial component of magnetic field
induction and its interaction with currents induced in melt
The results obtained at 2p= 2 prove a comparatively high uniformity
of 14 (the velocity azimuthal component) distribution along the melt height
and the formation of an Ekman-type boundary layer on the bottom of the
vessel. At the same time, distribution non-uniformity of /# along the vessel
radius causes the occurrence of a shear layer near its side wall and instability
of melt flow.
The geometry of an external magnetic field significantly affects the melt
flow pattern in an alternating axisymmetnc magnetic field. One can get a
flow with one or two vortex structures depending on the inductor position
(i.e. either near the wall or near the bottom of the vessel). Accounting for
the last variant the vortices can be stretched along the vessel radius (from
the center to the wall) as well as along its height (from the bottom to the
surface). In the case of a two-vortex flow the existence of a shear layer
causes the instability of melt flow at rather high level of velocity oscillations
« 30-50%.
Thus, the characteristic features of the above flows are comparatively
small Reynolds numbers of transition to instability, high level of oscillating
components of melt velocity and, as a result, high efficiency at stirringand
homogenization.
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PARAMETERIZATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC THROTTLING
Howard Gerber, Purdue University Calumet
Hammond. Indiana U.S.A.
John Tanski, Inland Steel Research
East Chicago, Indiana U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
The control of liquid metal flow in a continuous casting process is now
accomplished with a refractory metering nozzle. Additional control is
obtained with refractory slide gates. The principle problem with using
refractories for control, is the potential for plugging. With
electromagnetic control of liquid metal flow, the susceptibility to
plugging should be reduced or eliminated. The use of electromagnetic
fields I: control liquid metal flow has undergone some experimentation
and coirm^-'ial trials. It is the purpose of this paper to identify some
of the parameters for the application of electromagnetic fields to control
liquid metal flow "^ a continuous casting process. Experiments were
performed on mercury flowing through a plastic nozzle from a clear
plastic reservoir with a high frequency axial magnetic field. The reservoir
level of mercury was recorded with a video camera to determine flow
rate. A regression analysis is used on the level information to fit it to
a second degree polynomial. The coefficients of the polynomial suggests
a relationship between the electromagnetic pressure and a loss
coefficient of contraction. Electromagnetic pressure is determined
analytically using a one-dimensional model as a function of skin depth,
radius, and magnetic field. An optimum ratio of liquid metal stream
radius to skin depth is presented which minimizes losses with a
maximum amount of flow control. The resulting controlled flow is
determined analytically considering a simple turbulent flow model and
verified using a fluid flow finite element program with distributed
electromagnetic body forces. The results are also compared to
experimental data obtained by others. An electromagnetic finite element
program provides the relationship between magnetic field intensity and
current.
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Abstract for the Seventh Beer-Sheva International Seminar
on MHD Flows and Turbulence

Dispersion of gas bubbles in a two-dimensional MHD turbulence
G. Gerbeth, S. Eckert, H. Langenbrunner
Research Center Rossendorf Inc., P.O. Box 19, Dresden, Germany

The dispersion of small gas bubbles in a vertically upwards liquid metal two-phase
flow is investigated theoretically as well as experimentally. Local void fraction measurements are presented for a vertical sodium-argon flow with and without an external
transverse magnetic field.
Due to the material parameters of liquid sodium high non-dimensional parameters are
reached with a conventional magnet of B < 0.4T: Hartmann-number Ha < 3000,
interaction parameter N = 100...800 for a Reynolds-number Re in the region of
104...7*104 (Ha/Re*103 = 40...300). These parameters indicate that a well-developed
two-dimensional MHD turbulence should exist in the rectangular test-section. The
dispersion of an initially narrow void distribution shows this behaviour clearly: There
is an overall focussing effect of the magnetic field on the void distribution, but the
dispersion of gas bubbles is much more suppressed parallel to the field than perpendicular to it. The measurements will be compared with that of Lykoudis IM and
Michiyoshi 121. However, in these papers two-dimensional turbulence was not reached
(or not possible, resp.), so that the obtained experimental results can be considered
as the first measurements showing the influence of two-dimensional turbulence on
the transport of small gas bubbles.
The bubble transport will be modelled by a simple diffusion equation. The model
takes into account that bubbles represent no passive tracer of the flow field but have
an own dynamics due to their relative velocity to the liquid phase. The experimental
results will be analyzed in terms of corresponding diffusion coefficients.

IM P.S.Lykoudis: Liquid metal magneto-fluid-mechanic turbubblence. Progress in
Astronautics & Aeronautics, Vol.100, 255-279 (1985)
1211. Michiyoshi: Liquid metal two-phase flow heat transfer with and without magnetic
field. JSME Int. Journal, Vol.32, 483-493 (1989)
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DESIGNING, INTRODUCTION AND OPERATION OF A SYSTEM AN
IMMERSED ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMP FOR RECASTING ZINC FROM
A HOT GALVANIZING SPATTER POT
V.S. Golovko, L.M. Dronnik, A.A. Zubko, G.A. Yaroshenko, V.E.Strizhak,
L.I. Timchenko, I.M. Tolmach
ABSTRACT
A system of high temperature electromagnetic pump for pumping zinc melt has been
designed and created in the MHD Laboratory in Kharkov, Ukraine. This system is
designed for pumping zinc melt from a hot galvanizing spatter pot into a reserved pot when
it is necessary to inspect the working pot or in case of emergency. This system has been
set into operation in one of the plants.
The system of MHD pump consists of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Electromagnetic induction three-phase pump of immerse type cooled by melt.
A heated channel.
A spreader for lifting the system and controlling its position in pots with the help of
two cranes.
A controlled power source - induction regulator, a control desk and a control
cabinet.
The main parameters of the pump include:

Capacity 350t/hour (established by experiments)
Melted zinc level 3.6m
Melt temperature 460°C
Winding and laminated core temperature - up to 500°C.
Phase current 420A
Line voltage 220V
Distance between the pots (the length of the channel) - 12m
Pump mass 2.5t
The mass of the whole system 5t.
The system has been put into operation in one of the plants of the Ukraine.
Mass of the melt in the pot - 500t
The time of pumping - 1 hour 20 minutes which is much quicker than ladle casting.
Earlier the process of zinc casting consisted of the following stages:
•
•
•

placing quite a number of zinc ingots on the bottom of the reserved pot;
filling it with water pot heading and evaporation of the water;
melting down the ingots.

This done, zinc ladle casting from the working pot. Now the process is much simplified,
zinc is resorted onto the reserved pot. The system was set into operation in 1986. As far
as we know the system has no analogies either in the Ukraine, Russia or abroad. A system
like this can be used for aluminum-zinc alloy, tin or lead casting.
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Development and Creation of a Powerful Sodium Pump
for 3000 m3 \ hour 0.5 MPa without Water Cooling
V. S. Golovko, L. M. Dronnik, I. U. Dyachenko, N. I. Novikov,
S. Y. Reutsky, S. M. Saraev, V. E. Strizhak, I.M. Tolmach,
Y. A. Philimontsev, A. G. Sheinkman
The prospects of nuclear power development are connected with putting into
operation fast reactors, the most widely systems of which are based on liquid sodium as a
heat-transfer agent. Electromagnetic pumps of different designs have been used in
auxiliary loops of such reactors, in monitoring and control systems for quite a long time
and presented themselves in a good light. Quite a number of electromagnetic hightemperature induction pumps of module design without external cooling have been
designed, produced and tested in MHD laboratory in Kharkov.
In module pumps the whole flow rate is formed from the sum of flow rate of each
module. That permits to get a pump with an enormous summary flow rate from modules,
flow rate of which being rather moderate. Earlier a module pump with flow rate 300
m3/hour, head 0.43 MPa , sodium 350° C , mass 1600 Kg was designed and
experimented on. This served as a base for calculating, designing and creating a powerful
inducting pump with following parameters: flow rate 3OOOm3/h, head 0.5MPa, working
medium - sodium 350° C, frequency 37,5 Hz, efficiency 3 8 % , number of poles-12,
pole pitch 0.276m, mass 25t.
Force cooling is absent. The construction provides:
a) removal and substitution of inductors without the loss of sealing of the
loop;
b) junctioning without cavitation under small static pressure;
c) arrangement of entry and output joints similar to mechanical pumps;
d) flow rate run out for 100 s due to the rotary inertia of electric generator of
power supply is stopped.
The results of theoretical researches of electromagnetic and hydrodynamic
processes in induction pumps canal are given in the report. The researches being carried
out when the pump described was being designed. Specifically (in particular) it is shown
that R m =l 1. Under such R m value disturb stability flow in the canal is possible. That leads
to diminishes the pumps qualities. The problems of suppressing this instability by a
system conducting and inconducting plates are discussed.
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Convection of rotating fluids: experiments and some theory.
Golitsyn G.S. and Boubnov B.M.
Institute of Atmosferic Physics, 109017 Moscow, Russia
Convection processes in rotating fluids is a subject with many
applications in geophysics (Earth's liquid core, magma chambers in the mantle) ..astrophysics (neutron stars, bursters, accretion discs) and in many technical applications. The rotation also
acts in some respects analogously to the external magnetic field
because of the similarity between the Coriolis and Lorenz forces.
The main similarity numbers are the Rayleigh, Taylor and Prandtl
numbers. The stability curves for a plane horizontally rotating
layer were calculated for a wide set of boundary conditions for
the velocity and temperature including the prescription of the
heat fluxes. All the curves for Ta^lO exhibit the same behavior, first found by Chandrasekhar (1953) Ra__<x T § / 3 but the
numerical coefficients vary by a factor of 3.
The experiments were conducted with water for Ra^lO
and
1
°)
Ta^lO ^ and on the plane of these similarity numbers three main
regimes of the convection have been determined: the regular
regime with the triangular symmetry for
Ra^30 Ra^the irregular
regime of geostrophic convection for Ra^Pr Ta
and the regime
of the ordinary thermal convection when the rotation is not
important. For the regime of the geostrophic convection some
similarity dependencies have been found: for the scale of velocity U <x (e/Q), where c is the buoyancy flux and Q is the rotation rate, for the temperature fluctuations o£ <x fif/ag, where f
is the kinematic heat flux, a the thermal expansion coefficient
and g the gravity acceleration. In the laboratory conditions all
the measured temperature frequency spectra for Q =0 and 0*0 in
appropriate coordinates have a universal form. Mass and heat
transfer were also studied experimentally and some statistical
regularities were found. The heat transfer through the layer was
found only weakly depending on the rotation rate in the main part
of the Ra, Ta diagram except in the region of regular convection
where there are strong dependencies on the Taylor number. Applications of the results for some natural objects will be presented, e.g. for the Earth's liquid core the velocities found to be
of order 5 km/yr and Re «100, which correspond well to ideas of
geodynamo.
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New Perspectives on Vortex Dynamics, Helical Wave Decomposition
and Interaction with Turbulence
FAZLE HUSSAIN
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Houston
Houston, TX 77204-4792, U.S.A.
By investigating a straight axisymmetric vortex tube having an initially
nonuniform core size along its axis, with and without superimposed fine-grained
turbulence, we bring new life to local helicity concepts. While the relative helicity
and helidty densities are of little use, we find that the separation of the flow field
into right and left-handed components by the "complex helical wave
decomposition" is highly useful. This decomposition seems to open up an entirely
new discipline of truly 3D vortex dynamics (including core and wave packet
dynamics), as well as to provide a rich new set of tools for analyzing 3D vortical
structures. We find that the evolution of the laminar vortex can be explained both
by traditional means (such as coupling between swirl and meridional flow) and in
terms of helical structures; in the context of such structures the dynamics is much
simpler, more revealing and allows better qualitative predictions of the flow's
evolution than does the well-known vortex dynamics. We show that core
dynamics, ignored by all texts and most researchers, can have a significant effect on a
vortex's evolution and interaction with others or with fine-scale turbulence. Core
dynamics is better understood in terms of nonlinearly interacting polarized wave
packets whose evolution equation is extracted from the vorticity transport equation
by use of projection operators. The core size oscillation frequency decreasing with
increasing Re, but having a finite limit as Re approaches infinity. Internal dynamics
disappears first near the outer edge, gradually retreating to an increasingly smaller
region around the axis.
For the turbulent vortex we find the striking phenomenon of organization of
incoherent vorticity in the boundary surrounding the vortex into spiral type
structures that produce intermittency, and the inviscid generation of increasingly
larger scales - a prime example of non-trivial coupling between large and small
scales in turbulent flows. Our finding is in contrast with the prior suggestion of
formation of sheet-like intermittency structures, and we find the azimuthally
polarized smaller-scale vortices to anti-cascade into larger structures by pairing. The
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organization is accompanied by a strong tendency for the right and left-handed
components of the vorticity filed to separate spatially. Moreover, the small scales
take energy from the coherent vortex and can, if Re is sufficiently high, feedback on
the coherent vortex in such a way as to excite non-axisymmetric bending waves.
This type of feedback or backscatter as a result of coupling between large and small
scales can not be molded by any type of eddy viscosity. Our study raises some doubts
about the validity of the local isotrophy concept to turbulent shear flows. We
conclude with a cascade model for turbulence scale hierarchy.
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Applying Asynchronous Parallel Characteristic Methods for
Solving MHD - Processes Problems

Ludmila loffe and Shlomit S. Pinter
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Technion — Israel Institute of Technology
Haifa 32000, Israel
Practical evaluation of hydrodynamic processes becomes possible by using new parallel machines.
To efficiently utilize these machines asynchronous parallel algorithms are needed. For solving MHD
flows systems we propose sucli an algorithm based on a characteristic method. Our algorithm computes
in parallel the solutions along the characteristic directions without the need of sharing information or
synchronizing the processors a common time step. The solutions cover the cases when the characteristic
lines are intersected to form shock waves. We discuss the time performance of our algorithm as well as
its implementation on a parallel computer.
Characteristic methods provide the most accurate processes for solving hyperbolic equations. In the
physics of steady supersonic flow of compressible fluids for which the associated equations are hyperbolic,
the characteristics are lines along which small disturbances in velocity, pressure and density are propagated. Also, the characteristic lines separate different flow patterns that possess a common continuous
velocity across the geometrical boundary of the separation and in addition, discontinuous changes of
state can be propagated along the shock lines. Characteristic methods give more accurate numerical
solutions than finite-difference methods because they single out the discontinuity which is embedded in
its clearest form in the characteristic methods.
The proposed characteristic based algorithm numerically solves a system of hyperbolic partial differential equations (SIIPDE) and includes a search for discontinuities and computation of the solution
in points on a shock wave. For some rather weak assumptions we find the conditions for the shock
wave appearance. These conditions are easy to verify in the process of computing the solution along the
characteristic lines. Thus there is no need to interrupt the computation process in case of discontinuity.
Characteristic methods were used on sequential machines for handling a large number of singular
points and in hybrid techniques. We claim that by employing parallel asynchronous algorithms with
characteristic methods one can solve SIIPDEs more accurately and much faster than with other methods. Since the characteristic methods are based on solving a system of first order ordinary differential
equations the errors introduced are of order O(r) where r is the value of the time step. In standard
finite difference methods the errors are of order O(r + ft) or O(r + h2) where r is the value of the time
step and h is the step along the X coordinate.
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THE USE OF k-E TURBULENCE MODEL FOR THE CALCULACION
OF FLOWS IN CORELESS INDUCTION FURNACES
A. Jakowitsch, Latvia University, A. Miihlbaucr, University Hannover

The molten charge in the crucible is set in motion by an eddi eleclromagnetical (EM)
force. This turbulent melt flow containing vortices influences practically all the technological
processes. Taking into account the results of experiment, this paper analyses the results of the
k-e model and the simpler flow model that make use of the locationally independent viscosity
v T thus indicating the limits for the application of these two models as far as the practical
design of induction furnaces is concerned.
The following equations are used for the simulation of the axially symmetrical flow:
1) the equation for the vector potential of the magnetic field A; 2) the equation of conservation
of moment which takes into account the variable turbulent viscosity vT=C|tk2/e and the mean
EM force; 3) the incomprcssibility condition; 4) transport equations for the specific energy k
of the turbulence and the dissiation rate e of this energy. The logarithmic wall function of
turbulent flow is used. The vector potential is calculate by the method of finite differences, or
in case of a large dimcnsionlcss frequency it is calculated with the boundary element method.
The solution of equations 2)-4) is achieved on the basis of the SIMPLE procedure.
The structure of the mean flow (experiment and k-E model) is independent from the
intensity of current in the inductor coil Io, and the intensity of How vo~Io. When the simpler
flow model vT*f(r) is applied, such a linear dependence is obtained by using the constant
effective Reynolds number (10<RcE*<300). This value region of ReE* recomendaded for
practical application corresponds to the minimum values (RcE>30) calculated within the
framework of the k-e model.
By using the k-e model the changes of the frequency within the G>=10-103 range cause
no essential alterations in the flow structure. The simpler ilow mode] produces similar
results. With 6>-*0 tEM-*0 and with <D-*oo rolfEM-*0 the intensity of the EM flow lends towards
zero, therefore the dependence of the flow intensity has a maximum. The maximum intensity
in the measurements carried out on different devices was determined as <&. ™a=40-80.
Modelling with RcE'=const corcspondingly provided the values dJ^^Q-AQ. When k-e model
is used the maximum is shifted to the direction of larger frequencies - a)kem:lx=40-140.
In accordance with the k-e model v T has maximum zones both near the eddy centre and
at the points where the flow is deflected at the axis. In these zones v ^ l O " ' ^ , and here the
minimum values of RcE arc obtained. The greatest proportion of turbulent energy is generated
in the zones with maximum axial flow near the walls and at the points where the flow is
deflected at the axis of symmetry. The energy k from this zones is transported to the regions
of less generation by means of the mean flow. However, in the zone between the flow eddies
with 2D modelling the intensity of pulsations is lower than in the experiments. Long-period
instabilities of the toroidal eddies were observed in the experiments, and these were not
considered in the axially symmetrical modelling.
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CONTINUOUS ELECTRODEPOSITION MODELLING
JJosserand, A.Alemany, B.Nguyen, RPham, A.Pilaud
Problem considered: Ekctrodeposition allows the mass-transfer from an electrolysis bath to
a metallic surface. This process is particularly adapted to plate thin layers of precious metals in
industrial applications for which the quality of die deposit is essential, for protection (connectics,
microelectronics) or for aspect (goldsmith's trade, clockmaldng, spectacle trade). The aim of the
study is to modelize these phenomenon in order to control, in a long future, the characteristics of
the deposit A better distribution of the revetment thickness would improve the quality of die
products while saving the quantities of metal plated. In die present case of a moving metallic
piece to protect (figure), the mass-transfer to the cathode is strongly influenced by the
hydrodynamic conditions of the bath.
Main physical aspects: The total voltage applied to the electrodes, inducing the electric
current necessary to the cathodic deposition, comprises two terms: the ohmic losses in the bath
and the wall overpotentials function of the cathode nature, the electric current and the local ionic
concentration. The cathodic consummation of the ions to depose create a low concentration zone
and so on a concentration gradient, which is confined near the wall owing to the good convective
renewing of fresh electrolyte. It can be showed that the diffusion layer so created is thinner than
the laminar sublayer, due to the very low diffusion coefficient of the ions considered. The mass
transfer to the cathode is thus enclosed in the hydrodynamic sublayer and so, is governed by the
wall velocity gradient.
Numerical approach: The aim is to determine the distributions of both the electric potential
and die species concentration in the bath, while taking into account the wall overpotentials. A
numerical study has been realised on two-dimensional geometries with laminar and turbulent
flows. The finite element software, FLUX-EXPERT, is used to solve this two variables problem
(electric potential and species concentration), theses variables being coupled at die cathodic wall.
The electric potential equation (ohmic problem) is treated on all the bath even though the
convection-diffusion equation (diffusionnel problem) is only treated along die cathode, where
the concentration is really affected. The coupling term is sawn:
* as a frontier consummation term for the diffusionnel problem.
* as a wall potential discontinuity for the ohmic problem.
Hydrodynamics are considered as an external parameter strongly governing the
diffusionnel problem but not modified by the considered values of the electric current For the
laminar case first treated, the velocity profile is linearised from die wall gradient value.
Experimental approach: An experimental facility using micro-electrodes measurements is in
development. It will permit local measurements of the diffusionnel current distribution at the
wall, in order to specify the hydrodynamic influence on the mass-transfer processes. The
measurement technique has been calibrated in a first configuration (insulating wall), with a
known velocity gradient (Couette flow). Used with a conductive wall, this technique will allow
the determination of the correlation between hydrodynamics and mass-transfer to the wall.
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The Development of the Structure of a Turbulent Wake Under Wall - Restricting and Stretching
Conditions
I. D. Kalogirou, D. D. Papailiou.
Laboratory of Applied Thermodynamics,
University of Patras, Greece.

The results of an experimental study on the evolution of the structure of the turbulence
field of a wake formed behind a cylinder under wall restricting conditions followed by controlled
stretching, are presented in this work. Emphasis is placed on the development of the organized
vortical structures shed behind the cylinder and their participation in the turbulence transport
processes, as they are subjected to the mentioned conditions. The presented experiments constitute
part of a study aiming at understanding the role of organized vorticity in turbulent mixing and
entrainment in chemically reacting flows. The experimental set up in which the experiments were
conducted consists of a rig with a rectangular test section followed by a rectangular distorting duct
of constant cross section creating a stretching field in the direction of the axis of the organized
vortex structures. The cylinder was located at the entrance of the rectangular test section. Reynolds
numbers based on the cylinder's diameter ranged from 2xlO3 to l.SxlO4. Mean and statistical
quantities characterizing the turbulence flow field were measured by using Hot Wire Anemometry
and Laser Doppler Velocimetry. Statistical quantities included turbulence intensities, probability
density functions, skewness and flatness factors, autocorrelations and power spectra as well as
micro and macro scales. The obtained measurements indicate that the structure of the mean flow
is strongly influenced by the presence of the restricting walls since no evidence of self preservation
exists. As the wake spreads downstream the velocity profiles resemble to those of a channel flow.
The structure of the turbulence field is also exhibiting differences. The two rows of vortices
remain close to the walls as they travel downstream while in the central part of the channel there
is a core of nearly isotropic turbulence. Finally, the stretching action of the distorting duct appears
to enhance organized vorticity influencing the turbulence transport mechanisms.
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Algebraic-Q4 Eddy-Viscosity Model for
Near-Rough-Wall Turbulence
Vadim D. Khait(a) and Alexander Yakkot(6)

<°> Cornell University Medical College. New York, NY 10021, USA.
*°' Department of Mechanical Engineering. Ben-Gurion University, Beersheva 84105,
Israel.

ABSTRACT
An algebraic-Q4 eddy viscosity model is employed in order lo describe wall roughness
effects.

Influence of nondimensional roughness parameter. D — u.dfua. on the

mean velocity profile and the friction coefficient in a pipe flow is determined. The
transition from a smooth wall regime to one of pronounced roughness is analysed.
The results of calculations are compared with experimental data.
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DYMAKICS Of S:iQRI-LIVSD LARGa ENERGY (VELOCITY) FLUCTUATIONS IK SMALL REGIONS
OF TURBULaNT FLUID
Yu.L. Khait, Solid State Institute, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, Israel
The dynamics of short-lived large energy (velocity) fluctuations (SLEFs)
emerging spontaneously in small regions of racius p »/\ «l(Re

/Re)

in iso-

tropic turbulent fluid and having large Reynolds numbers Re>>Re
is considered.
l
cr
. /1/
Here ,A is the smallest scale of the turbulence of the total scale 1 » A ' ' ,
o
o
Re c r is the crytical Reynolds number. The proposed approach is based on the reformulation for the turbulent fluid of the dynamic many-body theory of SLEFs
/2~A/
occurring in small regions of condensed matter " . This consideration explores
(i) concepts of statistical hydrodynamics' , (ii) the analogy between the atomic systems and the developed turbulence having a great number N ~ (Re/Re

)

of

degrees of freedom related to chaotic fluctuations in small regions of turbulent
fluids
and (iii) some results of our previous studies of turbulent fluids ' .
_
1/A
The SLEFs of peak energy E >>E (and velocities v » v ~ U (Re /Re)
) emerge
P
__ -a
3
P
9J/A
c**
7
spontaneously in small volumes V =4'i p /3 «41 (Re /Re) ' of the fluid in
random places and at random instants of time; U is the velocity of the flow of
the scale 1.

The SLEF lifetime &T=T .,+ fp which consists of the SLEF formation

time T. and the SLEF relaxation time t o ,is related to the upper frequency limit
3/4.
CO s:(U/l)(Re/Re )3/4 of the turbulence. Only a limited causal region of radius
o
cr
H . s c t , (or R,=ctJ can be involved in the SLEF formation (or SLEF relaxation)
/2-4/
due to the causality principle, similar to that discussed in'
gy transfer velocity in the vicinity of the volume V during ATT.

; c is the enerCoupled kinet-

ic integro-differential equations describing the dynamics of the transient correlated motion of the fluctuating fluid in V and its vicinity during ^ a r e
derived from the Liouville equation through the procedure similar to that described in

' . An analytical solution of the equations is obtained.

Possible

applications are discussed.
1. L.D. Landau and E.M. Liishiz, Hydrodynamics.
2. Yu.L. Khait, Physics Reports 9^, 237 (1983).
3. Yu.L. Khait, in Recent Progress in many-body theories, edited by A. Kalio,
E. Payanne and R.F. Bishop (Plenum, NY, 1988).
4. Yu.L. Khait, A. Silverman, R. Weil and J. Adler, Phys.Rev.B £4_, 8308 (1991).
5. A.S. Konin and A.fci. Yaglom, Statistical Hydrodynamics.
6. Yu.L. Khait and 0. Biblarz, J.Appl.Phys. £0, 4692 (1979).
7. Yu.L. Khait, in Single and multiphase flows in electromagnetic fields, edited
by H. 3ranover, P.S. Lykoudis, M. Mond, M. Sommerfield (AIAA, NY, 1985).
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Recirculating Flow due to a Rotational Body Force
Part 1 : Electromagnetically-Driven Flows
D.Kinnear and P.A.Davidson
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Imperial College of Science and Technology,
Exhibition Road, London, SW7 2BX.

Abstract
Rotational body forces commonly act in a highly localised manner in magnetohydrodynamic and buoyancy-driven flows. For example, the flows in electrolytic cells, cold
crucibles and induction furnaces are usually driven by a rotational electromagnetic
body force acting only near the boundary of the flow. Buoyancy-driven flows, where
temperature gradients occur only in the thermal boundary layers, exhibit precisely
the same characteristic: that is, the rotational buoyancy force acts only near the
boundary. Determination of the flow in devices subject to these local forces may be
important for a number of reasons, such as for determination of the heat transfer,
erosion, particle transport or other characteristics.
In this paper we consider an idealised problem consisting of a rectangular 2-D cavity,
subject to constant rotational body forces in each corner. The forces result in four
symmetrical eddies which are reminiscent of the flow in an induction furnace. The
forced region has a length scale such that 6u « 6p « L where Su is the boundary
layer thickness, Sp is the forced region length scale and L is the length scale of the
cavity. The theoretical treatment of the problem is for the laminar case, although
the turbulent problem is also briefly discussed.
At low Reynolds numbers the flow is dominated by the diffusion of vorticity, and a
flow pattern develops such that all the streamlines pass through the region where the
rotational body force acts. At progressively higher Reynolds numbers, where convection of vorticity becomes important, streamlines close without passing through
the forced region due to the formation of a constant vorticity (Batchelor) region.
The transition between these two flow structures is discussed.
Simplifications that follow from high and low Reynolds number approximations allow
these cases to be theoretically analysed. The results of this theoretical work compare
favourably with numerical predictions.
In a companion paper we discuss the equivalent buoyancy driven flow.
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LIQUID METAL FILM PLOW FOR FUSION APPLICATION
I.R.Kirillov
(Efremov Institute, St.Petersburg)
Baranov V.V., Firsova E.V., Yakovlev V.V.
(Polzunov Institute, St.Petersburg)
Evtushenko I.A.
(State Technical University, St.Petersburg)

Liquid metal free surface flow divertor targets were
proposed to control the plasma boundary conditions in Tokamak
type fusion reactors. One ot the options considered is liquid
metal film flow over the inclined surface.
MHD effects in such a flow in coplanar magnetic field were
investigated on a specially designed facility which included
liquid metal loop with Ga-in-Sn eutectic alloy, electromagnetic
pump, electromagnet with stationary magnetic field up to 0.8T
and film flow model. Film flow was initiated by a nozzle with
cross section h :'b=4::90mnt.nin and stabilization length in the
magnetic field from 100 to 225mm. Film flow geometry: width 90mm, length in the magnetic field - 450mm. Side walls and
backing plate were made of acrylic plastic covered from the
inside by thin copper sheets (50pjn) to provide wettability and
required relative electrical conductivity.
Mean film flow velocity was from 0.17 to I.i7m/s,
Re=
?
(2-14) <10 , Has;i800 (film width "b" as a characteristic
length).
The following measuring technic was used:
- potential probes for measurement of velocity distribution
over the nozzle width at the exit,
- electrocontact probe with two types of motion for measurement
of flow thickness and waves amplitude at x=3.25b,
- capacitance type probes for measurement of mean thickness
distribution over the film length.
58

Experiments conducted so far allow us to make the
following conclusions:
- The absence of nozzle wettability leads to nonfull crosssection filling up even with high Re values. This in its turn
leads to high nonuniformity of film flow free surface with
velocity and magnetic field increase.
- When liquid metal fills up the whole nozzle the distribution
of relative velocity over the nozzle width is practically
Independent of Ha in tested range of Re and Ha numbers.
- Mean film depth in the centre of the flow increases with Re
and Ha increase, the last taking place under Ha>1 10'.
- Magnetic field in the range tested smothes the film surface
over the flow width, suppressing the waves, especially near
the walls.
- Variation of film thickness over the flow length decreases
with Ha increase from 44% in the absence of magnetic field to
30% under Ha=1820.
Experimentally measured film thickness variation over the
flow length was compared with calculated one. Calculation was
done on the basis of one- dimensional model of "shallow water"
flow in noninduction approximation (magnetic Reynolds number
R m <<1). Under Ha>>1 the equations are averaged in the direction
of magnetic field assuming local Hartman velocity profile over
the flow width. Velocity distribution over the flow depth is
assumed to be Hartman type in one case and approximated by
second order polinomlal in the other one.
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RENORMALIZATION OF AMPERE FORCE
IN ADVANCED MHD TURBULENCE
NJfleeoiin* and LRogachevskii**
* Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University
of Negev, FOB 653, 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israel
** Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
91904 Jerusalem, Israel
The nonlinear (in terms of the large-scale magnetic field) effect of the
variation of the magnetic force by an advanced small-scale
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence is considered. The phenomenon is
due to the generation of magnetic fluctuations at the expense of hydrodynamic
pulsations. It results in a decrease of the elasticity of the large-scale magnetic
field.
The renormalization group (RNG) method was employed for the
investigation of the MHD turbulence at the large magnetic Reynolds number .
The RNG method comprises a change of real turbulence by a medium with
effective turbulent transport coefficients. This procedure allows to derive
equations for the turbulent transport coefficients: turbulent viscosity,
turbulent magnetic diffusion and turbulent magnetic coefficients. The latter
determine the negative contribution of the turbulence in the large-scale
regular magnetic force and describe the inverse energy cascade in advanced
small-scale MHD turbulence.
The RNG method for this problem requires to find an equation invariant
under the renormalization of the turbulent transport coefficients. The
recent results (Kleeorin et al. 1990) with a simple model for the high order
closure procedure were used for deriving the equation.
It was found that the level of the magnetic fluctuations can exceed that
obtained from the equipartition assumption due to the inverse energy cascade
in advanced MHD turbulence. This effect excites an instability of the
large-scale magnetic field due to the energy transfer from the small-scale
turbulent pulsations.
References
Kleeorin, N.I., Rogachevskii, I.V., and Ruzmaikin, A.A., 1990. Soviet Phys.
JETP7O, 878.
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FLUX TUBES FORMATION DUE TO NONLINEAR DYNAMO
OF MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS
N.Kleeorin*, I.Rogachevskii** and A.Eviatar***
* Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University
of Negev, POB 653, 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israel
** Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
91904 Jerusalem, Israel
*** Department of Geophysics and Planetary Sciences, Tel Aviv University,
Ramat Aviv, Israel
Magnetic fluctuations can be excited by hydrodynamic pulsations of
conductive fluids with zero regular large-scale magnetic field. The local
spatial distribution of the magnetic field is intermittent: the field is
concentrated within flux tubes separated by the regions with weak fields. A
mechanism of amplification of the magnetic fluctuations was proposed by
Zeldovich: an original loop of magnetic field is stretched, twisted and then
folded. These non-trivial motions are three-dimensional.
A nonlinear theory of the flux tubes formation based on the Zeldovich's
mechanism is proposed. The equation describing the evolution of the
correlation function of the magnetic field is of the Schroedinger type with a
variable mass and without the imaginary unity before the time derivative. This
nonlinear equation can be derived from the induction equation, the
nonlinearity being connected with the Hall effect. The large magnetic Reynolds
number limit allows an asymptotic study by a modified WKB method. The
asymptotic solution of the stationary nonlinear equation is an agreement with
numerical one.
Maximum value of the magnetic field and cross section of the magnetic
flux tubes are got on the basis of this theory. General properties of the
magnetic flux tubes in the ionosphere of Venus (Russell and Elphic 1979) can
be explained by the theory of magnetic fluctuations excited by random
hydrodynamic flows of ionospheric plasma.
References
C.T. Russell and R.C.Elphic , Nature, 1979, 279, 616.
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CONVECTTVE TYPE INSTABILITIES
IN ADVANCED SMALL-SCALE MHD TURBULENCE
N. Kleeorin*, MJVIond* and L Rogachevskii**

* Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University
of Negev, POB 653, 84105 Beer-Sheva, Israel
** Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem,
91904 Jerusalem, Israel
Modifying the magnetic force by an advanced small-scale
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence can result in the reversal sign of
the effective magnetic pressure. It is due to MHD turbulence produces a
negative contribution to the large-scale magnetic force. It can noticeably
lower the elasticity of the large-scale magnetic field (Kleeorin et al. 1990).
This effect excites instabilities of the large-scale magnetic field due to the
energy transfer from the turbulent pulsations. These instabilities are of the
convective type.
The instabilities are studied with the help of the methods developed by
Hameiri 1983, Hameiri et al. 1991. The nonturbulent stability criteria are
significantly modified due to the effective negative magnetic pressure. The
additional source of the new instabilities is provided by the turbulent energy.
These instabilities due to the negative magnetic pressure probably acts
as a mechanism of the large-scale magnetic ropes formation in the solar
convective zone and spiral galaxies.
References
Kleeorin, N.I., Rogachevskii, I.V., and Ruzmaikin, A.A., 1990. Soviet Phys.
JETP7O, 878.
Hameiri, E., 1983. Phys. Fluids, 26, 230.
Hameiri, E., Lawrence, P. and Mond, M., 1991. J. Geophys. Res., A96,1513.
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INSTABILITIES AND TURBULENCE ARISING PROCESS
IN TWCDIMENSIONAL MHD FLOWS

AA. KLJUKIN*, A. THESS**
•Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences,
LV-2169, Riga, Salaspils-1, Latvia
** Central Institute for Nuclear Research, Rossendorf,
O-8051 Dresden, Germany

Experimental results concerning instabilities and vortex structures dynamics in
the plane MHD flows have been reported. These flows are related with a class of
flows at the presence of constant magnetic field, which are described by
two-dimensional MHD equations with linear friction. The nonlinearity parameter in
such flows is the ratio Re/Ha describing the ratio of inertial forces and friction
forces on the walls perpendicular to the magnetic field.
The new results of investigations concerning chaotic motion arising in the
closed circular flow, which have been gained using system phase trajectories
construction method and mapping analysis method, have been reported. For some
motion regimes (bifurcations) Poincare mapping and step by step sequence mapping,
which were reduced to a self-mapping of circle, have been found. The results have
been compared with known results concerning chaos arising in other systems.
The data relating instability in the vortex system induced in the liquid metal
in the circular bath using circumference alternating current sources, have been
reported. Arising at this periodic electromagnetic force induces circumference vortex
system. Using conduction anemometer sensor the azimuthal distribution and intensity
of radial velocity component have been measured, the critical system instability
parameters have been determined. The observed bifurcations are being explained
from the physical point of view.
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Relaxed States of an Ideal MHD Plasma with an
External Magnetic Field
G. Knorr
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Iowa, Iowa City,
Iowa, U.S.A.

M. Mond
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University of the
Ncgev, Beer-Sheva, Israel.

ABSTRACT
The influence of an externaly applied magnetic field on a turbulent plasma is
investigated. It is shown not only that inverse cascade persists in the presence of the
applied magnetic field but that in addition the plasma developes an average magnetic field as
well as an average flow.
The plasma region is a cylinder of radius R and length L, which is appropriate
geometry for a plasma with a constant magnetic field Bn=Boez. For the cross sections at
z=0 and z=L, periodic boundary conditions are imposed while at r=R the normal
component of the magnetic field and the velocity is set to zero.
The relevant physical quantities are expanded in terms of the eigenvectors of the curl
operator. This representation has the advantage that the electrical currents can easily be
calculated and that the eigenvalues provide a direct measure of the magnetic helicity.
The three invariants of the plasma (namely, the total energy, the magnetic helicty and
the cross helicity) are expressed in terms of the coefficients of the appropriate expansions
and a proper partition function is constructed. Using the latter, the average profiles of the
magnetic field and the flow velocity of the relaxed states are calculated. In addition, the
average magnetic as well as the kinetic energy carried by each mode is determined.
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN TURBULENCE
Robert H. Kraichnan
303PotrilloDr.
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, USA

ABSTRACT
In the past year it has become possible to do full simulations of isotropic turbulence
at a resolution of 5123 grid points on massively-parallel computers. Results will be
presented for probability distributions of velocity, vorticity, dissipation and for other
statistics over a range of Reynolds numbers, as determined from simulations performed at
Los Alamos National Laboratory. Recent advances in theoretical prediction of probability
distributions, intermittency and other higher statistics will be reviewed in the context of the
simulations.
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EVOLUTION OF THE VORTEX STRUCTURE IN GENERALIZED SHEAR FLOUR
A CLASS OF EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
P. L Krapivsky arid M. A. Brutyan
Central Aerohydrodynamic Institute
140160 Zhukovsky-3, Moscow region, Russia
The presence of streamwise vortex structures in the buffer regions
of turbulent boundary layers, in shear- layers and in mixing layers
have been noted by a number of authors. Given the interest to these
structures and their potential relevance to observed phenomena, it
seems interesting to describe theoretically the evolution of some
simple models of these structures.
The flow field for the simplest model, namely for the Oseen vortex
imbedded in an infinite linear shear- flow and aligned with the
stream, was considered by Pearson & Abernathy Cl] and by Moore [2].
In the present study we discuss the opposite limiting case when
contrary to an isolated vortex filament -the vortex structure may be
represented by an infinite periodic vortex lattice. For a particular
case or" the Taylor vortex lattice we have obtained a class of exact
solutions of the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. These solutions
correspond to a diffusing streamwise periodic vortical structure
imbedded in an infinite generalized shear- flow. For the symplest
types of ambient shear flows [including, e.g., the linear shear
flow, the quadratic wake-like shear flow and the cubic shear flow]
appropriate solutions have been obtained in an explicit form. Our
exact results clearly ilustrate the enhancement of the vorticity by
the vortex stretching. An interaction between shear flows and the
vortex lattice becomes especially significant for shear flows of
high order arid, e.g. , leads to the divergence of the vorticity in
the long time limit for the cubic shear flow.

Cl] C.F.Pearson and F. H. Abernathy, J. Fluid Mech. 146 (1984) 271.
[2] D.W.Moore, Proc. R. Soc. London A399 (1985) 367.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND DESIGN
OF FLUX DISTORSION FLOWMETERS
FOR LIQUID METALS
COMPARISON CALCULATION - EXPERIMENT
G.Laflbnt, S.Poinsot
Centre dEtudes de Cadarache, DER-STML,
13108 St Paul lez Durance Cedex , France

Measurement of liquid metal flowrates is applied in many fields like sodium
cooled reactors and metallurgical processes for example. Different types of
flowmeters can be used. The study below deals with an external flux distorsion
flowmeter.
The advantage of this device, composed of three contiguous coils winded
around the circular pipe to be monitored, is its simple and contactless design. The
center coil, supplied with sinewave alternative current, delivers a toroidal magnetid
field. The measuring coils, placed on both sides of the primary coil, are electrically
connected in such a way that the resulting induced voltage will be equal to zero when
the fluid is at rest. The fluid flowing leads to the convection of the magnetic field
lines. This phenomenon shows, on each of the measuring coil, an unbalance of the
induced voltage, proportionnal to the liquid metal speed when the magnetic Reynolds
number is very small with respect to the unity.
Nevertheless, despite a simple design, the predetermination of the device
answer is critical. The interest of the numerical simulation of a flux distorsion
flowmeter lies mainly in the possibility of adjusting geometrical and electrical
specifications to the operating conditions of the device. The aim is to optimize the
flowmeter dimensionning according to the parameters used ( nature of liquid metal,
working temperature, nominal flowrate range,..) and try to avoid a complicated and
costly calibration.
In this study, the numerical simulation is carried out by means of the finite
elements method with the FLUX EXPERT programm (DT2I)1. The geometry of the
apparatus allows the resolution of the magnetodynamic equation in a twodimmensionnal axisymmetry with a vector potential formulation.
Calculation results were compared with experimental results obtained with
two types of liquid metal.

1 DT2I, 8 Chemin des Pr61es,38240 Meylan ZIRST, France
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Numerical simulation of the dynamo effect in cylindrical geometry
J. L6orat
DAEC
Observatoire tie Meudon
92195- MEUDON, France.
Unit6 de recherche assorted au CNRS (URA173) et a WniversUe Paris VII

The dynamo effect by which kinetic energy is converted to magnetic energy has been verified
in a number of numerical examples, with either unbounded flows or flows in plane-parallel or
spherical containers. However, some important observed properties of the different types of
dynamos at work in the solar system are not recovered in the numerical simulations, in
particular the temporal variations (periodicity of the solar cycle, reversal of the geomagnetic
field). This may be due to the role of small scale turbulence, which is difficult to take into
account numerically. The mean field approach (describing the helicity effect) bypasses this
obstacle using a scale separation approximation which may be questionable.
The lack of resolution was a main obstacle at the time of the first linear dynamos, some thirty
years ago, and it is still the case for the recent nonlinear convective dynamos in various
geometries. The computing resources have improved but the enlargement of physical
phenomena taken into account (such as the energy source and the geometry) enhances the
duration of the time step and thus restrains the range of the space of parameters. A higher spatial
resolution is prevented by the simultaneous description of the dynamo effect, which is indeed
observed numerically, and, say, thermal convection.
To study the temporal properties of the dynamo, another approach seems interesting: we try
to use the available numerical tools to describe the small scale turbulence as well as the largest
scales and concentrate first on a linear dynamo problem. The time dependant flow is contained
in an infinite cylinder placed in the vacuum. This geometry has been selected due to its possible
experimental importance, as well as its potentialities concerning the improvement of spatial
resolution. A pseudo-spectral method (Fourier) is used in the axial and azimuthal directions and
spatial derivatives in the radial direction are computed with a high order finite difference
scheme. An account will be given of the perspectives of this numerical approach with respect to
questions raised by the evolution in time of astrophysical dynamos.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
DIRECT CONTACT BOILING AT THE SUPERHEAT LIMIT

S. Lesin, A. Baron, and H. Branover
Center for MHD Studies
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel
and
J.C. Merchuk
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
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Keywords: Boiling, Direct contact, Superheat limit, Vapor explosion, Liquid metal MHD
ABSTRACT
The current study was stimulated by the needs of optimizing the construction and
operation costs of Liquid Metal MHD (LMMHD) energy conversion systems. LMMHD
power systems are designed to employ two phase flows of steam and liquid metal (LM) in
vertical riser pipes. It has been proposed to inject hot water under high pressure directly
into the hot liquid metal in the riser pipe. The boiling of water is taking place thanks to
direct contact heat exchange. Such a boiling process avoids the need of an expensive steam
generator while the heat required for boiling is added to the LM using efficient LM heaters.
It is also anticipated that the boiling process will lead to extensive mixing in the two-phase
flow and will decrease the slip between vapor bubbles and LM.
Transferring heat by intimate contact between a volatile liquid dispersed in another
immiscible non-volatile liquid can suppress regular boiling. This is due to the lack of
preferred bubble forming nucleation sites (in case of contact with solid surface). The
volatile liquid may then be heated to temperatures substantially higher than its saturation
temperatures without going through a phase transition. The maximum attainable
temperature is referred to as the superheat limit. The vaporization process at the superheat
limit is in an explosive type of expansion known as "vapor explosion," and accompanied in
some cases with strong shock waves.
Although the explosive mechanical energy released by the vapor explosion process
is several orders of magnitude less than that which is typical to chemical explosions, the
destructive potential is still high. According to previous studies, the evaporative fluxes,
fluid acceleration and departures from thermodynamics equilibrium in vapor explosion are
in significant deviation from those predicted by the classical boiling approach.
Since the know-how in this area is still limited, and in order to study experimentally
the fundamental phenomena of vapor explosion in small scales, a so called bubble-column
apparatus was constructed. In this device a host liquid (ethylene glycol) is maintained in a
vertical column and is differentially heated so that it is below the test liquid's (butane)
boiling point (0.5°C) at the bottom and above the superheat limit temperature (105°C) of the
test liquid at the top.
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The substance to be studied is introduced at the bottom in the form of a small liquid
drop. The tested liquid droplet slowly rises up the column by its buoyancy and
simultaneously heated at essentially constant pressure by direct contact heat transfer from
the host liquid.
At the top of the column the droplet temperature reaches its superheat limit and
vapor explosion occurs.
The rapid boiling process (time interval close to 10~5 sec) is photographed by a
special photographic system. Only one photograph is taken of each explosion. The
pressure signal generated by the explosion itself is used for triggering the light source using
a piezoelectric pressure transducer. By changing the time laps between the occurrence of
the pressure signal, and the flash triggering, using a special home made electronic delay
circuit, a series of photographs documenting the entire explosion process has been
conducted.
The nucleation process starts in the very close neighborhood to the interface
between the two liquids and reveal itself as vapor cone. The liquid-vapor interface is
wrinkled during most off the evaporative process (observed also by other researchers) due
to some instability mechanisms. Such wrinkled surface is not characteristic in the case of
conventional boiling process.
At the final stage, as the evaporation consumes most of the liquid mass, the vapor
bubble desintegrates into the host liquid as a cloud of tiny bubbles. The pressure trace
obtained during the explosion process shows small-scale pressure oscillation during the
initial stage of the explosion. This is probably due to the reverberations within the drop of
the initial blast wave produced by the nucleation. The pressure reaches a maximum when
the evaporation process is completed (about 200 \L$ after nucleation). By increasing the
ambient pressure, the maximum pressure generated by the explosion decreasing up to a
value where this maximum cannot be detected.
All the above is of significant importance from the LMMHD power generation point
of view. The water in LMMHD systems is supposed to be injected to the LM in the riser
under high pressure. This high ambient pressure is expected to diminish the shock wave
(if any) produced by the "apid evaporation explosion and reduce or delete the possibility of
potential damage.
The mathematical model used for the description of the evaporation process is an
improvement of an existing one (one of the few models published). This present improved
model fits very well the experimental results in contrast to the original model.
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Drag Reduction in Wall Bounded Turbulent Flows by Phase Randomization
E. Levich, B. Levich Center for Turbulence Research,
Division of ORMAT Ind., Ltd,, Yavne, Israel
R.A. Handler, Navai Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375
L. Sirovich, Dept. of Mathematics, Brown University,
Providence, Rl 02912
Abstract
We present results of numerical simulations of plane turbulent channel flow in which
we introduce a forcing which derives from the randomization of selected Fourier
modes. In all cases, the randomization is introduced uniformly throughout the channel.
The properties of the resulting turbulence are strongly dependent on both the
wavenumbers whose phases are randomized and the forcing frequency. Two principal
wavenumber bands have been selected. The first includes a selected subset of the
targe streamwise and spanwise length scales of the turbulence. Forcing in this band
results in a fully sustained maximum mass flux increase above that of normal
turbulence oi 30 percent which translates into a drag reduction of 58 percent. Many
of the statistical properties of the simulated drag reduced turbulence generated in this
manner are in good qualitative agreement with the statistical properties of turbulence
observed in experiments in which drag reduction is achieved through the introduction
of small concentrations of long-chained polymers into the flow. In a second set of
simulations, the phases of the intermediate and smallest wavelengths were
randomized. Forcing at these scales of motion results in a drag increase. Theoretical
considerations on the mechanism of the drag reduction by phase randomization are
offered.
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UHSTATIOHARY
FOR

PROCESSES OF HHD STIRRING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
fewest d. teAtui,

doc., Donetsk polytextitiic last., Vknaine>
Electromagnetic stirring as a way for an increasing number
of ingot grades is wide spreaded in continuous casting practice.
Methods of creation the stirring motion in perpendicular to the
direction of the comparatively small ingot withdrawing velocity
plane which is limited by the harden metal cover are more effective for blooms [l] and slabs [2J. Moreover, it is technologicaly worth to reverce the streams with the frequency 0. l... l Hz
In this worK we study the mathematical model of such liquid metal flow in the stirring zone of cylindrical shape of radius R in which the magnetic flux density is . mainly uniform
(the case of 2-Pole MHD-stirrer [4,5]). The Navier-StocKs' equation for the rotating motion which is induced by the same
magnetic field can be represented in the cylindrical co-ordinates:
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where, t - time; r - radial co-ordinate, 0<r<=R; u - velocity
of liquid; wy - magnetic field angular velocity; Jls - rotation slip; A - effective viscosity of melt;
f - density; er electrical conductivity; B - magnetic flux density.
The general solution was found in the following form:
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The following initial conditions are given:
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The coefficient B in the expression for the displacement

stress T/} is conditioned by the characteristics of MHD boundary layer
14,6] with
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the
nonuniformity of the cry3t.al.lizat.10n front. Initial time t 0 is
choozed for securing the conformity with initial profile and
boundary conditions for final moment t< - t0+ A t with velocity uM :
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The cases of stationary rotation with boundary velocity u
[1,4,5], and revere nig from -u R to uft 13} are described by the
equation:
Uo
-AAt
-AAt
BuS l-(
- (lie
) = w f (l-e
) +
where sign

J

e

"-" J I the left part conform to stationary process

- to revere ing.
The received i"esu)ts allows, partiruiaiy, to determine required characteristics of the magnetic field and the period of
revercing. The calculations agrees with the publicated experimental data we! 1.
and
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ROLE OF DIFFERENT MHD CRITERIONS
IN THE PROBLEM OF LIQUID METAL BLANKETS

O. Lielausis
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences
In the case of LM blankets modeling by means of dimension less criterions
plays a distinguishing role since it is practically impossible to fulfill the real
requirements in experiments. Traditionally Hartman number Ha and
parameter of MHD interact N = Ha11 Re are taken as a base. If lithium
blanket is considered the well-known conditions Ha =large =0 (104); N =
large =O(10 4 ) are typical. The core-flow approximation makes the theoretical
treatment effective here. For a number of geometries experiments with Na,
NaK or Li have confirmed a good accuracy of this theory. The predicted and
measured flow patterns are rather complicated, but one has rights to expect
that the influence of velocity inhomogeneities will be strongly amortized by
the high heat transfer capacity of Li. The introduction of Pb-based coolants
changes the situation basically, since the thermal conductivity is lowered by
a factor of three, the electrical conductivity by a factor of four, but the
density is twenty times higher. In the water-cooled verification (velocities =
lcm/s) conditions Ha =large; N = large remain. Velocity inhomogeneities
("dead water"-zones) can become dangerous mainly due to corresponding
accumulation of tritium. In self-cooled designs constructive elements can be
found where NZIOO, since velocities can reach l m / s , density s 10g/cm 3 and
inertia forces start to play an important role. Processes characteristic to
developing flows become of prime interest. Additional problems arise due to
the fact that reduction of wall conductivity by different counting becomes in
principle possible. But only starting with a definite distance from the
extremely irradiated first wall. A non-constant, coordinate dependent coefficient of effective wall conductivity turns out to be of great importance. This
criterion and, of cour:. the JV-number are the leading MHD parameters for
this type of blanket. Compared with Na or NaK, such dense metals as Hg or
InGaSn serve as even more interesting modeling media for Pb-based
blankets. Of principal 'interest are results confirming that even at blanket
conditions there are grounds to think about heat transfer enhancement by
means of turbulence promotion. Construction of corresponding MHD heatand mass (tritium) transfer criterions can be considered as a task of direct
interest. It is worth remembering that the relation of MHD to the tritium
problem in general remains practically untouched.
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FLOW CONTROL IN THE PROBLEM OF MHD SHIP PROPULSION
O. Lielausis
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences, Riga, Latvia
ABSTRACT
It has been shown, both theoretically and experimentally, that thrust developed by
MHD means can reach values of practical importance. But, to awaken permanent interest
enigmatical characteristics of the new propulsors must be essentially improved. In
principle, always it is more effective to apply a definite part of total energy for drag
reduction. By means of friction and separation control good results have been achieved
both in air and water. But practical applications remain limited, particularly due to the fact
that in the case of traditional localized propulsors (screws, jets, etc.) drag reduction
requires a complicated additional system (injection, suction, etc.) The distinguishing
feature of MHD method, that volume-forces are introduced and wave can be foreseen for
their effective and controlled redistribution around the body, offers a unique opportunity
for a complex solution of both parts of the problem — thrust production and drag
reduction. Already at the beginning of the 60ies we proposed to use exponentially
distributed e.m. forces in the same time for propulsion and boundary layer stabilization.
Estimates predicted essential energetic profit. Laboratory experiments were performed
confirming boundary layers sensitivity against distribution of e.m. forces. In another
series of experiments the second possibility - separation control by e.m. forces was
demonstrated.
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ABSTRACT
NATURAL CONVECTION IN LOW AND HIGH ASPECT RATIO
ENCLOSURES, WITH AND WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF
MAGNETIC FIELDS
by Paul S. Lykoudis
School of Nuclear Engineering
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
USA
Natural convection in finite enclosures is the object of many recent
studies because of interest in metallurgical problems especially in
the presence of magnetic fields.
Since it is almost impossible to obtain closed form solutions (even
integral techniques are difficult to apply,) the literature is rich with
numerical solutions. However these solutions are not in agreement
with each other especially for the case of liquid metals. It is also
impossible to deduce from them the nondimensional groupings on
which the solutions depend.
A new approximate method will be presented which takes an
average of the conservation equations transforming them to ordinary
algebraic ones. In this fashion a heat transfer correlation is
developed which yields a solution valid for any aspect ratio
enclosure, for both low and high Prandtl Numbers, with and without
the presence of magnetic fields. The solution yields also the relevant
nondimensional groupings.
The solution is tested against recently obtained experimental and
numerical results obtained by Okada and Ozoe for a low aspect ratio
enclosure for molten gallium in the presence of a transverse
magnetic field. It will be shown that the data are in excellent
agreement with the theory in terms of a nondimensional grouping
defined by M. Gr<-~18>. Pr<-'/2).
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ABSTRACT
SUPPRESSION OF TURBULENCE INDUCED BEHIND BUBBLES
IN THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD
By Paul S. Lykoudis, Shripad T. Revankar,
and David B. Black*
School of Nuclear Engineering
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
USA
An experiment was conducted in order to evaluate the damping of
the turbulence generated behind bubbles of nitrogen as they rise
in a pool of mercury in the presence of a magnetic field. The
plexiglas mercury container, 10 cm in inernal diameter and 130
cm high, is intalled concenti ically inside another plexiglass
cylinder of 12 cm in diameter. Nitrogen gas was injected at the
bottom of the mercury pool through an injector. The entrained
liquid by the rising bubbles was recirculated in the downward
direction in the annulus between the two concentric cylinders as
the inside cylinder was overflowing. This configuration allowed
a more or less uniform liquid velocity in the internal tube thus
enabling us to achieve higher void fractions, maintaining at the
same time the geometry of the bubbly regime.
The magnetic field was provided by our large electromagnet which
is 125 cm high, 30 cm wide, and capable of amaximum uniform
magnetic field of about 1 Tesla at a gap of 12cm.
The turbulence intensity was found to be proportional to the square
root of the void fraction and to be damped exponentially as a
function of the magnetic interaction parameter, that is, the ratio of
the typical ponderomotive over the inertia forces.
At present with Argonne National Laboratory
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MHD-WORK ON SELF-COOLED LIQUID METAL BLANKETS
FOR FUSION REACTORS UNDER DEVELOPMENT IN KFK
S. Malang, J. Reimann, L. Barleon, U. Miiller
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH
Institut fur Angewandte Thermo- und Fluiddynamik
Postfach 36 40, W-7500 Karlsruhe 1, Germany

KfK is working since several years on the development of self-cooled Pb17Li
blankets for a DEMO-reactor. Three different concepts are considered:
i)

ii)

iii)

a poloidal-toroidal concept where the flow in the front channel is aligned
with the magnetic field (toroidal direction) in order to reduce MHD-pressure
drop. The experimental and theoretical investigations concentrate on this
concept
a dual coolant concept: here, Helium cools the first wall and Pb17Li is used
as breeding material and coolant in poloidal ducts, perpendicular to the
magnetic field. The motivation for this concept was primarily not connected
with MHD features but with safety and reliability issues
a purely poloidal concept. This flow geometry will result in simplified
designs if the heat transfer from the first wall can be enhanced significantly
by mechanical or electrical turbulence promoters.

In the paper the thermal and hydraulic requirements on fusion reactor blankets
are briefly outlined. Simplified relationships are given for both the sensitive
temperature limits and the maximum pressure drop. The consequences of these
relationships for the different blanket concepts are discussed. Additionally, each
blanket design is characterized by specific flow geometries where MHD problems
can arise. These problems are identified and KfK's experimental and theoretical
programme, performed in the past and planned for the near future, is outlined.
The results obtained up to now confirm the feasibility of the poloidal-toroidal
concept and the dual coolant concept. In respect to the poloidal concept
experiments in different laboratoires are planned and important results are
expected to be obtained in the next two years.
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Abstract submitted to the 7th Beer Shcva International Seminar on
MHD flows and Turbulence
Magnetic field calculation and flow stability in fast breeder reactors
Ph. Marty1, A. Ajakh1, A. Thess2
One of the problems arising when dimensioning large size Fast Breeder Reactors is the
question of stability of the sodium flow. This question is of particular interest due to the large
values of the Magnetic Reynolds number, R , which are frequently obtained in some particular
m
locations of the reactor. Moreover, despite a high value of the Magnetic Reynolds number is a
favorable ingredient to the starting of an instability, it is well known that some particular helical
flow patterns such as those occuring in the pumps outlet or in the core are expected to decrease
the critical value of R . One of the less sophisticated model is the Ponomarenko dynamo which
stability has been considered in a well known paper from Gailitis et al /I/. This study, however,
was made with the assumption of an homogeneous electrical conductivity, o, and magnetic
permeability, |X. We have investigated the effect of non-homogeneous boundary conditions on
the critical value of R . The results show that the minimum value of 17 predicted by Gailitis can
even be reduced for particular values of ol/a2 or |J.l/|i2
On the other hand, it appears of interest to identify the possible sources of magnetic fields
existing in the reactor and which could act as a seed for an instability: in this respect, the
calculation of the magnetic field generated by the thermoelectric currents (see /2,3/ for example)
has been adressed. We shall present a modeling of the main "thermoactive" sources, as the core
or the heat exchangers, where a stainless steel/sodium boundary is submitted to a high thermal
gradient. Two different models are described leading to the same numerical estimation of the
magnetic field strength in an actual reactor.
1- GAILITIS A., FREIDBERG Y. : "Theory of a helical MHD dynamo", Magnit. Gidrodin.,
n°2,1976.
2- SHERCLIFF J.A.: "Thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics", J. of Fluid Mech., vol. 91,
Part 2, 1979.
3- KIRKO I.M, KIRKO G.E, SHEINKMAN A.G., TELCHKO M.T.: "On the exsistance of
thermoelecric currents in the BN-600 reactor of the Beloyarsk atomic power plant", Soviet
Physics Doklady, Vol. 27, n°10,p.886-887, 1981.

1- Laborai vs des Ecoulements G6ophysiques et Industriels, POB 53 X- 38041 Grenoble
Cedex, France
2- Central Institute for Nuclear Research Rossendorf J'ostfach 19,8051-Dresden, Germany
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High Velocity Two-Phase Flow Two-Dimensional Modeling
R. Mathes, A. Alemany and J-P. Thibault
LEGI-IMG, BP S3 X, 38041 GRENOBLE, FRANCE
One of the basic components of the LMMHD convener studied at the LEGI-IMG is the TwoPhase flow nozzle. It is the conversion loop prime mover which converts heat into mechanical
energy. Basically the gas expansion transforms heat into kinetic energy. The latter can be
recovered as pressure potential energy in a liquid diffuser placed just downflow the exitseparator of the nozzle. Many optimisation studies have been done on this type of LMMHD
conversion, they all necessitates a very high velocity at the end of the expansion (often greater
than the critical sound velocity) (1). The one-dimensional approximation is used in these
optimisation studies. But regarding for instance the very high expansion rate (which means very
large constriction and/or expansion of the flow cross section), the 1-D approximation is not
strictly valid. Thus a two-dimensional axi-symetric model has been established.
The two-phase flow considered here comprises a continuous gas phase and a dispersed liquid
phase (droplets). The gas phase includes the gas component and some amount of vapour of the
liquid component The equation system consists for each phase of a mass balance, of a radial and
a axial momentum balance and of an enthalpy balance. The closure of this system includes
viscous terms (dragging and turbulence), interfacial mass momentum and energy transfer. The
physical integration domain is not rectangular (i.e. the nozzle has a throat), it is transformed in a
rectangular computation domain using non dimensionised variables. The mesh size is irregular, it
is smaller in the strong gradient regions. The solver uses a finite volume method based on the
SIMPLE algorithm. All the variables have initial values fixed at the inlet except the pressure
which is fixed at the exit. In order to avoid very small meshing nearby the wall, a wall friction
law is used.
The results are obtained, on first for a water-air flow at room temperature flowing in nozzle sized
as our experimental facility (1), on second for the lithium-cesium high temperature pair of our
optimisation studies. They show that the gas velocity field is directly coupled to the nozzle
profile. The liquid velocity field is much more strongly affected by the inertial effects. Thus the
gas fraction is not uniform, while the pressure distribution remains quasi-constant. The
temperature distribution is coupled to the liquid one: temperature is higher in low gas fraction
regions. The gas and liquid temperature are very close from each other except in the throat
region. The numerical simulation of our experiment was the only validation test. It is in some
sense very limited because of the possible measurements. Anyhow it seems very satisfying: the
inlet pressure computed agree with the measured one within a discrepancy lower than 4%.
(1) R. Mathes and A. Alemany, "Heat & Kinetic Energies Transfer in Two-Phase Flow:
Theoretical & Experimental Aspects", The 6th Beer-Sheva Seminar, Jerusalem, 1990.
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SEAWATER

ELECTROMAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS;

A

NEW

FRONTIER

By:

J. C. S. Meng, Ph. D.
C. Henoch, Ph. D
Naval Undersea Warfare Center Division Newport
Newport, Rhode Island 02841=5047, USA
Traditional Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) can be characterized
by high electrical conductivity,, no externally imposed electric
field, significant induced electric and magnetic fields, Hall
effects, non-uniformity and multi-phcse flows. The seawater
Electromagnetohydrodyr.amics (EMKD) , however, is characterized by
the low electrical conductivity, imposed external electric
field, insignificant induced electric and magnetic fields, Hall
effects, fairly uniform fields, and che additional effects of
seawater electrolysis with induced gas bubble generation and
resulting two-phase flow. These differences are clearly
demonstrated on a parametric map with the coordinates of the
imposed (EMHD) and induced (MHD) interaction parameters.
Exploration of the new frontier cf the aeawater EMHD is
represented by two experimental studies: one is the
Superconducting Electromagnetic Thruster (SCEMT; and the other
is the turbulence control over a fiat plate.
A unique seawater SCEMT Laboratory has been designed,
installed and operated to obtain a set of experimental data.
The experimental data were obtained in both the steady-state and
transient conditions and in the unassisted and pump-assisted
modes.
This data was processed to obtain overall efficiency,
thrust, steady-state, and transient performance in terms of
nondimensional MHD parameters. Good agreement was found between
the analytical pretest predictions and experimental test
results.
An active control of turbulence over a flat plate is
investgated. The EMHD control is created by the electric and
magnetic fields from an array of electrodes and permanent
magnets in a configuration called Crossed Electronagnetic
Surface Poles (CESP). Flow visualization and surface shear
stress results arc shown in terras of both the mean and
fluctuating components, histograms and spectra. The effects are
attributable to the formation cf a wall jet, cutting off the
interaction between the inner and outer layers of the turbulent
boundary layer, and the preferential damping of the turbulent
eddies.
These preliminary study results exemplify the unique
challenges in this new frontier cf LMHD. Meeting these
challenges will have a far-reaching impact on the world's marine
industry.
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The Electrohydrodynamic Cone-Jet

A.J. Mestel
Maths Dept, Imperial College, 180 Queen's Gate, London SW7 2BZ

Abstract
When a weakly conducting liquid drop is subjected to a strong electric field it is frequently
observed to adopt a conical shape from whose apex a thin, steady jet is emitted. Such
jets can be remarkably stable, but nevertheless tend to break up eventually into small
droplets. This process, which finds many applications in industrial spraying devices, was
investigated by G.I. Taylor ami others in the late sixties, but there remain many aspects
of the observed phenomena which are far from understood.
In this paper, the structure of the How field and the reasons for the almrsi; conical
free surface shape are discussed. It is shown that when a jet is emitted from the cone,
a different scaling from that giving rise to the Taylor angle (49.3°) is appropriate. It is
observed experimentally that the cone angle increases as the electric field is increased, and
that strong circulation takes place within the cone.
Magnetic effects are negligible for the- relatively poor conductors commonly used in the
process, rendering this paper slightly inappropriate for this conference! An important role
is played by the charge relaxation time, which is taken into account in an analysis of the
the electrohydrodynamie stability of a charged jet in a uniform field. Stability criteria are
obtained in terms of the physical properties of the jet and the implications are discussed
in various limiting cases.
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MAGNETIC HYDRODYNAMIC FLOW-SOLDERING
TECHNOLOGY AND DEVICES
Pavel Mintchev and Stoimen Balinov
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Metal Science
and Technology, 53 Chapaev Str., 1574 Sofia, Bulgaria
A new technology for soldering the winding to the commutator of
electric machines by means of a flow of molten solder and combining the
magneto-hydrodynamic driving principle with the induction heating of liquid
solder has been developed. The figure below shows a diagram of a device
which uses the technology. It consists of an outer magnetic core 1, a coil 2
and an inner magnetic core 3 installed in a container 4 filled with molten
solder. The soldered commutator 5 is situated in a changeable nozzle unit 6
inserted in a base 7 attached to the upper end of the inner magnetic core.
When alternating voltage is supplied to the coil, the molten solder is forced
out in the form of an annular flow. This flow is directed towards the grooves
accommodating the wires where it solders the latter to the commutator.
On the basis of this technology, several types of devices were
developed to cover a wide range of commutator-type electric motors, from
small car starters to high torque motors. The most recent development
includes devices suitable for large DC and induction motors.
The basic advantages of the flow-soldering technology and
devices can be summarized as follows:
- high quality of all soldered joints;
- high productivity rate (up to240 pcs/h) ;
- considerable energy (up to 70%) and
solder (up to 30%) savings compared to
conventional technologies and devices;
- high reliability due to the lack of moving
parts;
- low operational costs;
- easy maintenance;
- possibility of using all types of standard
solders with a soldering temperature up to
450°C;
- multiple reduction of technological
reject.
References
1. U.S.Patent 4,583,673/22.04.1986.
2. Mintchev P. Magnetohydrodynamic Devices for Soldering the Winding to
the Commutator of Electric Machines. Book of Abstracts of the 6th BeerSheva Int. Seminar on MHD Flows and Turbulence. Feb. 1990.
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HELICAL STRUCTURES AND ANOMALOUS TRANSFER IN RANDOM MEDIA
S.S.Moiseev
Space Research Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Profsoyuznaya 84/32, Moscow 117810, Russia
We discuss experimental and theoretical results concerning
influence of helicity fluctuations on small-scale turbulent
subsystem, both with and without magnetic field. It is shown that
small-scale subsystem is partially regularized, and this is the
base for analysis of satellite data on early stages of large-scale
structures formation in atmosphere (specifically, typhoons).
Basing on the experimental results we stress that partial
regularization of small-scale subsystem is corroborated by a
number of methods and for different physical processes.
We present a spectrum of turbulent subsystem under the
influence of random force with zero mean power and note that
experimentally found breaks in spectra of atmospheric turbulence
in mesoscale region agree with the theoretical issues.
We discuss a new class of short wave-length instabilities,
occurring under conditions of fluctuations of transfer
coefficients, and some conclusions can be drawn on antidiffusional
distribution of admixtures in these cases. Also a universal
instability in MHD systems with multiplicative noise is studied,
and it is shown that induced mass transfer is characterized by
splashes in space and time.
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TEMHD EFFECTS ON SOLIDIFICATION OF METALLIC ALLOYS
IN DENDRITIC REGIME

R. Moreau*. O. Laskar*, M. Tanaka* and D. Camel**
* Laboratoire MADYLAM
ENSHMG de Grenoble. BP 95
38402 St Martin d'Heres cedcx, France
** Commissariat a l'Encrgie Atomique
DTA/CEREM/DEM/SESC
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble
85X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France
ABSTRACT

Metallic
alloys present
along their solidification
front
temperature
differences of the order of 10 to 100 K. If the difference between the absolute
thermoelectric powers of the two phases is high enough, Sccbcck effect forces
and electric current to circulate, and Peltier and Joule effects change the
temperature distribution. Even without any external magnetic field, these three
effects may change the solidification process. But, in the presence of an
externally applied magnetic field, Lorentz forces drive in the liquid phase a
motion capable to disturb heat and mass transfers toward the solid phase. These
convective
phenomena
arc
still
more
important
than
purely
diffusive
mechanisms.
Experiments have been carried out with three sorts of alloys (Pb-Sn. Bi-Sn
and Ag-Cu) and with magnetic fields up io 7T. They demontratc the relevance of
the interaction between the electric current due to Sccbcck effect and the applied
magnetic field. They exhibit significant modifications of both the structure of the
solidified material and the segregation.
To interpret these results different theoretical approaches have been used.
First of all, electric potential and temperature distributions around simple shapes
modeling the dendrites have been performed. They provide good orders of
magnitude for complex and unknown real dendritcs.
Then, the linear analysis of the morphological instability of solidification
fronts, which is the basis of the dendrites formation mechanisms (MullinsSekerka), has been rcexamincd with the introduction of Scebeck and Peltier
effects. There is no applied magnetic field, no convection and the phenomena are
purely diffusive. It turns out that the influence of thermoelectric effects, which
may be characterized by a non-dimensional number

To q L as (SL - Ss) 2
Sc =

,
(?L + a s H k L + k S )

that we call "Seebcck number", is always destublishing. Neutral stability curves
show how the critical value of the control parameter (the solutal concentration in
the bulk) and the critical wave number are reduced when Sc is increased. But
numerical estimations show llui, for most usual alloys (Pb-Sn, Bi-Sn) the change
of critical conditions remains of the order of a few per cent.
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Finally, a third theoretical approach has been undertaken in order to try to
explain, as quaniiiativcly as possible, the influence of the external magnetic field
and the role of convectivc mechanisms. Assuming the alloy satisfies some
properties (simple phase diagram, kL = kg, P L = ps- etc.), a simple set of equations
is proposed to model the mcso-scalc phenomena within the mushy-zone. The main
variables are average quantities : liquid fraction, solute concentration in the
liquid phase, density, pressure and velocity. The linear stability analysis of the
static solution shows how and when meso-scale convective disturbances may
develop. It is hoped that this approach may describe the conditions of formation of
freckles.
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MHD CONTROL OF FREE CONVECTION
IN BRIDGMAN HORIZONTAL CRYSTAL GROWTH

R. Moreau*. T. Alboussicre**, N. Ben Salah*. J.P. Garandet**,
R. Bolcato*, A.M. Bianchi*
* Laboratoire MADYLAM
ENSHMG de Grenoble, BP 95
38402 St Martin d'Hères Cedex, France
** Commissariat à l'Energie Atomique
DTA/CEREM/DEM/SESC
Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Grenoble
85 X, 38041 Grenoble Cedex, France

ABSTRACT

In the context of highly integrated electronic circuits there is high interest
in improving the quality oJ' single crystals of semi-conductors. This implies a
control of natural convection, which is responsible for the main defects (nonhomogeneity of dopants or impurities distributions, striations...). This paper
presents the main results of an attempt to predict how a uniform magnetic field
may be used to control the convection in the Bridgman horizontal configuration.
The study includes three complementary approaches : i) an asymptotic theory for
the fully-established flow in the high Hartmann number limit, ii) a numerical
analysis of the same established How for moderate Hanmann numbers, and iii) an
experimental simulation with mercury to observe the actual temperature and
potential distributions.
In the low Prandtl number and high Hanmann number limits the
temperature field becomes independent of convection. We therefore model it
assuming that the temperature gradient is uniform and axial (horizontal). A
generalized asymptotic theory for the Hartmann layers and the core is developed.
Whereas for pressure driven Hows the pressure gradient needs to be known, this
—» —>
theory requires lhat V T x c
(curl of buoyancy) be known for buoyancy driven
flows,

where

-T»

—>

j x B

is no longer curl free in the core. Our asymptotic theory is

based on the use of the non-dimensional

variables

M± = curl U t H a J
which are the curl of the well known Elsasscr variables V* = U ± B, and have
similar properties (no Hartmann layer on one side). The theory allows to predict
velocity distributions for any shape of the cross-section. Typical examples are
presented.
When the hartmann number is not so large, as it should be in the case of
the actual crystal growth devices, because all convcctivc terms cancel where the
(low is fully-establised. the velocity, induced magnetic field and electric potential
satisfy three Poisson equations coupled through their second members. Their
numerical solution has been obtained, using the finite clement code FLUX-EXPERT
developed in our laboratory and commercial!) available. The comparison with an
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exact solution for Ha = 0, and with the asymptotic prediction (Ha -> «.) for Ha = 100,
shows that the precision is excellent. The main informations coming from these
numerical results are : i) the way the asymptotic core flow solution progressively
builds up when Ha increases, ii) the important contribution of the side layers
(unpredicted by the asymptotic theory) where, for some cross-section shapes,
large overvelocities should be present.
A mercury experiment, called MASCOT (MAgnetic Stabilization of
COnvection and Turbulence), has been built, its main purpose is to observe the
development of disturbances when Ha is reduced or Gr (Grashoff number) is
increased. Special probes, which arc thermocouples and potential sensors in the
same time, have been developed. A special attention is paid to the control of
temperatures at the ends of the cell, and to the uniformity of the temperature
gradient (when the reaction of convection on it is negligible). Typical results are
presented for the case of a circular cross-section.

MAGNETHYDRODYNAMIC RAPJD DISTORTION OF TURBULENCE
By
D. Naot and J. Tanny
Center for Technological Education, P.O.Box 305, Holon,
Israel 58102!

With the developement of measuring methods based on exposing
the flow to short bursts of magnetic field (1), the unavoidable question arises:
How much is the flow field effected
by the measuring devise, or specifically by the application
of a diffusional magnetic field.
The case where homogeneous turbulence is exposed to a short
burst of magnetic field is hereby discussed using a Reynolds
stress model developed for the diffusional magnetic field (2
,3,4). Rapid distortion solutions which show the dependence
of the turbulence anisotropy and energy on the exposure are
described.
It is the multiplication of the magnetic field
intensity and the exposure time that control the process.
The effects of the exposure on the turbulence energy and the
velocity fluctuations are shown and permissible exposure for
an apriori given acceptable distortion of turbulence will be
specified, note a linearity for short exposure.
For long exposure, however, the solutions predict an unlimited laminarization process characterized by a specific structure which ends exponentially in a laminar flow.
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Performance of a Large-Scale MUD Propulsion System
M. Petrlck, and J.X. Bouillard
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, 1L 60439
ABSTRACT
ft>fi)t ground
Magnetohydrodynamic (MUD) thrusters have long been recognized as potentially
attractive candidates for ship propulsion because such systems eliminate the conventional
rotating drive components. The MHD thruster is essentially an electromagnetic (EM)
pump operating in seawater. An electrical current is passed directly through the seawater
* and Interacts with an applied magnetic field; the interaction of the magnetic field and the
electrode current in the seawater results in a Lorentz force acting on the water, and the
reaction to this force propels the vessel forward.
The concept of EM propulsion has been examined periodically during the past 35
year* as an alternative method of propulsion for surface ships and submersibles. The
conclusions reached in early studies were that MHD thrusters restricted to fields of 2 T
(the state-of-the-art at that time) were impractical and very inefficient. With the
evolution of superconducting magnet technology, later studies investigated the
performance of MHD thrusters with much higher magnetic field strengths and concluded
that at higher fields (>6-T) practical MHD propulsion systems appear possible. The
feasibility of attaining the requisite higher magnetic fields has increased markedly
because of rapid advances in building high-field superconducting magnets and the recent
evolution of high-temperature superconductors.
Large Scale Experiment
A large-scale MHD propulsion experiment was recently completed, using'an
exiiting 6 Tcsla superconducting magnet that was developed by the Department of
Energy (DOE) in the 1970s. The 180 ton, 13 foot diameter, dipole superconducting
magnet was installed in a unique 75 foot long seawater test facility built specifically for
the experimental program. The objectives of the program were: (1) Development of a
fundamental understanding of generic MHD- and electrolysis-related phenomena that can
affect the performance of MHD thrusters; (2) Development of a validated analytical
capability (models, scaling factors, et cetera) that can be used to predict the performance
of full-scale MHD thrusters over the operational parametric ranges of interest; (3)
Generation of a database relative to the critical MHD loss mechanism that can be utilized
to support the design and/or evaluation of various MHD thruster configurations.
The experimental program was structured to focus on and investigate the generic
MHD phenomena (loss mechanisms) that can adversely affect MHD thruster
performance. The individual tests have been designed to verify predicted changes in
thruster performance and, where possible, isolate and quantify individual loss
mechanisms. The key independent thruster operating parameters that were investigated
are (1) magnetic field, 1 to 6 Tesla; (2) thruster electrical load factor (a measure of current
density), 1.5 to 5.0; and (3) pressure, 15 to 200 psi.
An extensive data base has been developed. The individual loss mechanisms have
been isolated and quantified as a function of the key operating parameters, e.g. the
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electrical end loss, the loss due to field nonuniformity, the frictional loss, and electrode
voltage drops, The electrical and nonuniformity losses can be readily and accurately
computed with the three-dimensional code. The electric voltage drops and frictional
coefficients have been correlated with critical operating parameters.
Prqfect«< Pwfnmrtitncc nf Full Stye Ship Propulsion Systems

The data developed from the large scale experiment have been incorporated into
models to predict the performance of large scale propulsion systems and. in so doing,
establish the relative importance of the individual loss mechanisms as the ship
horsepower it increased. The actual efficiency of large scale propulsion systems is
projected as a function of size and operating parameters. These results are then compared
with the results from studies that have assumed ideal thruster performance to delineate the
impact of the losses on actual performance.
Acknowledgment
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TRANSIENT TESTS ON AN MHD THRUSTER*
E. S. Pierson**, J. Libera ### , and M. Petrick ## *
ABSTRACT
The experimental thruster has an electrode length of 3.0 m and a
square cross-section of approximately 0.46 m on a side. The thruster was
tested on a unique low-viscous-loss flow loop that was coupled to a large
6-T superconducting magnet with a 0.8 m diameter warm bore. The pipe
diameter outside of the thruster, inlet nozzle, and exit diffuser was 1.22 m
in diameter. There was no pump in the flow loop other than the
experimental thruster, and the loop and thruster were heavily
instrumented. In particular, the electrodes were segmented to obtain
current distributions, voltage and pressure distributions were measured,
and the data was collected by a computer-based data acquisition system.
Three different types of transient tests were made - coast downs to
zero voltage and current under open circuit and short circuit conditions,
reverses where the applied voltage was reversed to the same or a different
value, and jumps where the voltage applied to the thruster was increased
without a change in polarity. Most except the coast downs were done
both quickly (voltage changes as fast as possible) and slowly (6 s to
complete the voltage change). A few slower (12 s) transients were done.
In all cases steady-state conditions were established and several seconds
of data taken before initiating the transients.
Transient runs were made for water conductivities of 16.2 and 5.09
S/m. The transient cases were chosen to avoid reverse currents in excess
of approximately 700 amps to prevent possible damage to the thruster
because reverse currents force the power leads (unique to the segmented
electrode design) away from the thruster body toward the steel pressure
vessel case, and this could cause short circuits.
Data were measured every 0.75 to 1.5 second over the time interval
of interest. Particular attention was paid to looking for evidence of gas
bubbles, and to the change of the voltage profiles between the electrodes.
The data are interpreted based on the behavior of the power supply
and the thruster. Nineteen cases at 16.2 S/m and 37 cases at 5.09 S/m.
*

Work supported by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
Aerospace and Strategic Technology Office, Submarine Technology
Program, Mechanical and ElectricaFArea
* * Department of Engineering, Purdue University Calumet, Hammond, IN
46323
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USE OF HOT-WIRE SENSORS IN LIQUID METALS

I. Platnieks
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences

Since 1971 the hot-wire measurements in liquid metals with self-made sensors
are being carried out in Institute of Physics. The insulated sensors offered by firms
turned out to be unsuitable for measurements in mercury because of instability of
their electrical resistance. Evidently, it was caused by high current necessary for
operation in mercury. The magneto resistance of sensing elements was another
limitation in MHD-applications.
The vacuum deposition of SiO for insulating layer and gold or copper for
self-cleaning layer are the main components of the manufacturing technique. The
instrumentation is permanently improved and updated according to new requirements.
The first problem was to confirm a great number of local velocity measurements
obtained by measuring electrical potentials (1971). It is well known, that the adequacy
of electrical potential data for quantitative velocity measurements is a problem.
The sensor has made a principal contribution in the demonstration of liquid
metal MHD role in the problem of two-dimensional turbulence. Two-point correlation
measurements with two sensors (1972) and simultaneous measurements of two
components of velocity perturbations with x-sensor (1984) were crucial here.
The x-sensor was used for a large number of measurements in flows with a
longitudinal magnetic field. In this situation the potential measuring method has
more essential restrictions (1975-1981).
Different liquid metal media have been mastered. If after mercury the
InGaSn-alloy did not cause difficulties, the development of sensor for liquid sodium
required several years before successful measurements (1984). The choice of materials
for manufacturing was the problem, because of chemical activity of sodium at 250 °C
and large temperature changes during operation and especially manufacturing. Such
temperature changes impose strong restrictions on choice of materials for insulator
and conductor pairing. The sensor modification for NaK at room temperature has
been worked out and tested.
As a new result, obtained with the hot-wire sensor, the data of velocity profiles
in liquid metal (InGaSn) blanket model in magnetic field up to 4 T are presented.
Remarkable velocity perturbations in such a strong magnetic field were unexpectedly
detected.
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NONLINEAR TRANSIENT REGIMES IN GALACTIC DYNAMOS
A. Poezd, A. Shukurov and D. Sokoloff
Moscow University, Moscow 119899, Russia

We discuss the time evolution of the large-scale magnetic field in a
spiral galaxy basing on numerical solution of the Cauchy problem for
nonlinear mean-field dynamo equations in a thin disk. It is shown that
transient phenomena resulting in complicated large-scale magnetic
structures have the time scale comparable to the galactic lifetime. We
compare our results with observations and provide an explanation for a
well-known reversal of the mean magnetic field between the Orion and
Sagittarius spiral arms. We also discuss the implications for the seed field
strength and structure and also for the geometrical shape and thickness of
the galactic disk.
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THE CELLULAR DYNAMO
A. Poezd and D. Sokoloff
Physics Department, Moscow University, Moscow 119899, Russia

The problem of the fast dynamo is discussed in terms of a cellular model
which includes an array of cells with magnetic field generated at random
within each cell and the cells being connected by magnetic diffusion. The
evolution of magnetic field within a given cell is described phenomenologically
by Zeldovich's rope dynamo (Stretch~Twist--Fold). The magnetic field is
intermittent in space and time.
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THE CONDUCTIVE LIQUID FLOW ALONG THE CHANNEL WITH THE CURRENT
UNDER THE APPLIED TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD
V.P.Polishchuk, R.Horn, M.Tsin, R.Birich, A.Gorshkoy,
I.Novikov, V.V.Polishchuk, V.Chernatynski, V.Yakushin
(Ukraine-Russia)
The conductive liquid flow in a channel with the current
is usually caused by the deflection of the latter from the
channel axis direction either inside the channel or in its
inlet (outlet) part. It gives rise to the electromagnetic
forces (EMF) resulting from the interaction between the
current and either its own or applied magnetic field, and
directed along the channel.
While studying the magnetodynamic type MHD-devices (MDN)
it was found out that such a flow (called in the given case as
the circulating flow) occured if the channel was asymmetrical
in the sectors of the applied magnetic field reduction in the
working zone (w.z.).
This phenomenon can't
be explained
either by the
electrovortical effect or by appearance of the longitudinal
component of EMF in the current spread region, or by the
difference between the centrifugal forces in the closed
vortical flows formed in the regions of EMF longitudinal
reduction.
The circulating flow was studied by simulating on the
MHD-circuit
with
transparent
conductive
liquid
(the
hydrochloric acid solution). The model had an open horizontal
channel, a single-legged electromagnet and conductors carrying
the current to the w.z.
The numerical computation of
carried out as well.

the

asymmetrical

The finite differences method at the
of the EMF perpendicular to the channel
compute both the fields of the current
vortexes of the plane flow velocity,
differences at the characteristic points.

w.z. was

given distribution
axis was used to
functions and the
and the pressure

It was ascertained that the effect was the most in a case
if the asymmetry occured as a result of a sharp one-sided
widening of the channel ("a pocket") in the plane of the
action of EMF in the region of their reduction, the pocket
boundaries being placed in the region of maximum EMF, on one
hand, and beyond the EMF intensive reduction region, on the
other hand.
As EMF acts in the direction of increasing values of the
channel section, the liquid flows from the w.z. (i.e. the
region where EMF is of maximum) towards the pocket. If EMF
acts in the opposite direction, the liquid flow direction
changes either.
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In the channel widening region, the circulating liquid
flows near the pocket walls embracing the vortex rotating
inside the pocket.
As the pocket becomes deeper, the growth of both the
vortex intensity and the pressure difference between the side
ends of the w.z. is nearly linear.
If the channel section is almost square the vortex
occupies all the "pocket-and adjacent part of channel" region,
and the vortex centre is placed closely to that of this
region. In this case the growth of the vortex intensity is
slowed-up. What about the pressure difference, it reaches
maximum when the pocket depth equals 1.5 to 2.0 of its width.
The controlled MHD-circulation of the liquid metal around
a "channel-bath" closed path in the single-inductored MDN with
the
asymmetrical w.z. intended for cast iron and other kinds
of casting alloys, enables to intensify the molten metal
heating and treatment, stabilize the temperature of the metal
pouring, increase the resistance of the channel refractory
lining.
Sometimes,
the
more
compact,
reliable
and
cost-effective single-inductored MDN can be used instead of
double-inductored ones.
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MAGNETODYNAMIC POURING DEVICES WITH THYRISTOR SYSTEM
OF POWER SUPPLY
V.Polishchuk, V.samsonik, A.Panasyuk (Ukraine)
MHD-pumps are apparatuses which can be adopted to casting
processes because the main parameters of the latter {i.e. the
liquid metal temperature and flow rate) are well corresponded
with the components of an electromagnetic interaction in
MHD-pumps. The electric current is responsible for molten
metal heat while the magnetic field along with the current
defines the flow rate.
The magnetodynamic type induction MHD-puraps (MDN) were
developed in the Casting Problems Institute of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences for the casting processes specially as the
equipment for molten metal pouring in a mould, and as such
differed from other kinds of MHD-pumps. MDN are featured in
two separate electromagnetic systems (an inductor - to induce
the current in molten metal, and a magnet - to apply the
external magnetic field)
to provide the possibility of
independent control over both the molten metal temperature and
flow rate. Just the molten metal to be transported is used to
carry the current to the working zone thus overcoming the
problem of materials for conductors which have to work within
the agressive and high temperature surroundings of molten
casting alloys.
A wide-ranged investigations of MDN have been carried out
for about three decades. The problems of metal flow, heat and
mass trasfer, the phenomenon of vortical flows in the working
zone etc. have been studied both on actual devices and by
means of simulating on physical and mathematical models. These
researches were resulted in engineering the suitable channel
geometry and the inductor-magnet parameters relation that
provided to optimize the MDN designs.
At the stage of industrial use, the special requirements
arise in each particular foundry
where MDN is intended to be
utilized in, depending on the technological practice. The kind
of the metal to be poured, the associated units of casting
equipment etc. must be taken into consideration.
A lot of MDN devices of various kinds have been designed
till now. The MDN-6 type of them is considered to be the most
promissing one for industrial utilization being a combination
of the induction channel furnace and the MHD-pump.
The "MaGiC" Small Enterprise of Applied MHD of Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences is engaged in the integration the MDN-6
devices into casting processes as the batcher of cast iron for
pouring the molten metal in a mould of any kind.
The thyristor system of power supply is advantageous for
the possibility of continuous voltage control that enables to
control the working parameters of the MDN in proper way. But
the problem with the thyristor is
that the sinusoidal
character of current is deformed that has an unfavourable
effect on the pressure. The set of investigations were carried
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out that resulted in development of the thyristor system free
of this disadvantage. The industrial MDN-6 batcher arranged in
such thyristor system of power supply ensures both the
reliable thermostatting of molten cast iron within the MDN-6
batcher over the given temperature and filling the mould
according to the preset programme of the metal flow rate. It
makes the MDN-6 batchers competitive (if not adventageous)
with the pouring equipment of traditional kinds.
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ON THE STABILITY OF AX [SYMMETRIC SELFSIMDLAR ELECTRICALLY
INDUCED VORTICAL FLOW IN PLANE LAYER.

J.Priede, AChudnovsky
Institute of Physics, Latvian Academy of Sciences
Salaspils, Riga Latvia LV-2169
Electricaliy induced vortical flews (ETVF). caused by interaction of an electric current
passing trough the liquid with its own magnetic field, are of particular importance in various
electro-metallurgical processes due to theirs influence on heat-mass transfer in the molten
metals.
Most theoretical works, dealt with EIVF had been concerned mainly with the steady flow
regimes, though the time-dependant ones are actually as widespread in practical applications
and as well as presenting the great interest from theoretical point of view.
The objective of the present paper is a theoretical study of stability of the flow of
incompressible, viscous, electrically conducting liquid, bounded between two parallel walls. It
is assumed, that the electric current is supplied in such a way, that it has uniform but different
normal densities on the both boundaries and is spreading axisymmetricaUy within the liquid
layer, setting up non-potential axisymmetric distribution of the electromagnetic force. Thus,
distribution of electric current density /*and its generated magnetic field induction ff can be
presented
_»

_»

in

cylindrical

coordinates

as

follows:

J*= — [e/x — e*£ — zoj\;

r {z — 20)

E = — e<ptto)o—^r—, where jo is the characteristic density of the electric current being equal
to difference of currents densities passing through each of the boundaries.
Fluid flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation including electromagnetic body
force and flow continuity condition. The velocity field, following its driving electromagnetic
force is assumed axisymmetric and obeying non-slip and impermeability conditions on the
boundaries. Further it is assumed, that longitudinal scale of layer L is much larger than
thickness h, allowing velocity field to be presented in selfsimilar on radial coordinate form.
The problem contains the following pair of parameters: 20 - defining pattern of electric current
and S = — ^

EIVF parameter defining the strength of electromanetic affectioa

Employing of Galerlcin's spectral method, the problem under consideration is reduced to
the set of nonlinear ordinary equations, the linear stability of which is studied
For the begining, it is admissible to consider only meridional flow without azimuthal
swirl, because electromagnetic forces are driving only meridional component of flow, while
there are no direct cause for the azimuthal rotation.
It is found, that oscillatory regime of flow changes a steady one, provided EIVF parameter
exceeds certain critical value Scr(zo), depending on parameter z» The appearance of flew oscillations
can be set dear by following considerations. If the flow velocity is tow enough, the generated voracity
is transferred by diffusion approximately equally to both boundaries. For the higher flow rates, vorticity
is also adverted by the flow toward the axis of symmetry at the boundary, where dectromagnen'c
pinching is stronger due to higher electric current density here, and is carried in the bulk of the
layer due to impermeability of the boundary. If pettutbation OCCUR increasing flew rate away from
the boundary, men die local flux of vorticity through the boundary is decreased here, implying die
local drag decrease too, what in turn, enables die growth of the perturbation. In such a way
seHamplificalion mechanism is set up. At the same time the perturbation is also carried downstream
by baac flow while it reaches the other wall where it is directed to the boundary and consequently,
is increasing voracity flux as well the viscous drag here, thus slowing down the flow.
For the case with azimutal rotation enabled the flow turns out to be unstable with
respect to azimuthal perturbations, resulting in the set up of steady or oscillatory flow regime
with azimuthal swirL depending on the value of EIVF parameter.
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FIRST RESULTS FROM DIFFERENT INVESTGATIONS
ON MHD FLOW IN MULTICHANNEL BENDS

J. Reimanni, L Barleoni, S. Molokovi, I. Platnieks?, E. Platacis2,
and R.Stieglitzi
1

2

Kernforschungszentrum Karslruhe GmbH, Institut fur Angewandte
Thermo- und Fluiddynamik, Postfach 3640, W-7500 Karslruhe 1,
Germany
Latvian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Physics, Riga, Latvia

MHD-flow through multichannel U-bends is characterized by different flow
rates Q, through the individual channels for equal pressure drops Ap, or unequal pressure drop Api for Qj = const.
There is a close cooperation between the IP of the LAS and the IATF of the
KfK on this subject. Screening experiments were performed in the IP with
InGaSn as liquid metal in order to determine the influence of the main parameters for four different channel geometries. Experiments with NaK are
planned to begin in October 92 in the IATF. Here, a very extensive measurement system will be used in order to provide detailed data for code verification.
In both experimental set-ups the maximum number of parallel channels is 5,
the channel cross sections are similar; the wall conductance ratio differs by a
factor of two. Differences in the inlet/outlet geometry will be helpful to
judge if some effects observed previously are attributed specially to this part
of the test section. Depending on the amount of data obtained up to the
date of the conference, the presentation will concentrate either on detailed
analysis of the previous measurements or on the comparison between new
and previous results.
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On the Magnetohydrodynamics of Aluminium Reduction Cells
by
Michel V. ROMERIO
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
CH 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
For more than one century aluminium has been produced in reduction cells working according
to the Heroult-Hall procedure. Nowadays, increases in electric power costs have incited
aluminium plants to look for designs of new cells having a belter efficiency. Large efficiency
can however not be reached without a deep understanding of the magnetohydrodynamic
phenomena taking place in the cells.
The purpose of this paper is to reconsider this problem at the light of experimental and
theoretical works which has been devoted to this subject. The attention will be mainly focused
on questions related to motion stability of the fluids located in the cell.
Effects of interface motions and of induced electric current densities will be considered. Criteria
allowing to insure stability, proposed by different authors, will be discussed and compared
with the frequency spectrum, for a linearized version of the equations, obtained by numerical
calculations.
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Amplification of Magneto-Vortex Waves in Planar MHD Flows

by

I.M. Rutkevich
Institute of High Temperature of the Russian Academy of Science
Izhorzkaya 13/19
Moscow, Russia
and
M. Mond
The Pearlstone Center for Aeronautical Engineering Studies
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev
Beer Sheva, Israel

Abstract
The propagation of magneto-vortex waves in an inhomogeneous medium with
planar flow and perpendicular magnetic field is investigated. The linearized MHD
equations are studied with the aid of the WKB approximation. Within the latter, a set
of ordinary differential equations along the streamlines of the basic flow is derived.
These equations govern the variations of the transverse as well as parallel magnetovortex waves along its rays. The amplitude equations are explicitly solved for a
particular geometry of the basic flow and the solutions are investigated for subsonic as
well as for supersonic basic flows.
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Random Cell Dynamo
ALEXANDER RUZMAIKIN
IZMIRAN, Moscow; California State University, Northridge, 18111 Nordhoff Street,
Northridge, CA 91330
PAULETT C. LIEWER and JOAN FEYNMAN
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA 91109
Abstract
In developing the dynamo approach to magnetic field generation by
hydrodynamical motions for geophysics and space physics, two fundamental
difficulties were faced: the large magnetic Reynolds number and a turbulent
character of the velocity generating the magnetic field. The direct numerical
simulations were performed up to the magnetic Reynolds number 100 with a Gray
computer. Even with a parallel computer like the Delta machine one can'nt expect
to go beyond 3 000, while the magnetic Reynolds number in the solar convective
zone is about 108. (This number is smaller in the liquid planetary cores.) But
perhaps the basic problem is the randomness of the velocity field.
A way of handling this problem is based on the possibility of a localization of the
dynamo action. The idea is that such basic elements of dynamo as the amplification
and reconnection of the magnetic field take place in a local three dimensional
region, so that they may be confined into a cell. Then an interaction between cells
can be included to take into account convection, turbulent diffusion and the other
large scale effects. It looks similar to the known cellular automata approach
however in contrast to this approach include the randomness like the biological
game with burths and deaths. Perhaps, it is more close to the coupled map lattice
with the randomness.
A numerical model of the self-excitation of the magnetic field by chaotic motion of a
highly conductive fluid based on the random cells approach is being developed.
Uncorrelated and correlated processes within the cells and between the cells are
considered. Effects of non-linearity, diffusion and convection of the field between
cells are also included. Numerical results are presented from 1- and 2-D models and
possible applications to the generation and spatial-temporal distribution of solar,
planetary and interplanetary magnetic fields are discussed.
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INFLUENCE OF BOUNDARY LAYERS AND INTERACTION PARAMETER ON THE
CURRENT AND THE VOLTAGE IN A LIQUID METAL MHD GENERATOR

P. Satyamurthy and T.K. Thiyagarajan
Laser and Plasma Technology Division
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
Bombay-400 085, INDIA.

Abstract
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relation.
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and Ohm's law equations the following equation is derived.

Here,

(J)

is the electrical potential.

The equation contains

three new terms arising because of ' M 'shape of the flow.
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a) near the edges o-f the electrodes axial component of the
current is in the opposite direction there by increasing
end currents.
b) the circulating current loop is shifted nearer to the
edges of the generator.
c) the magnitude of the reverse currents are larger.
Some experiments have been conducted in a mercury
LMMHD generator
.
The Kit's relation corresponds to
magnetic field decay length of 0.5, whereas the experimental
data correspond to a decay length of 2.0. In view of this the
comparison is expected
to
be
qualitative
only.
The
experimental data matched fairly well with the theoretical
predictions for all load resistances. However theory predicts
larger decrease due to the boundary-layers and relatively
smaller decrease with the increase in N. The experimental
values show gradual decrease as a function of N. However the
over all decrease at higher N values matched fairly well. The
details will be presented in the paper.
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Relaxation to Equilibrium and Inverse
Energy Cascades in Solar Active Regions
N. Seehafer
AG Nichtlineare Dynamik, Universitat Potsdam,
Am Neuen Palais, Geb. S, 0-1571 Potsdam, Germany

In solar active regions, over extended periods of time the plasma-magnetic
field configuration evolves quasistatically through a sequence of nearly force-free
equilibrium states. This evolution may be understood as the continual distortion
of an existing equilibrium by wave-like disturbances propagating upward from the
photosphere (the base of the solar atmosphere) and subsequent fast relaxation to
a new, neighbouring equilibrium.
Occasionally the slow evolution is interrupted by explosive events (flares)
during which large amounts of energy in form of heating and particle acceleration
are released. The energy source for these events is presumably the magnetic field
of the active region. In the present paper the build-up of magnetic energy during
a quasistatic evolution is considered.
If during the slow evolution the magnetic energy is increased, then the relaxation processes represent inverse cascades of energy. We study the conditions
under which such cascades are possible within the framework of mean-field MHD.
In contrast to the convection zone, where the dynamo for the global magnetic
field of the Sun works, the solar atmosphere is convectively stable and the first
order smoothing approximation justified. It turns out then that current helicity
(B • curl B) is an important quantity decisive for whether the (mean) magnetic
field can evolve along a stable path with growing free energy.
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NONLINEAR WAVES ALONG THE INCLINED ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING
LIQUID LAYER
I. T. Selezov1, S.V.Korsunsky2
Department of Wave Processes,
Inst. Hydromechanics, Ulcr. Acad. Sci.,
8/4, Shelyabov Str., 252057, Kiev, Ukraine
institute of Theoretical Physics, Ukr. Acad. Sci.,
14b, Metrologicheskaya Str., 252130, Kiev, Ukraine

A plane problem of wave motion for viscous electrically conducting liquid with a free surface placed on a small inclined rigid
plane in the presence of arbitrarily directed magnetic field
H = (H = H cosfl, 0, H = H sin0) is considered. It is folOX

0

02

0

low from a review presented that the most considerations dealt
with nonconducting media and hence have not analysed the MHD-effects. Such a problem is governed by three nonlinear equations
and four nonlinear boundary conditions ( Branover, Tsinober,
1970; Selezov, Korsunsky, 1991). After scaling the six dimensionless characteristic parameters have been established to be
responsible for behaviour of the system. They are a is the parameter of nonlinearity, a = a/d, where d is the depth, a is
the maximum amplitude of free surface deviation; /3 is the parameter of dispersion, (3 = d 2 /X z , where X is the characteristic
wavelength; N is the parameter of MHD-interaction, N = f/cr H X/
/pig d ) l / z , where \i is the magnetic permeability, a is the
electroconductivity, p is the density of liquid, gt = g sin y,
g = g cos y, g is the acceleration due to gravity, y is the
bottom slope; T is the Veber number, T = ao/pgd2, where a
is a coefficient of the surface tension; Re is the Reinolds
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number Re = tqzd)l/z\/vf where v is the kinematic viscosity;
F is the parameter taking into account the slope, F = g \/g d.
A combination of the values N and Re gives the Hartmann number Ha = CN Re) 1 ' 2 .
After introducing new variables the number of characteristic
parameters is reduced to five and the governing equations are
presented as follows
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C5)

Here U and W are the velocity components, u = Cu = u , 0,
A

W = u ) ; p is the pressure, n is the deviation of the free
surface from an undisturbed level.
Without wave motions the flow velocity U Cz) has been found as a solution of the corresponding stationary problem
U z z + (3 F = 0,
U z = 0,

z = 0;

U = 0,

z = - 1.

In further, the case of slightly nonlinear and dispersive waves
is considered, i.e. a « 1, 0 « 1. A perturbation method is
used to obtain the zero approximation and the first approximations assuming that a » (3 = e « 1.
On the first step, introducing the new variables T = (3 t,
? = x - ct, expanding boundary conditions at z = a 77 in power
series with respect to a, keeping terms of the order of OCa)
and taking into account the solution for UCz), the system ( D -C5) is reduced to one approximate system.
On the second step, assuming N sin 28/2 - 0C£ I / 2 ), all the
searching functions are expanded in power series with respect to
c. It gives the zero and first approximations from which the
evolution equation can be derived of such a form
T?OT - (2/3)

cN

- 2c 2 /15).
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This equation is of Burgers-Korteweg-de Vries type and it can
be reduced to a standart form.
It is follow from a qualitative analysis that at 0 * 0 the
wave velocity C decreases with the electroconduativity and a
critical value C exists. The solution is stable when C < C
cr

cr

and describes waves of bora type with the monotonic or oscillatory structure and unstable when C > C
and in this case the
rolling waves are formed. Similar results are obtained in case
of the presence of the side magnetic field H Q .
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CONTROL OF ELECTRO-VORTEX FLOW PATTERN
Vladimir SHTERN
Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Houston
4800 Calhoun Road, Houston, TX 77204-4792
Tel: (713) 743 4530, Fax (713) 7434503 (office)

Elecrto-vortex flows have an intriguing feature. For rather small electric current
values, a strong jet can develop due to a cumulative character of conducting fluid motion
driven by a radially divergent electric current Studies [1,2] of conically similar solutions
of the Navier-Stokes and MHD equations show that at finite values of the total current,
the axial velocity of induced jet becomes infinite. Besides the effect is of fundamental
interest, it is important for applications, in particular, for electroslag welding [2]. The
strong causes a deep deforration of the interface that is harmful for the welding
technology. Here we study a problem which provides us idea how to avoid this.
We r-oasider a half-space of a conducting liquid. At its surface there is a point
source of electric current and rotation is supported of a given circulation value. The
current induce a meridional flow which is convergent near the surface and goes away
from the source along the symmetry axis. The circulation applied to the surface induce
an opposite flow which approaches to the origin along the axis and removes near the
surface [3]. We find that this creates a variety of flow patterns, including one and twocellular motions, and there is a special relation between the current and circulation values
when the meridional motion is totally suppressed. This result and asymptotic relations
for high current and circulation values, including dependence of the critical current on
circulation, are obtained analytically. The regime map is constructed with the help of
numerical calculations
References
1. Sozou C. 1971 On fluid motion induced by an electric current source. J. Fluid Mech., 46 (1), 25-32.
2. Bojarevich V., Freiburgs J.A., Shilova EJ. and Shcherbinin E.V. 1989
Electrically Induced Vortical Flows. Kluwer. Dortrecht.
3. Goldshtfli M.A. & Shtem V.N. 1990 Collapse in conical viscous flows., J. Fluid Mech., 218, 483-508.
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HYSTERETIC VORTEX BREAKDOWN
AND SELF-ORGANIZATION
Vladimir Shtern
Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Houston
4800 Calhoiin Road, Houston, TX 77204-4792
Tel: (713) 743 4530, Fax (713) 7434503 (office)
We study of hysteretic (jump) transitions leading to vortex breakdown or vortex
consolidation in swirling conically similar jets. A careful study of literature suggests that
such jump transitions are rather typical and the most difficult to predict type of vortex
breakdown phenomenon.
In contrast to previous studies of vortex breakdown based on boundary layer
approximations, we consider the full Navier-Stokes equations.

Thus, we avoid

phenomenological hypotheses, used in inviscid theories of vortex breakdown, and find
the correct and nontrivial behavior at high Reynolds numbers. By restricting to conical
similarity corresponding to far field of swirling jets, we obtain exact solutions and
analyze them via pammetric. bifurcation and stability analyses [1-3]. Our method of the
stability analysis takes into account effects of flow divergence without the parallel or
quasi-parallel approximations used in prior works. Although, we study self-similar jets,
we find some typical features valid also for specific practical non-similar flows.
Our study shows that the rotational velocity can decrease more than twenty times
during the jump vortex breakdown. We have found a new effect of hysreretic vortex selforganization when the rotational velocity increase more than thirty times.
Our study eluci.iates the nature of jump transitions leading to abrupt vortex
breakdown and self-organization, which affects lift and maneuverability of modern
aircraft with swept wings, sudden metamorphoses of tornadoes and bistability of flow
regimes in vortex chambers used in vortex technology.
References
1. Goldshtik, M. A. & Shtern V. N. 1990 J. Fluid Meek., 218, 483-508.
2. Goldshtik, M. A., Hussain, F. & Shtem. V. N. 1991 J. Fluid Meek, 232, 521-466.
3. Shtern. V. N. & Hussain. F. 1992 Inertial instability of divergent flows, XVJII
IUTAM Congress in Haifa. Abstracts. # 753, p. 133.
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In the present work 1 would like to discuss some mechanism of
turbulence generation in low-temperature plasmas and some properties of turbulence in the high collision partly ionised
i. V.I.Artemov,O.A.Sinkevlch The numerical modeling of the

interaction or an electric arK with a turbulent SM flow,
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL TURBULENCE 2- THE PREDICTION OF
COHERENT STRUCTURES BY STATISTICAL MECHANICS
Joel Sommeria, Laboratoire de Physique, Ecole Normale Superieure de
Lyon, 46 allee d'ltalie 69364 Lyon Cedex 07 France.
Marie-Alice Denoix, Madylam, ENSHMG, BP95, 38 402 St Martin
d'Heres Cedex, France.
Andrg Thess, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Postfach 19
0-8051 Dresden, Germany.
The formation of coherent structures in strongly turbulent
regimes is a remarkable property of two-dimensional turbulence. Such
organization is observed in laboratory experiments with M.H.D. flows or
rotating tanks, and in large scale oceanic or atmospheric flows. After
introducing different examples
, we show that this organization can
be explained in terms of equilibrium statistical mechanics on Euler or
quasi-geostrophic equations.
In its simplest form, the theory
applies to an initial condition
with piecewise uniform vorticity (which can be an approximation for
any regular initial condition). The boundaries of these vorticity patches
become in general more and more intricate as time goes on, but the area
and level of each vorticity patch is conserved, as well as the total
energy of the system. The idea is that the final state, at the end of the
cascade processes, corresponds to the best mixing of these vorticity
patches with the constraint due to energy conservation. We define a
macroscopic state of the system as the field of the local probability
distributions of the different vorticity levels in a small neighborhood.
The equilibrium states are obtained by maximizing a mixing entropy
under the constraints due to the conserved quantities.
We have successfully tested the theory
by direct numerical
computation of the Navier-Stokes equations and applied it to explain
different kinds of organized structures, like the Great Red Spot of
Jupiter . The phenomenon of vortex merging is explained by this
theory, and the vorticity distribution of the resulting vortex is
predicted. New developments, with an application to a jet confined in a
channel
are discussed.
Laboratory experiments performed in a horizontal circular layer
of mercury in the presence of a vertical uniform magnetic field are
presented. After a complex evolution, the flow organizes into different
patterns depending on the initial condition (circular vortex, excentred
vortex, elliptical structure). These structures are predicted by the
statistical theory, and vorticity distributions are found in quantitative
agreement with the theory.
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LARGE-SCALE DYNAMICS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL
TURBULENCE WITH ROSSBY WAVES
S. Stikoriansky
Department of Mechanical Engineering. Ben (.lurion I'niversity of the
Segev. Beer Shcva 84105. Israel
B. Galperin
Department of Marine Science. I'niversity of South Florida. St.
Petersburg. FL 33701
I. Staroselsky
Program in Applied and Computational Mathematics.

Princeton

f'niversity. Princeton. X.) 08544
The two-dimensional, forced, barotropic vorticitv equation on the J-pIane is studied using
the Renormalization Group (RXG) technique. The .y-term in this equation supports Rossby
waves in rotating fluids and drift waves in plasma: it also renders the large-scale dynamics
anisotropic. The RXG process of small scales elimination (the infra-red renonnalization:
k —> 0) reveals that the .i-term does not renonnalize. However, the asymmetry introduced
by the 3 term results in significant anisot ropy in the response function /': it grows much
faster in \) (meridional) than in x (zonal) direction as k —> 0. Also, the dynamics of the
system become dominated by Rossby waves, whose natural frequencies, u-'j. = — 3kj-/k.
rapidly increase in magnitude with decreasing k.
The analytical aspects of I urbulence-wave interaction are best studied using energy transfer analysis in Fourier space. The transfer function can be written in the form that appears
in various analytical closures but within the KXG approach we derive it self-consi.steiitly
without ad hoc assumptions. I he triad relaxation time. #_k.,,.,,. entering the energy transfer
function is evaluated in terms of the renormalized response functions. t\. up. //q. and the
wave triads frequencies, u;_k. ^-p. ^ q .
Calculation of the energy transfer shows that at large scales the energy is funneled into
zonal flows v = ((>(//).0) and zonally propagating Rossby waves. Such self-organisation of
turbulent motion may explain typical features of planetary circulations.
The transfer analysis is used to derive the effective two-parametric eddy viscosity acting
on large (resolvable) scales due to nonlinear interactions with eliminated (subgrid) scales.
The presence of subgrid Rossby waves induces two-parametric frequency shift for the waves
on resolvable scales.
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POWER GENERATION SOURCE FOR AN ELECTRO3BEBMSL HYPERSONIC WIND TOHKEL
Martin Sumaerfleld
P r i n c e t o n Combustion Research L a b o r a t o r i e s , I n c .
11 Deerpark Drive
B u i l d i n g IV, S u i t e 119
Monmouth J u n c t i o n , NJ 08852

Xhe requirement i s t o d e s i g n an e l e c t r i c DC current source for 0 . 3
s e c u s e a t 500 MJ power, or 150 MJ energy, without the c o m p l i c a t i o n s of
h i g h current s w i t c h e s or a p u l s e - f o r m i n g network. I t i s intended t o f e e d

a liquid-air cartridge (discbarge tube) that i s being developed
separately under NASA sponsorship. It i s assumed that, when fully
developed, the cartridge w i l l require a f a i r l y steady current (70 KA) and
a f a i r l y constant voltage (7 KV). Furthermore, the electrothermal wind
tunnel (2WT) may eventually be expanded, i f successful, t o one full
second, and perhaps even a larger wind tunnel.
The principle of the generator i s the same as an e a r l i e r one for an
e l e c t r i c gun, which deaands self-containment (very important} but i s
generally far smaller in s i z e and in output. The principle ie that of a
l i n e a r generator, a conductive piston propelled by gas pressure at about
120 meters/sec through a perpendicularly-created electromagnetic f i e l d of
2 Tesla strength. The overall length of the system works put to be 60
meters, the generator i s s t i l l in the design stage.
Special attention was given t o : (1) the design of an electromagnet
that can create a cress flux density of 2 Tesla and be 41 meters long;
(2) brushes on the piston, contacting the long electrodes, that can s e l f adjust to make up for wear, corrosion, temperature changes, e t c . ; (3) a
high-pressure gas source to drive the piston against the retarding
Lorentz force; (4) a piston speed braking system; and (5) a means t o
return the piston to the start position. All cf this — and more— has
y e t t o go through a second (and a third!) round of optimization.
We are persuaded that the generator can indeed be constructed and
that It would perfora as intended. If NASA should decide to develop the
f u l l - s c a l e electrothermal wind tunnel, then a DC source l i k e this one, t o
r a i s e the air temperature in the cartridge te> 20,000 K, becomes
necessary.
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HIGH EMISSIVITY ELECTRODES FOR MHD CHANNELS

R.Svensson, Klas Engvall and Leif Holmlid
Dept. of Physical Chemistry, University of Goteborg and
Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden
J. Braun
JSB Ingenjorsbyra AB, V. Agatan 71, S-619 00 Troso, Sweden
and
L. Lundgren
Applied Electron Physics, Chamlers University of Technology
S-412 96 Goteborg, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The electrodes in an MHD generator have to supply and carry large diffuse current
densities at as small voltage drops as possible, to get a long life and to give high channel
efficiency. We have recently described a condensed matter with novel properties, so called
Rydberg matter (RM). It is formed of highly excited Rydberg states of cesium. The first
application is an electrode surface with an extremely low electronic work function,
< 0.5 eV. We here describe the construction of a testing device for a stable surface of
Rydberg matter for use as an electrode in MHD generators. The partial pressure of alkali
(in the present case Cs) is approximately 1 mbar and the temperature of the surface which
will face the plasma is 1000 K. The electron current density is approximately 10 A cm"2 at
a field strength of 1500 Vm 1 , which is the current carrying capacity required for electrodes
in high temperature, high conductivity MHD channels.
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Flow Regimes and Their Effect on Heat Transfer in Liquid-Metal
Sliding Electrical Contacts: A Review
G. Talmage
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Abstract
Liquid metai can be used as a sliding electrical contact for homopolar devices.
The liquid metal, which has a low viscosity and a high electrical conductivity, is not subject to frequent burn-out as are conventional sliding electrical contacts. As a sliding
electrical contact, liquid metal fills the narrow gap between a moving, solid copper disk
(the rotor) and a concentric stationary, copper shroud (the stator) to complete the electric circuit between the rotor and stator. Sliding electrical contacts operate in the presence of a steady, uniform magnetic field. A Lorentz or electromagnetic (EM) body force
is created by the interaction between the current and the magnetic field and must be
considered in any analysis of the system. Fundamental issues need to be studied in
order to design efficient liquid-metal sliding electrical contacts. These issues range from
the nature of the flow regime within the liquid metal to the effect of the flow regime on
the heat transfer in the system. The primary, azimuthal flow is driven by the motion of
the rotor and the EM body force, which generate large extremes of the azimuthal velocity near the rotor corners. The secondary flow, comprised of radial and axial velocity
components, is driven by the centrifugal force due to the primary flow and is opposed
by the EM body force, so that the secondary flow varies inversely with the square of the
magnetic-field strength. As the angular velocity of the rotor increases, four distinct flow
regimes can be identified:
• decoupled or inertialess flow,
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• coupled steady laminar flow,
• periodic laminar flow, and
• turbulent flow.
The laminar flow becomes periodic through a coupling of the primary and secondary
flows when the azimuthal-velocity peaks begin to move radially in and out with an
accompanying oscillation in the secondary-flow strength. This situation is unlike anything seen in ordinary hydrodynamics. For a given total current and magnetic-field
strength and orientation, the interaction parameter, based on the characteristic velocity
of the secondary flow, controls the flow regime. Regardless of the flow regime, the
velocity gradients are enhanced by magnetohydrodynamic effects and can be large,
especially near the rotor corners. With current densities in excess of 10 7 A / m 2
Joulean heating in the liquid metal can be substantial. Therefore, unlike heat transfer in
electrically insulating fluids and in conducting solids, both Joulean heating and viscous
dissipation serve as volumetric heat sources and have a significant effect on the
temperature distribution. Our results show that large temperature gradients develop
near the rotor corners regardless of the magnetic-field orientation. Hot spots develop
within the liquid metal, but their location depends on the magnetic-field orientation. To
some extent, the extreme temperature differences can be moderated through turbulent
mixing.
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Anatoly V-Tananaev , Sergusy Yu- Smolentsev
THE ANALYSIS OF FILM LIQUID METAL PROTECTION OF FUSION
REACTOR DIVEHTOR PLATE WITH CONSIDUCTING SIDE WALLS.
St--Petersburg State Technical University
The flow and heat transfer of a thin liquid metal layer in
the inclined conducting chute with a uniform magnetic field, as
applied to the film liquid metal protection of fusion reactor
divertor plate( has been consideredIn a previous paper Ell the numerical calculations ''of
unsteady flaw based on MHD boundary layer equations averaged
along the direction of external coplamar magnetic field C 23 were
conducted for the insolated chute. In a present study the mode?
C21 is extended to the case of conducting chute walls. It has been
found that the wall conductivity not only increases the flow depth
but also changes the velocity profile and temperature field. The
numerical calculations of the film liquid metal protection carried
out for the region of parameters! characteristic of divertor space*
show that the external heat flux may be removed viith a film.
To check the main assumptions in C23, which are that the flow
i <3 symmetric, and the velocity profile near the walls in the
direction of coplanar magnetic field component is to be a Hartman
profile, a steady flow with inclined magnetic field has been
^t'.idied. As a result of computer code it has been found that the
asymmetry of the thin film flow is significant even though the
inclination angle is small- If the conductance ratio is
suf f «c i erst 1 y largei the velocity profile everywhere over the flow
region is more not Hartman profileREFERENCES
1. Evtushenko I. A., Smolentsev S»Yu-» Tananaev A-V- "Hydrodynamics
and heat transfer of thin liquid metal layer in a magnetic
field"// Magnitnaya Hydrodynamila--1991.-N 3. P-58
62
2. Aitov T-M-, Ivanov A.B-, Tananaev A-V- "Flow of liquid metal in
the chute in a coplanar magnetic field"//Magnitnaya Hydrodynamika.
-1907.-N I- P.91.--95
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Two-dimensional turbulence: I - Transition
Andre Thess* and Joel Sommeria**
* Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Postfach 19, O-8051 Dresden, Germany
** Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, 46 Alice d'ltalie, 60364 Lyon Cedex 07, France

Abstract
Two-dimensional turbulence is an idealized physical model with the capability of adequately
describing flows in various physical systems with a high degree cf anisotropy as for example
magnetohydrodynamic flows, rotating flows, stratified fluids, thin films etc. Among them, flows of
electrically conducting fluids subject to a homogeneous magnetic field (MHD flows) appear to be
particularly suited for the experimental investigation of transition and fully developed
two-dimensional turbulence. The aim of the present work is to summarize experimental results
and to present new theoretical approaches concerning the early stage of the laminar-turbulent
transition in a special class of. MHD flows possessing a high degree of symmetry - namely
spatially periodic flows.
Regular lattices of vortices produced in a layer of mercury subject to a homogeneous magnetic
field and driven by a spatially periodic array of electrodes show a different stability behaviour
depending on the symmetry properties of the basic flow. While a vortex lattice with square
symmetry undergoes a direct transition to turbulence, a lattice of triangular vortices supports
traveling waves above instability onset (Sommeria et al /1/).
The theoretical approach to the observed instabilities is based on the two-dimensional
Navier-Stokes equation with forcing and with anadditional friction term modeling MHD effects.
An analysis of the linear stability of the periodic basic flow by Floquet theory yields critical
parameters for instability onset and wave speeds that can be directly compared with the
experimental findings. Moreover, the general theory shows that the unstable modes of spatially
periodic flows can have spatially quasiperiodic, spatially subharmonic or large scale structure
(Thess 121) .
An alternative approach on the basis of a point vortex model permits a better understanding of
the relation between the symmetry properties of the basic vortex lattice and the character of the
instability. It is shown that the problem of the linear stability of a regular lattice of point vortices
is mathematically similar to the investigation of oscillations of linearly coupled mechanical
oscillators. The relation to point vortex lattices in superfluid helium is briefly discussed.

/1/
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Some Aspects of LMMHD Two-Phase Flow: MHD Generator Configuration
J-P. THIBAULT<*), S. ECKERT<**) & G. GERBETH^**)
<*>LEGI-IMG, BP 53 X, 38041 GRENOBLE, FRANCE
(**)FZR, P.O. Box 19, 8051 DRESDEN, GERMANY
A common programme on LMMHD Two-Phase flow is developed. It includes experimental and
modelling aspects. The present work is mainly based on the mercury-air facility of the LEGIIMG and the one dimensional bubbly flow model of FZR. One of the key questions of LMMHD
Two-Phase flow is the validation of semi-empirical closure laws needed for numerical modelling.
As a matter of fact these laws are well established for ordinary Two-Phase flow, but in the case
of LMMHD they still remain uncertain. For instance the modification of interfacial momentum
transfer (i. e. interfacial dragging) can be important. The additional equations (i. e. Ohm's law)
needed for the computation of current density and Lorenz forces distributions, are necessarily
based on a closure law for the apparent electrical conductivity of the Two-Phase flow.
There are very few experiments reported in literature on these questions. Thus our experimental
objective is to measure simultaneously electrical and thermohydraulic behaviour of a Two-Phase
flow submitted to a transversal magnetic field. The first series of test showed the interfacial slip
ratio dependence with the magnetic field in a no load case (1). At that time the test section was a
0.9 meter long rectangular duct (7x1 cm 2 ) with almost insulating walls. The present test section
has the same geometry, it includes segmented electrodes connected to an electric load. The flow
is thus discretised in nine 0.1 meter lengths (the length of the electrode segment), in which
velocities, pressure, temperature, gas fraction and electrical conductivity varies due to the balance
between the pressure gradient (MHD, acceleration and gravitational) and the gas expansion.
The main problem here consists in measuring, in the same time, all these variable quantities. The
pressure and temperature measurements are conventional. As direct velocity measurement are not
possible, the velocity evolution is computed from the mixture of mass conservation, gas state
law and gas fraction measurement (1). The apparent electrical conductivity decreases with the gas
fraction increase. The formulation of the equivalent electric circuit of the ensemble: flow +
electrodes + connection + electric load, allows to evaluate the international resistance from the
Ohm's law since the interelectrode voltage drop and the flow average velocity are known.
The numerical modelling effort is aimed to predict the effects of various initial values on the
bubbly flow, in particular, on the slip ratio. The analysis is focussed on the influence of a
magnetic field on the slip because of the decisive role of the mean slip ratio on the overall
generator efficiency. We follow, in principle, the well-known van Wijngarden model of steady
bubbly flow. In this way the code has to solve a system of differential equations given by the
conservation laws for mass and momentum, the equation of motion and the mass conservation
for a single bubble as well as the equation of state for the gas. This system is completed by
closure laws for wall friction, interfacial dragging, apparent electrical conductivity and the load
factor in order to compute the Lorentz term in the momentum balance.
This model is valid for general liquid metal two component systems. First results were published
at the Cadarache Conference (2). Meanwhile the numerical code was improved. For example the
end effects are taken into account based on a model of Sutton. New boundary conditions are
specified in order to meet the requirement of the LEGI-IMG mercury-air-facility. Numerical
results are compared with the existing experimental results (1) and discrepancies are discussed in
detail.
(1) J-P Thibault, B. Seek and A. Cartellier, "LMMHD Two-Phase Flow Experiment", The 6th
Beer-Sheva Seminar, Jerusalem, Israel 1990.
(2) G. Gerbeth, H. Langenbrunner, R. Lotzmann and S. Eckert, "Some Results on Liquid-Metal
MHD Two-Phase Flow", Int. Conf. on Energy Tranfer in MHD Flows", Cadarache, France,
1991.
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The Use of Self-Propagating High Temperature Synthesis (SHS)
to Obtain High Temperature Superconductors
Y.M. Timnat and V. Rosenband
Dept. of Aerospace Eng. and Space Research Inst.
Technion
Abstract
One of the recent developments, which

show promise for

practical

applications of MHD is the introduction of high temperature superconductors as
elements of MHD power sources.
Such superconductors may be obtained economically by a novel technique, th£
self-propagating

high temperature synthesis (SHS), developed originally by

MerJ inov and his collaborators, which is now under active investigation in many
countries. The SHS process produces advanced materials through the exothermic
reaction caused by the spontaneous propagation of a combustion wave within the
initial reactants, providing the following advantages
a) The need for high temperature furnaces and complex processing equipment is
eliminated.
b) Large quantities of high purity materials can be produced rapidly and
inexpensively.
c) Energy consumption is greatly reduced.
The main advantage of producing materials by the SHS method is that long
processing times in high temperature furnaces is not necessary. As an example,
to produce TiC powders of Ti and C are mixed placed in a simple, cylindrical
reaction vessel, or reactor, made of stainless steel. The mixture is ignited at
one end by an electrically heated wire coil, which provides the heat impulse to
initiate the chemical reaction between Ti and C in the heated surface layer. The
reaction forms a combustion or synthesis wave, that rapidly spreads along the
sample forming TiC. The reaction continues spontaneously due to the large amount
of heat released by the combustion process. Various reactor modifications can be
used to achieve high or low pressure, constant pressure and different (even
cryogenic) temperature operation. Theoretically, the quantity of material that
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can be produced depends only on the size of the reactor. Recently reactors of
sufficient size have become available to synthesize up to 30 kg of material per
reaction.
The structure of the synthesis process is depicted in Fig. 1. As the initial
substances enter the healing zone, no chemical reactions have yet occurred. The
synthesis wave then propagates to the thermal-release zone where reaction
products begin to be produced. The rate of wave propagation is determined in
this zone. The remaining zones complete the reaction and structurization,
leading to the formation of the final product. Typical values of parameters that
are characteristic of the SHS process are:
o

o

maximum temperature - 1500 to 4000 C,
wave propagation rate - 0.1 to 20 cm/s,
heating rate - 10 3 -10 6 °C/s,
thickness of synthesis zone - 0.1 to 5.0 mm.
It was found that the initial substances could be in any physical stale
(gaseous, liquid, or solid). Depending on the maximum synthesis temperature of a
given SHS system and the melting and boiling points of the corresponding
reagents, the SHS process can be classified as one of three cases: 1) the
gasless case, in which the materials before, during and after synthesis are
exclusively in the solid or condensed phase; 2) the fillration case, in which
the nonmetallic gaseous reagent enters into the reaction zone after being
filtered through the pores of the pressed-metal-powder reagent and 3) the
condensed case, in which the reaction proceeds in the gas phase and is
accompanied by condensation of the final products.
The high temperature developed during combustion results in almost complete
transformation of the initial substances into the final product. High purity is
another advantage inherent in the SHS technique; it is essentially a function of
the purity of the initial elements.
The physical structure of the final product of a SHS reaction depends
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primarily on the ratio of the synthesis temperature to the melting temperature
of the final product. Powders, sintered samples and solidified materials from a
melt have all been formed in various systems. Nonstoichiometric compositions,
composites and solid solutions of two or more binary compounds can be obtained
by the SHS method, although the methods for synthesizing these materials are
more difficult than those for simple binary compounds.
More than 400 different compounds have been already synthesized by the SHS
method. It appears that in combustion waves it is possible to produce almost all
known ceramics and refractory compounds. Weak exothermic compounds, which are
characterized by low bonding energies between the atoms, require an additional
source of heat or furnace preheating to augment the heat of combustion. In some
cases unique material properties have been reported as a direct result of the
unique features of SHS processes (high temperatures and rates of heating) and
therefore products prepared by the SHS process are superior to those prepared by
conventional means.
It has already been demonstrated that SHS is a cost-effective method for
producing

a

variety

of

materials

in

particular

metallic

and

ceramic

superconductors, which can be employed in an MHD generator.
It is our intention to explore the potential of the SHS method and the
techniques required in order to obtain suitable superconductors for application
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A 3D IW.H.D.
Application to the entrance
Ch. Trophime, J. Etay, Ph.
MADYLAM BP95 38402 Saint

Solver.
of a MHD thruster.
Masse, Y. Fautrelle
Martin d'Heres France

Numerical modelling of MHD 3D problems has already been considered by several
authors
. A common approach for this type of problems consists in solving analytically
t!ie Maxwell equations. Calculated forces provide then the source term for the computation of
the hydrodynamic flow. Few authors
have investigated the possibility of solving both the
Maxwell and Navier-Stokes equations. Our work consists in coupling for the first time a Finite
Element Method for the electromagnetic calculation and a Finite Volume Method for the
hydrodynamic calculation.
A natural algorithm for this type of problem consists in splitting the global
calculation into uncoupled phenomena :
(1) An electromagnetic effect created by an inductor. The magnetic induction, eddy and
applied electrical currents generate Laplace-Loreniz forces which act on the electrically
conducting fluid. This phenomenon is governed by the Maxwell equations in whole space. We
deal with linear magnetic material. Moreover when using alternative currents, we shall only
consider the mean part of the electromagnetic forces : current frequency is assumed to be
medium range.
(2) Hydrodynamic effects induced by Laplace-Lorcntz forces. Here the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations govern the flow in liquid region. Thermal effects are neglected in our
approach : no significant Joule effect is induced by eddy currents in fluid.
Our algorithm is also the following :
1. Give an initial velocity field,
2. Solve Maxwell equations in the electromagnetic domain,
3. Compute Laplace-Lorcntz forces in the fluid region,
4. Solve Navier-Stokes equations in the fluid domain.
5. Update the velocity field.
Electromagnetic computation is performed by a F.E.M already implemented with FLUX-EXPERT
(for instance a modified potential formulation) whereas hydrodynamic computation is
performed by a F.V.M with a SIMPLE algorithm implemented in CEPHISE, a package for 3D
simulation of laminar turbulent flows#
Forces in ihe hydrodynamic mesh are calculated by
means of a classical interpolation , while velocities in the electromagnetic mesh are updated
with an interpolation derived from Edge Elements Methods,
Three types of runs have been performed with our numerical code. First a
monodimcnsional calculation of MHD equations in a segment where analytical solutions are
used to check the validity of our program. The second test deals with a schematic levitation
device
The goal is to obtain realistic results concerning the validity of the whole approach.
Finally we present the study of the entrance of a MHD thrustcr.
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Multilevel Turbulence Simulations
Eli Tziperinan
Environmental Sciences and Energy Research,
The Weizmaim Institute of Science. Rehovot 76100. Israel.
Irad Yavneh and Slilomo Ta'asan
Department of Applied Mathematics,
The VVeiziiiann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel
The numerical simulation of high Reynolds numbers I Ht) turbulent flows pose.s a major
challenge because of the large number of degrees of freedom characterizing such flows. Numerical simulations of such flows are divided into direct simulations (1)S) in which all scales
are resolved, and Large Eddy Simulations (LES). in which only ihe largest turbulent scales
are explicitly simulated, with smaller scales modeled by some closure scheme. While DS are
more accurate, they are still limited at present to lit that are significantly lower than occur
in natural (lows, for both 2D. and 3D turbulence studies. LES. on the other hand, can be
used at much higher Ri, but their accuracy, of course, depends on the quality of the closure
scheme used. For natural turbulent flows, such as oceanic and atmospheric flows, LES are
the only practical choice. Yet LES still require prohibitively large computational resources
when applied to natural flows, while their accuracy is often not satisfactory. Clearly a novel
algorithm for the simulation of turbulent flows is badly needed.
We propose a novel method for the simulation of turbulent flows, that is based on the
Multigrid (MG) formalism. The method, called "Multilevel Turbulence Simulations" (MTS),
is potentially more efficient and more accurate than LES. The philosophy of the method lies
in the following observations. In many situations one is interested in the effects of the small
scales on the larger ones, or in a typical realization of the flow, and not in the detailed time
history of each small scale feature. Still, in DS and LES one must simulate the entire history
of the turbulent flow using a very fine resolution model in order to accurately estimate the
effects of the small scales on ihe laigv-i !>calos that arc of interest. MTS take advantage of
the fact that the detailed simulation of small scales is not needed at all times, in order to
make the calculation significantly more efficient, while preserving an accuracy close to that
of DS.
In MTS, models of several resolutions (resolution is measured by the number of grid points
in a finite difference model or by the number of Fourier components in a spectral model)
are used to represent the turbulent flow. The coarsest grid is referred to as the lowest MG
level, and the finest grid is the highest MG level. The model equations in each coarse level
incorporate a closure term (corresponding to the "r correction" in the MG formalism) that
accounts for the effects of the unresolvable scales on that grid. The liner resolution grids are
used only a small portion of the simulation time in order to evaluate the closure terms for
the coarser grids, while the coarse resolution grids are then used to accurately and efficiently
calculate the evolution of the larger scales.
The method efficiency relative to direct simulations is of the order of the ratio of required
integration time to the smallest eddies turnover time. The method is demonstrated for a
model of 2D isotropic and homogeneous turbulence.
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THE HEAT TRANSFER INTENSIFICATION PROBLEM WHEN THE
VELOCITY PROFILE IS DEFORMED
Alexander B. Vatazhin
Central Institute of Aviation Motors
Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
The heat transfer intensification problem in channels and boundary layers by the
purposeful liquid velocity profile deformation was considered. Particular emphasis has
been placed on the hydraulic losses evaluation, i.e., "the cost" for heat transfer
intensification.
It has been shown that the heat flux increase 5qw due to arrangement of higher flow
velocity near the channel walls (with the liquid flow rate constant) and development of
"traditional" boundary layers in accelerated flow near-wall regions is followed by much
greater increase of hydraulic losses 6xw: (8T W /T W ) = K(8qw/qw), where K = 3 and K = 2.25
for cases of laminar and turbulent flows, correspondingly.
The analysis of heat transfer intensification in channel flows with low Prandtl
numbers has been performed (exact solutions, variational problems, axis-symmetric flows
with recirculation zones).
The numerical simulation of laminar and turbulent gas or liquid flows with heat
transfer in channels and boundary layers based on the up-to-date turbulent models has been
carried out concerning the development of the flow in channels with different initial velocity
profiles, flows in channels with tough walls and flows in boundary layers under the force
influence (magnetohydrodynamics) on a flow resulting in a velocity profile deformation.
In all cases it has been found that the transfer intensification may be obtained at the cost of a
substantial increase in hydraulic losses only.
The class of heat problems for flows in plane diffusers, the temperature difference
being T - T w = rk(p(6), k < 0 (r, 9 - polar coordinates) was stated and studied. The linear
problem on eigenvalues k for <p(0) was formulated, incorporating the function u(8; Re)
(which was the classical solution of the dynamic problem on the flow in a diffuser); the
Reynolds number Re = Q/v, where Q is the prescribed liquid flow rate in a diffuser, v is
the kinematic viscosity coefficient; the Prandtl number. Since the solution for u(0) is not
single, when the Re is fixed, the analysis of the equation for <p(6) and the determination of
the characteristic values k was made of different (symmetric and asymmetric) velocity
profiles in the range of Re prior to the bifurcation point and after it. The heat fluxes to the
diffuser walls were calculated for different eigenfunctions of the heat transfer problem.
The significant heat flux increase for evaluated eigenfunctions was demonstrated.
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The Structure of the Turbulent Temperature Field Above a Line Fire
P. A. Verriopoulos and D. D. Papailiou
Laboratory of Applied Thermodynamics,
University of Patras, Greece

Some of the most significant mechanisms in wild fire propagation are associated with
the buoyant plume formed above a fire source.
The aim of the present study is the experimental investigation of the structure of the
turbulent temperature field of a plume formed above a line fire, as related to turbulent
transport processes such as mixing, diffusion and entrainment. Emphasis has been placed on
the large scale organized structures, which are formed either in the near field, or in the self
similar region of the fire plume.
In this context a series of experiments have been conducted. The line fire is originated
from a line liquid burner cooled sidely. Two kind of fuels were used, Methanol and Hexane.
Grashof numbers based on the burner width and heat input ranged from 1.4 x 108 to 6 x 108.
Measurements were conducted at 13 elevations above the source covering a region from
H/d - 2.5 to H/d = 58. The turbulent temperature field was recorded using a PlatinumIridium hot wire as temperature sensor. Mean and turbulent quantities such as turbulent
intensities, probability density functions, skewness and flatness factors, autocorrelations, power
spectra, macro and micro scales were measured. Flow visualization experiments were
performed using laser sheet illumination and schlieren techniques.
The results indicate that the near field region of the line fire is dominated by the
existence of large scale buoyant structures which control the turbulent transfer mechanisms.
The flow configuration can be described as follows: At the two sides of the fire two rows of
buoyant vortices are developed which as travel upwards, they exhibit phenomena such as
pairing and tripling, while at the base of the fire periodical buoyant structures are formed
rising up through the plume. In the fully developed self similar turbulent plume region,
autocorrelation coefficients with iaige delay time as well flow visualization indicate the
existence of large buoyant organized %'ortices with transverse length scale comparable with the
width of the flow. These vortices are responsible for the characteristic puffiness of the flow.
Self similarity of lhe mean profiles was observed after 10 d while the turbulent intensity
attains similarity after 15 d. The dimensionless mean temperature profile follows normal
distribution and the centerline excess temperature decays with dimensional height, following
a -1 power law,
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DEVELOPMENT AND CREATION OF A STRAPPING INDUCTION PUMP
WITH A LOW FREQUENCY POWER SOURCE FOR LOW LIQUID
METAL FLOW RATE IN A CIRCULAR PIPE
V.V. Vilomov, L.M. Dronnik, A.B. Katkov, S.Y. Reutsky N.N. Oshkanov,
I.M. Tolmach and A.G. Sheinkman
Institute of Physics, Laboratory of Hydrodynamics, Kharkov, Ukraine
ABSTRACT
When using a liquid metal circuit from time to time it becomes necessary to stop the
main pump for inspection. For this period a low liquid metal flow rate should be ensured.
If a reserved pump is not envisaged for these operations and cutting in a new one that is
followed by loss of sealing is not desirable, an induction pump attached to the circular pipe
from the outside should be used (provided the circular pipe is intact).
The strapping induction pump is designed in the form of two line inductors of a
traveling magnetic field. The magnetic core of the inductor has a pit in which about 1/4 of
the pipe is placed.
Since the diameter of the loop pipe is 100-325 mm, the non-magnetic gap of the
inductor of such a pump is big and to reduce the skin effect a three-phase low frequency
power source should be used.
In the laboratory of Magnetohydrodynamic (city Kharkov, Ukraine) a strapping
pump has been designed and produced. The pump has the following parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

flow rate on the pipe 325x 12mm-140m3/hour;
working medium-sodium 330°C
nominal head 2000n/m2 but the pump has four fold power reserve to compensate
the inner flow in the channel;
operating frequency is 1 Hz. The power source makes it possible to control the
frequency in the range of 0.5-12.5 Hz for its flow rate optimization;
there is a 3 phase winding. The two inductors are connected in parallel.
the pump line voltage is 180 V (its effective value). The power source output
voltage is 230 V which permits its reduction to 30 V (to achieve smooth flow rate);
the whole active power taken by the pump from the circuit is 38 kW. The power
source input line voltage - 380 V, 50 Hz;
the inductor's pole pitch is 0.55 m; the number of poles - 4; a double layer winding
with high temperature insulation is used.
In designing the pump the following theoretical problems have been solved:

1.

The distribution of the outside traveling magnetic field in the working volume of the
pump has been established. The real configuration of the magnetic core was taken
into account;

2.

The distribution of the induction current in liquid metal has been found in
electrodynamic approach Rm « 1. This made it possible to count the head
developed by the pump.
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INFLUENCE OF MULTIPHASE MHD FLOWS ON THE
MICROSTRUCTURE OF SOLIDIFIED METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Charles VIVES

Laboratoire de Magnetohydrodynamique, Universite d'Avignon
33 rue Louis Pasteur, 84000 Avignon, France

Metal matrix composites are characterized by high mechanical
properties which are required for advanced applications, particularly in the
aerospace, automotive and electronic industries. The methods for fabricating
these materials are very diversified and include compocasting, squeeze
infiltration casting, high pressure infiltration casting, powder techniques, and
deposition technologies such as plating, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and
physical vapor deposition (PVD).
With regard to the other manufacturing techniques, compocasting
presents the advantage of providing a higher industrial production rate at a
much lower cost. The preparation procedure for compocast materials consists
in the incorporation of third-phase particles of silicon carbide or alumina, for
instance, within a very vigorously agitated semisolid alloy slurry. This method
promotes good bonding between the reinforcement and the matrix alloy and
enables the achievement of very homogeneous particle distribution. Moreover,
the materials produced by this elaboration method combine the properties of
the conventional rheocast structures (i.e., fine-grained and uniformly
distributed structure, reduced shrinkage, microporosity and cracking) and of
the metal matrix composites (namely, extra-strength and substantial
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improvement of stiffness, hardness, expansion properties and wear resistance).
Furthermore, an appreciable energy saving is achieved because these materials
are usually cast at a lower temperature.
Most of the compocasting processes are based on a mechanical agitation
generated by rotation of augers, impellers or multipaddle agitators. However,
these techniques seem more adapted to batch-type mode casting in relatively
low capacity molds, rather than to continuous casting.
The main objective of this investigation was to develop a new
electromagnetic device able to produce compocast metal matrix composites
without any material contact with the stirred mixture. The present work can be
considered as the extension of a recent work concerning the elaboration of
semisolid alloy slurries by means of a magnetohydrodynamic caster. Local
measurement techniques are applied to the study of the evolution of nonnewtonian magnetohydrodynamic multiphase flow phenomena with the
rotational speed of the inductor, the solid fraction of the aluminum alloy
matrix and the size and volume percent of SiC particles. Satisfactory results
concerning the microstructure of solidified aluminum matrix composites
(homogeneity, crystal shape, grain size, fraction of primary solid, distribution
of SiC particles) were obtained. A discussion is presented relating the
metallurgical findings to the heat and three-phase flows measurements.
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INFLUENCE OF TWO-PHASE MHD FLOWS ON THE
MICROSTRUCTURE OF SOLIDIFIED ALLOYS SLURRIES

Charles Vives

Laboratoire de Magnetohydrodynamique, Universite d'Avignon
33 rue Louis Pasteur, 84000 Avignon, France

In the conventional rheocasting process, a solidifying alloy is generally
mechanically stirred while in the freezing range. Thixotropic properties are
possessed by this semi solid alloy, in which the solid phase has the structure of
rounded particles suspended in a liquid matrix ; this binary mixture is likely to
flow for high solid fractions, on the order of 0.6.
With respect to the conventional cast structures, the rheocast structures
present manifold advantages : fine grained and uniformly distributed
structure, reduced shrinkage, microporosity and cracking, improved
mechanical properties. Moreover, the rheocasting technique is likely to be
extended to emerging technologies, such as thixocasting and compocasting. In
the thixocasting process, fine grained partially solidified metalworking alloys
are intended to be formed, under pressure and after reheating, in the semi
solid state. Metal matrix composites may be prepared by compocasting, the
procedure consisting in the incorporation of third-phase particles of silicon
carbide or alumina for instance, within a stirred semi-solid alloy slurry. This
method promotes good bonding between the reinforcement and the matrix
alloy and allows to achieve a very homogeneous particle distribution.
The mechanical stirring is commonly generated by means of augers,
impellers, or multipaddle agitators mounted on a central rotating shaft.
However, the mechanical agitation approach is characterized by several
specific and serious drawbacks. The slurry being here driven by viscous
forces, the space occupied by the annulus formed between the rotor and the
mixing chamber walls is necessarily confined and provides only a low
volumetric rate of thixotropic slurry. Moreover, when the dimensions of the
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vessel containing the liquid-solid mixture are increased, dead zones marked by
low shear rates becomes strongly viscous. It follows that, due to the coarsening
of the crystals entrapped within these regions, the structure homogeneity is
unsatisfactory. Furthermore, there are technological problems related to the
erosion of the rotor, which is immersed into a very agressive medium, from
the physico-chemical standpoint (such aluminum alloys, for instance) and can
be responsible for an undesirable pollution of the metal. Lastly, it is generally
not easy to associate mechanical agitation to a continuous casting system.
The aim of this work is to overcome these problems through the
development of an electromagnetic device, allowing the production of an
intense stirring in solidifying semi-solid alloy, whithout contact with the melt.
The working principle and the peculiarities of this new electromagnetic
rheocaster, which is based on the use of rotating permanent magnets and which
allow the production of intense stirring in solidifying semi-solid alloy slurries,
is described. These processes are likely to be applied to the direct continuous
casting of billets, tubes and slabs and to the production of metal matrix
composites. They are also characterized by a very low electric power
consumption. Local measurement techniques are applied to the study of the
evolution of the electromagnetic, hydrodynamic and thermal phenomena with
time, inside vigorously agitated melt-solid mixtures. The rheological
behaviour of electromagnetically rheocast ferrous metals, simulated by a leadtin alloy, is also investigated. Satisfactory results concerning the
microstructure of solidified aluminum thixotropic slurries (homogeneity,
crystal shape, grain size, fraction of primary solid) were obtained.
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Algebraic-Q4 Turbulent Eddy-Viscosity
Model: Boundary Layer Flow Over a Flat
Plate and Flow in a Pipe
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ABSTRACT
A new algel>iair eddy-viscosity model is derived from the renormalization group
(HXCJ) theory of turbulence. The proposed model was applied lor:
T r a n s i t i o n a l b o u n d a r y l a y e r flow o v e r a flat p l a t e . The model describes the
laminar-turbulent transit ion. The total skin d i d ion coefficient and mean velocity
profile are in good agreement with experimental data.
F u l l y - d e v e l o p e d t u r b u l e n t flow in a s m o o t h p i p e . The friction coefficient is
in excellent agreement with the Prandll-Xikuradze correlation formula.
T u r b u l e n t flow in t h e e n t r a n c e r e g i o n of a s m o o t h p i p e . The length of flow
developing region is in agreement with known correlations.
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Large-Eddy Simulation of a Temporally
Growing Mixing Layer
Alexander Yakhot^'6) and Steven A. Orszag*c)

•^Department of Mechanical Engineering, Ben-Gurion University, Beersheva 84105,
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)Applied and Computational Mathematics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
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ABSTRACT
Shear flows, like mixing layer and jets, differ from wall-bounded flows in that they
have inflexional mean profiles and, hence, are subject to inviscid instabilities. Numerical simulations of a spatially growing mixing layer implies imposing inflow- outflow boundary conditions and enormous computational work is needed due to the
space resolution requirement. The case of a temporally growing layer, when periodic
boundary conditions are applied in the streamwise and spanwise directions, can be
efficiently simulated. We have numerically simulated a temporally growing mixing
layer, using the renormalization group (RNG) formulation of large-eddy simulation
(LES). The LES calculations reported by us are the first ones that have been done
for a complex flow such as a mixing layer. The results qualitively agree with direct
numerical simulations of temporally growing mixing layer.
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PULSED NON-EQUILIBRIUM MHD POWER GENERATION USING A THERMAL
ENERGY HEAT SOURCE
Bert Zauderer and Benjamin Borck, Coal Tech Corp. PO Box 154, Merion Station, PA 19066
Telephone: 215-667-0442, Fax 215-667-0576 or 215-667-6632
ABSTRACT
This paper reports on work to develop a portable, pulsed, non-equilibrium, MHD generator for
applications such as geophysical sounding and electromagnetic accelerators. These applications
require power pulses in the MWe range of the order of one second duration and multiple pulses per
hour. The authors first described this concept at the 1990 Symposium on Engineering Aspects of
MHD. Initial results on a non-equilibrium MHD generator using cesium seeded hydrogen and
driven by a chemical fuel heat source, were reported. Design output was 1 MWe for 0.1 seconds.
It was concluded that solid particles and/or gaseous molecular contaminants limited the MHD
power output to about one-tenth of the design power.
The present study was undertaken to improve the understanding of these loss mechanisms and
identify means for increasing the MHD power output. Due to the high cost of operating the MHD
system with a chemical heat source, it was replaced with an electrically heated, heat exchanger.
The heat exchanger was designed to simulate the conditions achievable with the chemical heat
source for periods of several tenth's of a second. The balance oftbe MHD system, consisting of the
MHD channel, magnet, and auxiliaries remained the same. Initial results of this work were
presented at the June 1992 Symposium on Engineering Aspects of MHD. That paper dealt with
the compact heat exchanger development effort. After major modifications and detailed
diagnostics, the heat exchanger had been developed to the point where initial MHD experiment
were undertaken. However, considerable thermal inefficiencies were still present in the heater.
Specifically, the transition section between the heater and the MHD channel caused major
temperature tosses. This transition section had been installed to provide sufficient time to vaporize
the cesium. A new liquid cesium atomization process was developed, which allows vaporization of
the cesium in a very short time. As of this date, this revised system has been successfully tests, and
small amounts of MHD power at MHD stagnation temperatures of approximately 1300K. The
next step will be to expand the MHD data acquisition and to increase the peak gas temperature.
The heat exchanger is designed to heat cesium seeded, helium to the conditions necessary to
achieve non-equilibrium MHD power generation, namely 2000K. At that temperature, the power
level is projected from several 100 kW to 1/2 megawatt. The importance of the present work is
that a very low cost, non-equilibrium MHD research facility has been developed. It enables one to
conduct tests with almost the same repetition rate as shock tubes and shock tunnels, but for much
longer tests period, namely 0.1 to 1 second, compared to 0.0001 to 0.010 seconds in shock tubes
and shock tunnels, respectively. The present MHD system has been operated for a total of 19 tests,
of which 2/3 were MHD tests. By way of comparison, only 6 chemical combustor, non-equilibrium
MHD generator rocket tests were performed with this MHD system in 1989. It is planned to use
this research facility to investigate non-equilibrium MHD power in noble gases and in molecular
gases, such as nitrogen, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide. The status of the work as of the date of
the Beer Sheva Seminar will be reported.
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Using the fibre-optic velocity sensor for
studing turbulent MHD-flows of liquid metal
V.G.Zhilin. Yu.P.Ivochkin, A.A.Oksman
Diagnostic flows using fibre-optic velocity is discussed.
The diagnostic was designed for studing MHD-flows on mercury
models. Principle of the velocity sensor is based on amplitude
modulation of the light at external action of the dynamic
force on the sensing element The sensing element is formed as a
thin-walled glass cone with glass ponter sealed in its end. The
free end of the pointer is blackened and plased in the air gap
betwing two pairs of lighd guides, two of which are optically
connected to the source of light and the other two the photosells. The light quides in the air gap from two perpendicular
beamsof light. In the initial position C at zero velocity ) the
pointer interceps partically the two beams. Under the flow
action the sensing element deflectes and the pointer changes
the amount of light reaching the photocells by changing its
position. In sush a way the values of electric signals of the
photocells are functionlly dependent on the values of two velocity components. Then, electeic signals are processed by an
analogue electronic device having out electric voltages which
prportional of two velocity components.
The set of the equipment has been desiqned and consisted of
sensinq element, the probe and the electronic derice havind
analogy and figures out. The sensor has the folowing
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technical parameters.
Material of the sensing element - glass
Range measering of the instant velocity
- 1 - 12 sm/s
Dynamics range
- 0 - 200 Hz
Range of the temperature
- 39 - 100°C
Apparatus erros at the measuring of the average velocity ^ 0,4%
Apparatus erros at the measuring of the room mean sguare
velocity
^ 2,5%
The results of the using the fiber-optic velocity sensors
for the studing MHD - flows to the vortex structure of the
large scale are reported.The measuring of the fields of the
average velocity and the intensivety of the turbulent
fluctuations in near and
distant trance behind the
crossflowing cylinder C diameter 5mm , lenght 20mm ) having
axis wich parallel of the magnetic fild at Reynolds number
4 10 3 and Hartman numbers 0; 80 was maked.
The cylinder was plased in the rectangular canal with nonconductivity walls. On the base of the comparing with the literature date on the distant trace the reliability of the experimental results was verified.
The results measuring of the fields average velocity and
intensivety of the turbulent fluctiations was provided evidence
for changing of the flowing round cylinder and increasing of
the eddy generation it in the magnetic field.
The experimental date on the studing influence magnetic
fild on the mean head - transfer coefficient from the headed
crossflowed cylinder at Reynolds number 50 - 5000 and Hartman
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numbars 0; 80 are presented. It is experimantal established
what the mean head transfer from cylinler can as decrease as
increase at increasing of the magnetic field. The findings
on the mean head-transfer coefficient which obtained without
magnetic field is finded an agrument with results ofher authors.
The date on the velocity fields eiectrovortex flows in
halfspherical container with the pointal electrod in the range
of number S =nol2/4;i2pp2=105 - 5 10 s is provided. The dependences of the axis velocity on the parameter S and the geometrical sases also is obtained. The problems associated with
origin surface flows on the boundary electrolyte - mercury at
the small electrical current are reported.
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PARAMETRIC APPROACH TO LIQUID METAI MHD CHANNEL
FLOW STUDIES
M. Zusman
Center for MHD Studies
Ben Gurion University of the Negev
P.O.B. 653, Beer Sheva 84105, Israel
The 7th Beer-Sheva International Seminar on MHD Flows and Turbulence
February 14-18, 1992, Jerusalem, Israel
ABSTRACT
Parametric methods are a well known approach to complicated phenomena studies.
Sometimes, the presence of parameters is a natural result of mathematical model creation.
In other cases some parameters may be artificially introduced to simplify a problem
consideration. One of the significant simplifications for the applied magnetohydrodynamic
problems is either electrodynamic or hydrodynamic part reduction. In particular, some
parametrization of magnetic induction distribution allows to realize such simplification
under low Reynolds magnetic number.
Respective procedure has been carried out for the case of liquid metal conductive
MHD channels. The problem of self-excitation for multi-electrode channels was
considered on the basis of a parametric approach. It was shown that special choice of
external magnetic coils allows to organize AC generation without an invertor system. Also,
the problem of multi-phase AC symmetrization for linear MHD channel has been
considered in framework of developed parametric approach.
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Drag Reduction in Wall Bounded Turbulent Flows by Phase Randomization

E. Levich, 8. Levich,Center for Turbulence Research,
Division of ORMAT Ind., Ltd,, Yavne, Israel
R.A. Handler, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC 20375
L. Sirovich, Oept. of Mathematics, Brown University,
Providence, Rl 02912

Abstract

We present results of numerical simulations of plane turbulent channel flow in which
we introduce a forcing which derives from the randomization of selected Fourier
modes. In all cases, the randomization is introduced uniformly throughout the channel.
The properties of the resulting turbulence are strongly dependent on both the
wavenumbers whose phases are randomized and the forcing frequency. Two principal
wavenumber bands have been selected. The first includes a selected subset of the
large streamwise and spanwise length scales of the turbulence. Forcing in this band
results in a fully sustained maximum mass flux increase above that of normal
turbulence of 30 percent which translates into a drag reduction of 58 percent. Many
of the statistical properties of the simulated drag reduced turbulence generated in this
manner are in good qualitative agreement with the statistical properties of turbulence
observed in experiments in which drag reduction is achieved through the introduction
of small concentrations of long-chained polymers into the flow. In a second set of
simulations, the phases of the intermediate and smallest wavelengths were
randomized- Forcing at these scales of motion results in a drag increase. Theoretical
considerations on the mechanism of the drag reduction by phase randomization are
offered.

Turbulent Rotating Flows with Neutral and Unstable Stratification
Samuel Hassid
Environmental and Water Resources Engineering,
Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel
Boris Galperin
Department of Marine Science, University of South Florida,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701
Abstract
The previous studies of Galperin et al. (1989) and Kantha et al. (1989) on the effects
of rotation on stratified turbulent boundary layers are extended by detailed consideration
of the cases of neutral and unstable stratification. Unlike the case of stable stratification,
where rotational contribution was limited, in the present study this contribution is significant and greatly affects the entire turbulence structure. The rotational terms endow eddy
viscosity and eddy diffusivity with tensorial properties and make them algebraically complex. In the present study, the mathematical features of the tensorial eddy viscosity - eddy
diffusivity are thoroughly investigated and upper bounds are derived for the dimensionless velocity and temperature gradients that ensure physical realizability of the turbulence
exchange coefficients. It is found necessary to include in the model a limitation on the magnitude of the turbulence macroscale due to background rotation. This limitation is similar
to the one imposed by stable stratification. The self-similar solutions derived from the
model are compared with the experimental data by Fernando et al. (1991) and are shown
to be in a reasonable agreement. Particularly, it is shown that the length scale limitation
due to rotation is absolutely necessary to realistically reproduce the data. Implications of
the results for oceanographic modeling and for simulation of the deep convection episodes
are discussed.

Hagative Viscosity of the Farrofluids
Theory and Experiment
J.-C.Bacri, R.Perzynski, M.I.Shliomis
University of Pierre and Marie curie.
Laboratory of Acoustics and Optics of Condensed Hatter,
Box 78, 4, Place Jussieu, 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

Ferrofluid is the stable colloidal suspension of single-domain magnetic
particles in an ordinary liquid [1]. Thermal agitation keeps the particles
suspended because of Brownian motion and prevents the particles from
sticking to each other. In the case of vortical flow (i.e. in a flow with
non-zero vortex Jl ) of such fluid in a stationary, uniform, applied
magnetic field hi the influence of the latter manifests in the increase of
effective viscosity of the ferrofluid [2]. An additional resistance to the
motion arises because the field oriented particles (together with its
magnetic moments) are impeded from rotating freely. Formula for the
additional viscosity AIJ(H) obtained by one of the authors [2] is in a good
agreement with experimental data on field dependence of ferrofluid
viscosity [3,4].
Strange to say, nobody investigated up to now the magnetoviscosity
effect under alternating magnetic field. One can guess why that happened.
Point is that one could expect of the trivial result: a monotonous
reduction of the A P as a function of the field frequency u) . As a matter
of fact, viscosity ^tt has to tend to zero when U) tends to infinity
because magnetic particles cease "to feel" the field in this limit. It is
right but the dependence of AYj on the 60 is not monotonous. For each
value of the amplitude Ho of alternating magnetic field there exists
a certain value of product tO*T
(here X. is the Brownian relaxation time
constant) at which Aff changes its sign, i.e. At] passes from region of
positive values (at G0<£O # ) to negative ones (at CO > CO^. ) . In the latter
region the function /IBfcO) attains a minimum and only after that one tends
to zero.
'
Let us give a qualitative explanation of the negative viscosity.
Alternating field induces a motion of the particles: its magnetic moments
follow the field direction that being the cause of rotative oscillations of
the particles. However the linearly polarized field does not single out any
direction of rotation. One can say half of the particles rotates clockwise
and another half counterclockwise this resulting in zero macroscopic
angular velocity of the particles. However this corresponds only to the
case of quiescent fluid. Any shear (Jl-^0) is sufficient to break down the
degeneracy of the rotation direction and the non-zero angular velocity of
the particles appears which is aligned to the direction of JL . The
resulting "spin up" of the flow by the particles leads to the decrease of
the effective viscosity: Af7< 0 .
We are going to submit for discussion the results of theory and
experimental data which are in a good agreement.
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Experimental Investigation of MHD Sea-Water Thruster
Performance in a Two Tesla Test Facility
Basil F. Picologlou and Ezzat D. Doss
Engineering Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA
and
W. Christopher Sikes and Richard F. Ranellone
Advanced Propulsion Technology
Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company
4101 Washington Avenue
Newport News, Virginia 23607, USA

Abstract
Results of experimental investigations pertaining to the performance of MHD sea-water
thrusters are presented. Although the proof of principle of MHD thrusters is well established,
verification of their performance, and in particular, their efficiency has been the subject of
discussion since the renewed interest in MHD thrusters brought about by recent advances in
high temperature superconductivity. The experimental investigations reported here were
aimed at providing quantitative confirmation of MHD thruster models that include loss
mechanisms affecting thruster efficiency. Moreover, the experiments were designed to study
the effect, if any, of the electrolytically generated gaseous bubbles on performance, and to
identify unanticipated phenomena which may cause a significant degradation in thruster
efficiency. Testing was carried out on a facility built specifically for these investigations
around an existing two Tesla magnet. A description of the facility and the instrumentation used in
the test program are presented. Tests reported here were carried out on a thruster with a square
cross section of 15 cm x 15 cm and an electrode length of 127 cm in a uniform magnetic
flux density of two Tesla. Data were obtained over a velocity range of 2-8 m/s and an electric
current density range of 70-820 AAD 2 , the latter being the expected range of operation of
full-scale thrusters. To achieve as prototypic MHD conditions as possible, experiments were
carried out with both a working fluid having an electrical conductivity equal to that of seawater and a working fluid with a conductivity five times higher. To investigate the possible
effects of the presence of the bubbles on thruster performance, experiments were conducted
with two orientations of the cathode - horizontal and vertical. This was accomplished by
rotating the thruster and the magnet by 90° around the thruster axis. To explore further
phenomena associated with bubble dynamics, experiments were carried out with two
working fluids - aqueous solutions of NaCl and Instant Ocean™, a commercial product that
contains all major mineral constituents of sea-water. The data reported here include voltampere characteristics of the thruster, current distributions over the electrode surfaces to
identify and quantify end effects, pressure rise in the thruster, and thruster measured
efficiencies. The experimental results are compared with analytical predictions obtained with
a one-dimensional hydrodynamic model coupled to a two- dimensional electric model. Good
agreement between analysis and experiments indicates that the phenomena affecting the
performance of marine MHD thrusters are well understood and can be adequately quantified
with available analytical tools. The production of hydrogen at the cathode does not appear to
have an impact on performance for current densities relevant to full-sized thrusters. Also, the
tests demonstrated that orientation of the thruster with respect to gravity does not have a
measurable effect on performance. Finally, visible bubble formation at the cathode was found
to be dependent on current density, velocity, and choice of working fluid.
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Recent Design Trends in Liquid-Metal-Cooled Blankets
for Fusion Reactors
Basil F. Picologlou
Fusion Power Program
Engineering Physics Division
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA

Abstract
Self-cooled liquid-metal blankets for fusion reactors have a number of advantages compared
to helium or water cooled blankets. Their attractive features include configuration simplicity,
higher operating temperatures and thus, higher energy conversion efficiency, relatively lower
operating pressures, superior tritium containment, and increased reliability and safety. The
development of designs that exploit these advantages requires that MHD effects resulting
from the flow of the breeder/coolant through the high magnetic fields used for plasma
confinement are properly taken into account. The MHD effects are so important that, in most
cases, they are the primary driver in the design development. The potential attractiveness of
liquid-metal-cooled designs, coupled with the importance of MHD effects, has resulted in
increased research activity over the last decade, both analytical and experimental, in the field
of high Hartmann number - high interaction parameter MHD, which is the range of interest
for blankets of magnetically confined fusion reactors. The MHD-related blanket issues that
have driven this research are discussed as are the necessary conditions that must be satisfied,
if a liquid-metal-coolcd blanket without any insulation between the liquid metal and the loadbearing walls of the blanket is to be feasible. The primary factors affecting the design are
reviewed as are the different design strategies that have emerged to deal with the issue of
MHD thermal hydraulics. Virtually all blanket-related MHD research carried out over the last
decade has been focused on MHD flows in thin conducting walls, because in designs
employing bare metal walls, compatibility of the liquid metal coolant/breeder and the
insulating coating used in insulating wall designs is not an issue. Recently, tokamak fusion
reactors nave been evolving towards devices with higher magnetic fields, larger dimensions,
and reduced blanket thicknesses. This evolution, coupled with the desire to keep coolant
pressures as low as possible, has provided a strong impetus towards the development of
blanket designs that employ insulated walls. The functional requirements of adequate
insulator coatings are reviewed and their possible effectiveness is discussed. Although, the
use of insulated walls mitigates the issue of large MHD pressure drop and allows increased
design flexibility, the inherent features of MHD flows in insulating wall ducts present a
different sen of challenges that must be properly addressed. Insulating wall design options,
and their main features are discussed, a quantitative assessment of their performance,
whenever possible, is given, and MHD-related future development needs are listed. The
relevance of liquid metal cooling to near-term test reactors is also addressed.

